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Foreword
The Ninth International Conference on Autonomic and Autonomous Systems [ICAS
2013], held between March 24 - 29, 2013 in Lisbon, Portugal, was a multi-track event covering
related topics on theory and practice on systems automation, autonomous systems and
autonomic computing.
The main tracks referred to the general concepts of systems automation, and
methodologies and techniques for designing, implementing and deploying autonomous
systems. The next tracks developed around design and deployment of context-aware networks,
services and applications, and the design and management of self-behavioral networks and
services. We also considered monitoring, control, and management of autonomous self-aware
and context-aware systems and topics dedicated to specific autonomous entities, namely,
satellite systems, nomadic code systems, mobile networks, and robots. It has been recognized
that modeling (in all forms this activity is known) is the fundamental for autonomous
subsystems, as both managed and management entities must communicate and understand
each other. Small-scale and large-scale virtualization and model-driven architecture, as well as
management challenges in such architectures are considered. Autonomic features and
autonomy requires a fundamental theory behind and solid control mechanisms. These topics
gave credit to specific advanced practical and theoretical aspects that allow subsystem to
expose complex behavior. We aimed to expose specific advancements on theory and tool in
supporting advanced autonomous systems. Domain case studies (policy, mobility, survivability,
privacy, etc.) and specific technology (wireless, wireline, optical, e-commerce, banking, etc.)
case studies were targeted. A special track on mobile environments was indented to cover
examples and aspects from mobile systems, networks, codes, and robotics.
Pervasive services and mobile computing are emerging as the next computing paradigm
in which infrastructure and services are seamlessly available anywhere, anytime, and in any
format. This move to a mobile and pervasive environment raises new opportunities and
demands on the underlying systems. In particular, they need to be adaptive, self-adaptive, and
context-aware.
Adaptive and self-management context-aware systems are difficult to create, they must
be able to understand context information and dynamically change their behavior at runtime
according to the context. Context information can include the user location, his preferences, his
activities, the environmental conditions and the availability of computing and communication
resources. Dynamic reconfiguration of the context-aware systems can generate inconsistencies
as well as integrity problems, and combinatorial explosion of possible variants of these systems
with a high degree of variability can introduce great complexity.
Traditionally, user interface design is a knowledge-intensive task complying with specific
domains, yet being user friendly. Besides operational requirements, design recommendations
refer to standards of the application domain or corporate guidelines.
Commonly, there is a set of general user interface guidelines; the challenge is due to a
need for cross-team expertise. Required knowledge differs from one application domain to

another, and the core knowledge is subject to constant changes and to individual perception
and skills.
Passive approaches allow designers to initiate the search for information in a
knowledge-database to make accessible the design information for designers during the design
process. Active approaches, e.g., constraints and critics, have been also developed and tested.
These mechanisms deliver information (critics) or restrict the design space (constraints)
actively, according to the rules and guidelines. Active and passive approaches are usually
combined to capture a useful user interface design.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ICAS 2013
Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a high
quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also
kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to ICAS
2013. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted
of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ICAS 2013 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional
meeting a success.
We hope that ICAS 2013 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the fields of
autonomic and autonomous systems.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We also hope the attendees enjoyed the charm of Lisbon, Portugal.
ICAS 2013 Chairs:
Michael Bauer, The University of Western Ontario - London, Canada
Radu Calinescu, University of York, UK
Michael Grottke, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, Germany
Bruno Dillenseger, Orange Labs, France
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Enabling Ubiquitous Workplace Through Virtualization Technology

Carlos Roberto de Oliveira Junior
Department of Informatics
Instituto Federal de Educação, Ciência e Tecnologia (IFRJ)
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
Carlos.roberto@ifrj.edu.br

Abstract—In a ubiquitous computing world, users would
always have the right information, in the right form, within the
right context. In addition, they would like to manipulate their
information with their preferred tools. In this paper, an
approach based on the advances in virtualization that can
change state of art in ubiquitous computing is proposed. Also,
how this change can be achieved, showing what has been done
and the open issues, is explained. The goal of this paper is not
to solve these issues but to give an insight on how the Virtual
Machine (VMs) technology can be used towards materializing
the ubiquitous computing dream. We concluded that, in a near
future, it will be possible to enable ubiquitous computing.
Keywords-virtualization; ubiquitous; workplace.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Computers prices are getting down each year, so a person
can have more than one machine (PC, notebook, tablet, etc.)
[1]. In addition, nowadays many people use another
computer at work. This leads to different information and
applications in these many computers. Nevertheless, it is
desirable to have the same information in all computers.
According to Oulasvirta and Sumari [2] there are 3 main
problems while having multiple machines: 1) the physical
effort demanded by various management tasks, 2)
anticipating what data or functionality will be needed and
shared, and 3) to align these efforts with work, mobility, and
social situations.
The ability to have data anytime/anywhere can also be
useful for companies as they can have their applications
servers (running in VMs) “moved” to anywhere at anytime.
Having everything anytime/anywhere is an old dream. The
term ubiquitous computing has been used first in 1988 by
Mark Weiser who published the paper The Computer for the
21st Century [3] in 1991. To achieve this dream, many
problems needs to be solved. Instead of have isolated
computers we need to have them integrated in a transparent
way to the user; it can be called as an user interface problem.
We need also to have in mind that to achieve gracefully
this desirable ubiquitous computing we need to integrate all
computers and not only propose a solution to integrate a new
kind of computer. It is necessary to regard existing ones.
The concept of ubiquitous workplace, introduced in this
paper, is a service that allows users to have their data
anytime/anywhere in a transparent way. In this service, user's
data is stored in the cloud. This data is his preferred OS and
configured applications. Users can use any computer to
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access their data. At the moment, an user logs in a computer,
his data would be downloaded to this computer. In our
proposal, user's data is represented by a VM and each user
has a VM.
Using VMs is possible to carry a whole OS and user's
profile from a physical machine to another machine in the
same network in a few seconds and even without stopping
services running on these VMs [4]. It is also possible to carry
VMs across Wide Area Network (WAN) [5]. Moving a VM
to anywhere is important because the user can carry all his
profile doing it. This is better than moving only files because
there are files that need specific applications to be opened. It
is also possible to stop tasks in a machine and resume it in a
different machine. This is an important feature because it
solves the backup problem. Having all profile in a VM, the
user needs not to worry about doing backups because all
changes are directly applied to the VM. Moreover, the user
needs not to worry about reinstall a system when buying a
new machine. Running the VM in the new machine, the user
will be carrying the whole system to the new computer.
Our purpose is not to solve problems in ubiquitous
computing, but we intend to propose a new manner to
advance the state of art using VM technology, showing what
has been done and the open problems. We introduce the
concept of ubiquitous workplace. An ubiquitous workplace
consists of a VM that can be accessed independent on the
physical machine the user is current using. This VM contains
any OS and user applications, like it would be if the user was
using an OS installed directly on a physical machine. Our
goal is to allow the user to access his whole profile with all
his data and configured applications anytime/anywhere
without worry about the physical machine current being
used. The machine is only a way to access the ubiquitous
workplace.
The proposed architecture consists of three main agents:
clients, client's file system and VM repositories. Clients are
ubiquitous workplaces users. A client uses any computer to
access his ubiquitous workplace. Clients need not to worry
about the underlying OS, installed in the machine currently
being used. A prerequisite is that computers need to have a
virtual machine monitor (VMM) installed to allow clients to
run VMs. Clients VM's are stored in a VM repository. This
repository can be a cloud service like Amazon EC2 [6].
Client's VM are downloaded to the machine the client is
currently accessing at the time he logins. When a client
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finishes his work, his VM is updated to the repository. Later
on, his VM can be migrated to another machine.
In this paper, we discuss five requirements that must be
addressed and integrated in an unique support to allow a
complete implementation of ubiquitous workplace. In the
future, when we have these five requirements addressed, it
will be possible to implement an autonomous system in
which the user workplace is automaticaly moved from a
physical machine to the physical machine the user is
currently using. In previous works [42] [43], we have already
implemented an autonomous system in which VMs
(containing web servers) are moved from a physical machine
to another according to resource usage constraints. This
implementation could be adapted to manage the user
workplaces.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the basic requirements for the implementation of
our proposal. Section III points out some scenarios in which
our proposal could improve user experience with an
ubiquitous workplace. Section IV presents related work and
Section V concludes the paper.
II.

REQUIREMENTS

Our proposal is based on virtualization that is a
consolidated technique. But some essential issues and their
related requirements need to be addressed in order to allow a
complete implementation of our proposal. In the next
Subsections we present these requirements and discuss the
solutions proposed by researchers to address each of them.
A. Creating a VM from an installed system
In our proposal, users need to have a VM. But we need to
take into account those users that do not use virtualization
and have already their systems installed in a physical
machine and their profiles, files and applications installed
and configured on the physical machine. We cannot propose
to users to leave their systems and to start a new installation
into a VM. Thus, the first requirement is to allow users to
create their VMs starting from their installed systems. To do
this, we need to have a service that allows users to submit
their systems and the service returns a VM containing this
system.
Some tools like VMware Converter [7], that is a free
product, provide this service. The process to create a VM,
using products like this is (a) The user has an installed OS
(note that an user can have any OS) containing his
applications. (b) User uses an application to create a VM
containing his system. (c) The application creates a VM with
his whole system. This VM can run in any computer that
supports the VMM the VM was created to, even if the VMM
are installed over a different OS. For instance, suppose that
OS in user's VM is Windows. This VM can run in a
computer that has the same VMM installed over Linux.
An issue here is that, sometimes, the OS the VMM is
running over does not offer all the capabilities the guest OS
offer. Thus, the user can face some troubles when trying to
use a capability that is not supported by the host OS.
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B. Migrating VMs in WANs
As we want an ubiquitous workplace, we need to be able
to move VMs to outside of LANs. Migrating a VM in WANs
have been studied and some authors have published their
work and contributions.
Bradford et al. [5] have studied VMs migration in
WANs. Their contribution is the design and evaluation of a
system that enables live migration of VMs that (a) uses local
storage, and (b) have open network connections, without
severely disrupting their live services, even across the
Internet.
When the migration is in a LAN, the VM's image (its file
system) is not moved from the source host to the target host.
The VM's image is stored in a Storage Area Network (SAN)
or in a Network File System (NFS). Thus, only the memory
state needs to be migrated. However, as we want to access a
VM anywhere we cannot be limited to use SAN or NFS.
Bradford et al. [5] use Xen as VMM and they use block tap
[8] to export block devices. Their system pre-copies local
persistent state and transfers it from the source to the
destination while the VM operates on the source host.
During the transfer it is employed an user-level block device
to record and forward any write accesses to the destination,
to ensure consistency. In their experiments, they have
complete a migration in the WAN in 68s. Two related issues
in the migration context are discussed below.
1) Keeping open connections
There are a few number of scenarios in which should be
necessary to keep open connections (e.g., when the user's
VM is migrated to the cloud with an ongoing download). As
described in the following paragraphs, it is possible to handle
these situations in the context of an ubiquitous workplace.
For managing migration in a LAN with respect to
network it is generated an unsolicited ARP reply from the
migrated host, advertising that the IP has moved to a new
location. This will reconfigure peers to send packets to the
new physical address and, while a small number of in-flight
packets may be lost, the migrated domain will be able to
continue using open connections with almost no observable
interference. Some routers are configured not to accept
broadcast ARP replies (in order to prevent IP spoofing), so
an unsolicited ARP may not work in all scenarios [4].
When migration takes place between servers in different
networks, the migrated VM has to obtain a new IP address
and thus existing network connections break. Bradford et al.
[5] implemented a redirection scheme in their framework to
overcome this by combining IP tunneling [11] with Dynamic
DNS [10]. With the help of iproute2 they set up an IP tunnel
between the old IP address at the source and its new IP at the
destination. Once the migration has completed and the VM
can respond at its new network location they update the
Dynamic DNS entry for the services the VM provides. This
ensures that future connections are directed to the VM new
IP address. In addition, they begin forwarding all packets
that arrive at the source for the VM old IP address to the
destination, through the tunnel. Packets that arrive during the
final migration step have to either be dropped or queued in
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order to avoid connection resets. After the restart of the VM
at the destination the VM has two IP addresses: its old one,
used by existing connections through the tunnel, and its new
one, used by new connections directly. The tunnel is torn
down when no connections remain that use the VM old IP
address.
2) Discovering and mapping devices
We need not only to keep open connections but we also
need to discover available devices where the user currently
is. An example that shows the importance of discovering and
mapping devices is an user who has a printer configured at
home. But when the user moves to the office, that configured
printer is not available anymore. Thus, we need to discover
available printers at the new location and configure them in a
transparent way (when it is possible) to the user. We need
also to consider that devices may be added or removed
anytime. To discover available devices we can use an
approach similar to Gaia [11], which is a framework for
smart spaces. Gaia consists of a number of different types of
agents performing different tasks. There are agents that
perform various core services required for the functioning of
the environment like device discovery and selection. There
are agents associated with devices that enable them to be a
part of a particular environment where they can be readily
available [12]. We must take in account that should be
difficult to implement a system to discover and map devices
in an environment where the user is continuously moving.
The system can experiment problems like different
passwords and authentication methods.
C. VM storage repository
As we are proposing the use of VM also for end-users
and not only for enterprises, we should have a way to store
VMs in an accessible manner for these users. When a
company uses virtualization, it relies on NFS or SAN
support to store the VMs. When thinking about end-users it
is a bit different. These users will likely not need to have
their VMs running all the time but probably only when they
are working in front of a computer. And so, they probably do
not want to leave their machines at home turned on all the
time to make possible to migrate their VMs when finishing
their works on the machine they use at the office, for
example. Thus, the user has two options: (a) leave his
machine in the office turned on and when arriving at home
remotely accesses his computer at the office to migrate his
VM or (b) have another place to store his VM as he cannot
leave his machine turned on. The last option sounds better.
With the advance of cloud computing, our proposal can
use a popular service like Amazon EC2 [6] to store the VMs
and let it accessible anytime/anywhere. Users can have their
VMs updated to the cloud when they need to go away, log
off, sleep, etc and have their VMs downloaded when
necessary. The idea is that after an user stops working, his
VM is migrated to the cloud and still there ready to be used
when necessary. Other proposals have been done in this area.
For instance, a storage access mechanism that supports live
VM migration over WAN is proposed in [13]. This
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mechanism completely relocates virtual disks between
source and remote sites in a transparent manner.
An important issue in this requirement is that a VM (that
is, the OS and applications) can have dozens of gigabytes.
This large amount of data can turn unfeasible the task to
move a whole VM through the network. An approach to
address this issue is to transfer only the OS image to the
machine the user is currently using, while user`s file system
(that is, his files) stays in the cloud. Memory pages from the
file system storage are transfered on demand to the machine
the user is using. It would work as a NFS and will decrease
the amount of data transfered through the Internet. It could
also be used a file system like Coda [14]. In Coda, Kistler
and Satyanarayanan suggest a disconnected operation mode
that enables a client to continue accessing critical data during
temporary failures of a shared data repository. Their work
can be seen as an extension of the idea of write-back
caching. Whereas write-back caching has been used for
performance, it can be extended to mask temporary failures
too.
D. Independence of VMM
To advance in the state of art we cannot propose a
solution that uses a specific VMM. We cannot force users to
use what we want them to use, they must be free to choose
their preferred VMM. Ideally, a VM could be migrated
across any node with similar machine configuration and
granted resources. However, as there are currently several
VMMs (e.g, Denali [15], VMware [16], Xen [17] and kvm
[18]), the heterogeneity of the underlying VMMs makes it
hard to migrate a VM originally running on one VMM to a
system that runs another VMM. To address this problem,
authors in [19] have proposed and implemented Vagrant,
which is a VM migration scheme aiming to migrate VMs
among computing nodes even if they are managed by
heterogeneous VMMs. To render it practical, Vagrant does
not requires changes to the hosted OS and its applications. It
requires only minimal changes to the core VMM abstraction.
To support migration among heterogeneous VMMs, the
key issue is the semantic gap among different resource
abstractions and migration protocols. First, each VMM
provides its own abstraction of the underlying hardware
resources. Second, the migration software for different
VMMs usually has its own format of migration protocols.
Third, there are currently several memory migrating
algorithms, including stop-and-copy [8], pre-copy [4], push
and pull. To address this issue, Vagrant has a common
migration protocol and common virtual machine abstraction.
It intercepts the migration control and data issued by the
source VMM and transforms them into the Vagrant format.
On the destination side, the data in Vagrant format is
transformed into the format of the target VMM. For memory
migration algorithms, Vagrant provides a pool of common
algorithms in both VMMs and dynamically selects the
migration algorithms according to the types of the
communicating VMMs. Until now, Vagrant supports only
migration within LAN. Nevertheless, its authors plan to
extend it to support migration in WAN. They also plan to
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add features such as QoS control to make Vagrant more
flexible and robust. Using mechanisms like this, we expect
that, in the future, it will be practical to migrate VMs without
worrying about the particular available VMM.
E. High speed and reliable Internet access
Nowadays, pen drives can store many gigabytes; thus, an
user could carry his VM anywhere using his pen drive. But
this option is not convenient or comfortable to the user, and
it is against the idea of pervasive computing. Thus, we need
to have a high speed and reliable Internet access, allowing us
to access our VMs in a transparent way. Many companies
and universities have gigabit links to access Internet, but we
need to have a high speed access to domestic users too.
Moreover, we need to have a reliable Internet access. Users
must be able to access their VMs anytime. The American
government proposed a National Broadband Plan that is an
initiative to bring 100-megabit-per-second broadband to 100
million U.S. households by 2020 [20]. This service is already
reality in Japan that has the fastest consumer broadband in
the world, 160-megabit-per-second service [21]. In Japan, an
user should pay only $20 to have a service like this at home.
As exposed in this Section, all the five essential
requirements we have identified were successfully addressed
by researchers. Nevertheless, they still need to be integrated
in a simple solution to users who are not acquainted with the
virtualization technology.
III.

ADVANCES EXPECTED IN OUR LIVES

In this Section, we show a scenario that would be
possible after integrate these five requirements. Consider the
following scenario.
“An user leaves office and afterwards continue working at
home”
During the day at office one can create or modify
documents, receive or modify files, install and uninstall
applications and would like to have these changes applied to
his computer at home. Moreover, imagine a student who has
a work in progress. This student can make some progress in
his work at university and may want to continue this work at
home. This work may be complex, for instance, requiring a
specific system configuration. Using a ubiquitous workplace
it is possible to continue his work anywhere.
A further advantage of our proposal is that companies and
universities do not need to worry about untrustful user's
applications. In a virtualized system, a VM runs
independently from others. It leads immediately to a safe
environment. For instance, if an user has a virus on his VM,
this virus cannot be propagated to other VMs because they
are isolated from each other.
Taking into account requirement 1, one may have his
VM. By requirements 2, 3 and 5, one can store and access
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his VM with all his configured environment anytime. We
need also to consider that the company or university may
have a payed VMM while a employee or student has a free
VMM at home. Thus, by addressing requirement 4, an user
can move his ubiquitous workplace to anywhere. That is,
from a computer to another computer independently of the
VMM used on each computer.
IV.

RELATED WORK

Remote Desktop [30], included with Windows XP
Professional, enables users to connect to their computers
across the Internet from any computer. The disadvantage of
Remote Desktop is that users need to leave their computers
turned on all the time. Moreover, this computer is a single
point of failure and the user has no choice about the OS.
Windows 7 [31] brings a new feature termed
HomeGroup [32] that allows users to have all computers at
home integrated. It allows users to use a machine to access a
file stored in another machine. For instance, one can view a
picture that is stored in another physical machine on his
HomeGroup. One can also use a printer and other devices
that are connected to other machine. Is even possible to give
permissions to files, specifying who can access which files.
The disadvantage of HomeGroup is that if the user goes to
the office, for instance, he cannot access his files as he could
do at home. HomeGroup can be used only for machines in
the same network. So, it does not allow users to access their
data anytime/anywhere.
Another proposed solution to allow users to access data
anytime/anywhere were the Web OSs. One of these Web OS
is Jooce [33]. Jooce is a Flash-based web OS and sharing
platform. Google has also its proposal to a Web OS. It is
termed ChromeOS [34], that aims to allow users to quickly
access Internet and have their applications and data stored on
the Internet. They start from the assumption that when users
are using a computer, they spend 90% of time on the
Internet. In our view, Web OSs were not well succeed
mainly because they can run only applications that have been
written for them. Simply, users do not want to leave their
OSs and applications to change to a completely new OS.
f_Desktop [35] is another proposal that aims to support
user mobility in ubiquitous computing environment.
f_Desktop allows the user to carry his desktop computing
environment defined as a set of follow-me applications from
computer to computer. f_Desktop uses MobileSocket to
migrate applications. Nevertheless, f_Desktop is based on
Java, so it is only possible to use applications based on Java.
Intel has proposed the Personal Server [36] as a solution
to allow users to have data anywhere. Its proposal aims to
allow users to carry their data anywhere. Personal Server is a
device that has no screen. The Personal Server aims to
overcome the fundamental limitation of cell-phones, PDAs,
and laptops: if they're small enough to carry, then the
displays are too small to easily use. Thus, Personal Server
needs to be connected to another device that has a screen.
The Internet Suspend/Resume [37] is a project that aims
to provide mobile computing by combining two
technologies: VM technology and distributed file systems.
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As far as we know, this was the first work to propose the use
of VM technology to allow mobile computing; it
demonstrates that the basic support required by our proposal
is feasible. Some issues not considered in [37] are explicitly
discussed in our work.
Das et al. [38] implemented a system, termed LiteGreen
that aims to save desktop energy by virtualizing the user's
desktop computing environment as a virtual machine (VM)
and then migrating it between the user's physical desktop
machine and a VM server, depending on whether the desktop
computing environment is being actively used or is idle. This
operation allows LiteGreen to save energy during short idle
periods (e.g., coffee breaks) and long idle periods (e.g.,
weekends). In [38], the ubiquitous computing was not
achieved as the system is limited to be used in an enterprise
environment. As a future work, we plan to implement a
system that, similarly to LiteGreen, moves the VM between
a cloud service and user's PC whether the user logs in/out a
web site that provides our service. Unlike LiteGreen, our
proposal requires no changes to the desktop. In our
paradigm, is not desirable or convenient to apply
modifications to desktops, as the user should be able to use
any desktop.
V.

or offices. In the future, when the five identified
requirements are fully integrated, users will not
need to worry about particular computers
because they will be widely available. They
would only need a way to connect to their
ubiquitous workplace.
• Collaborative work: an user can send a
workplace to a colleague in another place to
continue or evaluate his work. For instance, a
workgroup team can have a developer working
in a country and the tester working in another
country. Instead of sending only the code to the
person who will test it (who can have to
reconfigure his system to run the application),
the developer can send a copy of his workplace
with the whole associated environment.
• Data sharing: taking advantage of the cloudbased storage, users could share data (photos,
videos, etc) with friends or familiars just sharing
their local repositories. This would allow the
partners to use their preferred tools (e.g.,
viewers). This would avoid users the stress of
having to download, install and learn to use a
specific viewer to see the shared media.
• Backup problem: all modifications the user does
in the environment (e.g., by installing programs
or modifying data) are immediately applied to
the underlying VM, that at any given moment
can be reflected in the cloud-based storage.
• Energy savings: as users tend to create huge
amounts of data during their lives, by keeping
the currently unused part of this data in the
cloud can be useful to save energy, as pointed
out in [39].
• User habits preserved: many proposals until
now were based on new abstractions forcing the
user to change his or hers habits. Our proposal is
practical and feasible because virtualization
allows one to have only one ubiquitous
workplace, containing his preferences, programs
and data, accessible anytime/anywhere.
We also expect that in the future, vendors will sell
machines with the basic virtualization mechanisms
required to implement our proposal. Moreover,
ubiquitous workplaces will be easily stored in cloud
services and users will have high speed and reliable
access to them through the Internet. Our expectations are
in accordance with Google [40] and IBM [41] that
foresee that desktop concept will be obsolete in a few
years.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

System virtualization has become a disrupting force in
the computer systems and is likely to be the new foundation
of system software [39]. A conspicuous feature enabled by
system virtualization is the migration of VMs. In principle,
by dynamically relocating an entire environment including
the operating system from one machine to another, we can
achieve the ubiquitous workplace paradigm. The five
requirements to support our proposal have already been
addressed by many researchers as presented in Section 2.
The next step is to integrate these requirements in a
comprehensive environment and make it available to be used
by people who do not want to know about the underlying
technology.
Many proposals with similar goals in ubiquitous
computing and related areas have failed mainly because they
tried to impose to users their specific solutions or tools. Now,
we know that if we want to change the state of art we must
propose a feasible solution to the general users and not only
for a specific group. In particular, it is not fair trying to
convince them or impose to them a particular choice (as Web
OS tried to do). In sum, giving freedom to the user to choose
his preferred environment is essential. It is described bellow
some benefits of our proposal.
•

Access
to
the
ubiquitous
workplace
anytime/anywhere: an user can do all his work
on his ubiquitous workplace using a generic
machine and when he needs to go to another
place he can easily continue his work on another
different machine. As a nice effect users would
not need to worry about migrating to a new
hardware platform, if by any reason they decide
to change the machine they keep at their homes
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Abstract—Intelligent Transportation Systems, Fleet Management and Logistics, and integrated Industrial Process Automation share the requirement of remote monitoring and high
performance processing of huge data streams produced by
large sets of mobile nodes. The deployment and operation
of infra-structures enabling such mobile communication and
data stream processing have two key requirements: they must
be capable of (a) handling large and variable numbers of
wireless connections to the monitored mobile nodes regardless
of their current use or locations, and (b) automatically adapt
to variations in the volume of the mobile data streams. This
article describes a mechanism for load balancing of mobile
data streams based on the autonomic reference model MAPEK. The autonomic capability has been incorporated into a
scalable middleware system based on the OMG DDS standard
and aimed at real-time and adaptive handling of mobile
connectivity and data stream processing for great sets of
mobile nodes. Besides explaining the autonomic extension of
this middleware (MAPE-SDDL) and the generic load balancing
approach implemented, we also present results of initial tests
and discuss the potential benefits of using this model for general
dynamic adaptivity in distributed middleware.
Keywords-Load balancing; Data Stream Processing; Autonomic computing; DDS; mobile communication middleware.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As the public and private sectors are increasingly investing
in Intelligent Transportation Systems for smarter cities,
Logistics, and integrated Industrial Process Automation that
depend on monitoring of the real world objects (and people)
through wireless interfaces, systems for mobile tracking,
communication and coordination are becoming commonplace. Such applications share the requirement of remote
monitoring and high performance processing of huge data
streams produced by large sets of mobile nodes, which may
be vehicles, people, or other smart objects with embedded
sensors. Although some sorts of data processing may be
performed locally at the mobile nodes (i.e., simple sensor
data encoding or interpretation), most other applicationrelevant information about the monitored mobile system as
a whole that requires execution of complex analysis and
correlation functions over these mobile data streams, in realtime, has to be done by dedicated machines in a cluster
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or cloud. For example, it may be necessary to identify all
the nodes that are located inside a region affected by some
problem/accident and which may imply some danger or
cost to the corresponding nearby mobile users. Moreover,
these systems must also support timely and reliable communication with the monitored mobile nodes, in order to
send instructions, share alternative routes, make enquiries or
disseminate alerts, either to nodes individually, or to groups
of nodes [1].
However, today’s mobile communication and data stream
processing systems lack important features that are necessary in order to support the large amounts of data flows
envisioned by the massive and ubiquitous dissemination of
sensors and mobile devices in industry and city-scale applications. In particular, the deployment and 24x7 operation
of such mobile data stream processing and communication
infra-structures pose two intrinsic technical challenges: they
must be capable of (a) handling huge and variable numbers
of connections to the monitored mobile nodes regardless
of their current locations, and (b) automatically adapt to
variations in the volume of the mobile data streams, either
because of sudden increase in the set of nodes (e.g. a popular
event happening in a region), intensified message exchange
among the mobiles, or because new sensed data is required
for a more precise analysis of a regional problem, such as
road defect or an potential accident. In order to address these
challenges we have developed a scalable middleware system
that supports efficient and adaptive handling of mobile
connectivity and data stream processing for thousands of
mobile nodes. In this paper, we specifically explain the
autonomic load distribution mechanisms implemented in the
middleware, and discuss their potential benefits.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II gives an overview of the enabling technologies,
which are the Data Distribution Service for Real-Time
Systems standard and the MAPE-K reference model for
autonomic systems; Section III presents the Scalable Data
Distribution Layer (SDDL) used as the middleware for
mobile communications and the MAPE-SDDL extension,
which adds autonomic capabilities to the SDDL middleware;
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Section IV delves into the proposed Data Processing Slice
Load Balancing approach for mobile data streams and shows
initial performance results of the implemented system using
a prototype application. Section V reviews related work
on load balancing for Publish/Subscribe systems, including
DDS. Section VI discusses the advantages of using an
autonomic approach for load balancing and the benefits of
the load balancing solution proposed by this work. Section
VII contains with some concluding remarks about the central
ideas presented in this work and with probable lines of future
work on the subject.
II. E NABLING T ECHNOLOGIES
The efficiency, scalability and adaptiveness of our middleware system builds upon a combination of the following
two key technologies.
A. Data Distribution Service for Real-Time Systems
The Data Distribution Service for Real-Time Systems
(DDS) [2] is an Object Management Group (OMG) standard
which specifies a publish/subscribe communication infrastructure aimed at high performance and real-time distribution
of critical information in distributed systems. This specification was designed with the intention of obtaining a high
scalability, portability and interoperability [3]. The DDS was
conceived around a Data-Centric Publish-Subscribe (DCPS)
model based on topics, which makes the complex programming of distributed communication protocols transparent
to the developer. Topics are typed structures that connect
Publishers to Subscribers and is where it is located the information that will be exchanged on the network. Publishers
and Subscribers of a DDS Domain (the collection of nodes
pertaining to a single application) are containers for Data
Writers and Data Readers, respectively, which exchange
typed data through a common Topic.
Specifically, the DCPS automatically manages delivery of
all DDS messages in a totally decoupled and asynchronous
way, i.e. without requiring the application to explicitly determine which will be the sender and receiver of each message,
or handle message acknowledgements and retransmissions.
The DCPS makes it possible to organize its Topics in a
relational model, providing support for identity and relations,
i.e. for each Topic it is possible to define one or more
primary keys, and any number of foreign keys representing,
respectively, relationships with other Topics. It also supports
a large array of Quality of Service (QoS) policies for
communication (e.g. best effort, reliable, ownership, several
levels of data persistency, data flow prioritization and several
other message delivery options) [3] [4].
Unlike traditional Publish-Subscribe middleware, DDS
can explicitly control the latency and efficient use of network
resources through fine-tuning of its Network Services, that
are critical for implementing real-time and soft real-time
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systems that use QoS policies such as Deadline, Latency
Budget, Transport Priority, etc.
Among the several existing implementations, we chose
CoreDX DDS [5] as the basic communication substrate.
The reason for choosing DDS as the communication layer
is the fact that it is focused on high-performance and lowoverhead, with great latency and message throughput numbers. CoreDX DDS includes fundamental design principles
aimed to meet the requirements of real-time and nearreal time systems, including minimal data copies, compact
encoding on the wire, light-weight notification mechanisms,
pre-allocation of resources and pre-compilation of typespecific code blocs.
B. MAPE-K: a Reference Model for Autonomic Systems
The MAPE-K [6] (Monitoring, Analysis, Planning, Executing and Knowledge) model, illustrated in Figure 1, is
a general architecture for the development of autonomic
software components, as proposed by IBM [7]. This model is
being increasingly used to interrelate the architectural components of autonomic systems. It is divided into two main
components: autonomic manager and managed resource.

Figure 1.

MAPE-K Autonomic Architecture

The managed resource corresponds to the system or some
system component providing the business logic that is to be
dynamically adapted as the computing environment changes.
The managed resource can be, for instance, a Web server, a
database, a software component in a given application (e.g.,
the query optimizer in a database), an operating system,
etc. The autonomic manager performs all the functions
comprising the adaptation logic on the managed resource:
monitoring, analysis, planning, and adaptation execution.
This model requires two types of touch points within and
outside the managed resource: sensors and effectors. Only
they have direct access to the managed resource. Sensors
are responsible for collecting information from the managed
resource, which can be, for instance, the customers requests
response time, if the managed resource is a Web server.
The information collected by the sensors are reach the
monitors, where they are interpreted, classifieds and placed
in a higher level of abstraction. They are then sent to the
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next step of the cycle, the analysis and planning phase.
This stage produces an action plan, which consists of a
set of adaptation actions to be performed by the executor.
The effectors are the components that allow the autonomic
managers to perform adjustments in the managed resources.
The decision of which adaptation actions must be applied
in a given situation requires a knowledge representation of
the computing system and its environment. This knowledge
can be represented and processed in different ways (e.g.,
Ontologies, basic ECA-Rules, machine learning, etc.) and
must be shared among the monitoring, analysis, planning
and executing services of the autonomic manager.
III. T HE SDDL M IDDLEWARE AND ITS E XTENSIONS
A. Overview of the Scalable Data Distribution Layer
The Scalable Data Distribution Layer (SDDL) [4] [8] is
a communication middleware that connects stationary nodes
running in a DDS Domain and deployed in a cloud to mobile
nodes that have an IP-based wireless data connection, as
illustrated in Figure 2. Some of the stationary nodes are
data stream processing nodes, while others are gateways
for the communication with the mobile nodes (MNs). Gateways use the Mobile Reliable UDP (MR-UDP) protocol to
maintain a virtual connection with each MN. The MR-UDP
protocol was developed to be robust to short-lived wireless
disconnections, IP address changes of the MNs and capable
of Firewall/NAT traversal. One of the nodes in the DDS
Domain, the Controller, is also a Web Server that can be
accessed by a Web browser, for displaying all the MN’s
current position (or any other node specific information)
and for send unicast, broadcast, or groupcast message to
the mobile nodes. Figure 2 shows other nodes in SDDL that
are Load Balancer, PoA-Manager and Processing Nodes. All
nodes showed in Figure 2 will be explained throughout this
work.

Figure 2.
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Taking advantage of DDS’ distributed P2P architecture
and its highly optimized Real-Time Publish Subscribe wired
protocol, SDDL is naturally scalable, i.e. new processing
nodes or Gateways can be dynamically added to SDDL’s
core whenever more MNs have to be served, or new data
flow processing is required. In regard to the connections
with the MNs, whenever some Gateway is overloaded the
data flow to and from a large set of MNs, SDDL is capable
of seamlessly migrating a fraction of this set of MNs to
a underloaded Gateway. This is possible through a SDDLinternal management node, called the PoA-Manager, which
continuously monitors the load of each Gateway - in terms
of the number of served MNs - and a Client communication library (CNClib) at the MNs, which accepts both
updates of alternative Gateway addresses and/or commands
to reconnect to a new Gateway address, from the PoAManager. In spite of the unavoidable mobile disconnection,
these handovers between Gateways are very fast and completely transparent to the client applications running on the
mobile nodes. On the one side, the messages from the MN
are buffered in the CNClib until the new connection is
established, and on the other side, messages addressed to
the MN are also temporarily intercepted by a SDDL node
and then re-routed to the new Gateway, as soon as it signals
the connection establishment.
B. MAPE-SDDL: an Autonomic Extension for the SDDL
In order to address general dynamic adaptivity requirements for the SDDL middleware, we decided to extend it
with autonomic capabilities. This extension, inspired by the
MAPE-K loop, is called MAPE-SDDL. The goal is to support resource monitoring, as well as analysis, planning and
execution of dynamic reconfigurations on components of the
SDDL middleware. It comprises four services: Monitoring
Service (MS), Local Event Service (LES), Analysis and
Planning Service (APS), and Control and Executing Service
(CES).
The MS collects data from any SDDL resources, such as
Gateways and Processing Nodes. The monitoring is applied
to properties from these resources, such as: CPU load,
amount of memory available, network bandwidth and latency, number of served MNs (by each Gateway) or number
of DPSs assigned to each Processing Node (see DPS concept
in Section IV-A). Each property is associated with a set of
operation ranges, which are defined by the framework user.
For example, one could use the following operation ranges
for monitoring the CPU load usage: [0%,30%], [30%,70%]
and [70%,100%]. The MS then notifies the LES (located at
the same node) whenever the monitored property switches its
operation range, which might indicate a significant change
on resource usage.
The LES receives these range change events from the
MS and publishes event notifications to subscribed components. Events are occurrences which indicate that a resource
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availability condition extended itself throughout a specified
amount of time, i.e., its duration time. Event evaluation is
based on regular expressions written by application developers or operators, as part of each event definition. For an event
notification to be triggered, the corresponding expression
must remain valid during the specified duration time. This
avoids the generation events when short-lived situations
occur (e.g., a CPU load peak on a Processing Node during
a few seconds).
The APS analyzes the received event notifications and
makes a diagnosis of the problems to be solved. Mobile
connection overload on the Gateways, and unbalanced load
between Processing Nodes are examples of problems that
are already diagnosed by the APS of MAPE-SDDL. After
diagnosis, the APS will seek the dynamic reconfiguration
actions to resolve the problem, and then build an appropriate
action plan. The decision-making for building the plan
is defined by the user through the use of rules and a
rule processing engine. Each type of reconfiguration action
supported by CES receives a UID. This identifier is included
in the action plan in order to allow the CES instances to
know what reconfiguration actions must be performed. The
action plan for mobile connectivity management takes the
form of a mandatory handover request to several mobile
nodes (with a new Gateway address list) that is generated
by the PoA-Manager, an instance of the APS. In the case
of the load balancing process, the action plan is a sequence
of actions to the Processing Nodes, as will be explained in
Section IV-A
Finally, the CES is the adaptation engine that applies
the corresponding reconfiguration actions at the resources
in response to their availability/load changes. Among the
types of dynamic reconfiguration actions supported is the
ability of moving DPSs from a Processing Node to another
(cf. Section IV-A) The ability to migrate to some set of
MNs form one Gateway to another (cf. Section III-A) is
also implemented by CES, which in this case, resides in the
mobile Client Lib, which performs the disconnection from
one Gateway and the reconnection to the new Gateway. In
the load balancing process the CES is implemented as part
of the Cache manager at each Processing Node.
IV. L OAD BALANCING OF M OBILE DATA S TREAMS
A. Proposed Autonomous Approach
This work proposes a load balancing solution for DDSbased systems named Data Processing Slice Load Balancing
(DPSLB). The key concept of the proposed solution is the
Data Processing Slice (DPS), which is the basic unit of
load for balancing among server nodes. These nodes will
be called Processing Nodes (PNs) throughout the text. The
general idea is that each PN has some DPS assigned to it,
and that load balancing is equivalent to a redistribution of
the total number of DPS among the PNs according to their
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current load (which is indicated by several metrics, such as
CPU and memory utilization).
The types of DDS nodes that compose the DPSLB approach, showed in Figure 2, are PNs, which execute the
MS, LES and CES (only Execution Service) services, and
the Load Balancer, which executes the APS and CES (only
Control Service) services of the MAPE-SDDL. The Load
Balancer is responsible for monitoring the load of PNs,
generating the actions to redistribute the system’s workload
when an unbalance is detected and controlling the actions
executed by PNs to move DPSs between them.
As mentioned, the proposed solution relies on the concept
of DPS, or simply, Slice, which represents a percentage of
the total system workload being processed by the PNs. Every
data item of the data stream (e.g. produced by a mobile node)
must have assigned a single DPS, in order to be processed
by some PN. If a data item has no associated Slice, it will
not be delivered to a PN for processing. Each Slice is logical
identified by a unique numeric ID (identifier), commonly in
a range between zero and the total number of defined Slices,
minus one. Thus, the DDS Topic carrying application data
produced by the publishing nodes has a specific numeric
field holding the Slice-ID assigned to each data item.
The Attribution Function, is responsible for choosing a
valid DPS for each produced data item. The DPSLB solution
requires the Attribution Function to be a very low cost
function, since it has to compute/choose a DPS for each
produced data item, and this data will probably be produced
at a very high rate. This function may be a hash function
applied to a field of the data item, to the data producer’s
ID, or a random value. A good candidate function for this
is modulo operator (remainder of division). The Attribution
Function does not have to ensure that the data items are
uniformly distributed over the total set of Slices.
Load Balancing Process is the process of moving Slices
from a PN to another. The process is started when the Load
Balancer detects a load unbalance of the system and decides
that some DPS should be moved to a different PN to reach a
better load balance. During this process both PNs involved,
i.e the Slice-giving and the Slice-taking PN, must work in
a coordinated manner so to guarantee that all data items are
processed, and only by one of the PNs.
The Load Balancer plays the role of coordinator of the
actions executed in the Load Balancing Process, which are
effectively executed by the overloaded and the underloaded
PNs. Figure 3 illustrates the redirection of the data stream
when Slice DPS-5 is moved from PN A to PN B. During
the Load Balancing Process both PNs receive the data items
of DPS-5, but initially none of them will process the data
from this DPS. Instead, they store these received data in their
local caches. Then, PN A sends its cached items to B. After
receiving A’s cached items, PN B has to identify the data
items that appear in both caches and then generate a Merged
Cache, which contains all data items of DPS-5 without
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Figure 4.

Figure 3.

Data flow during Load Balancing Process

duplicates. Thus, the specific sequence of actions sent by
the Load Balancer to move a DPS between two PNs are: (i)
Update DPS’s state at A to Cache Data Items, (ii) Add DPS
at B with Cache Data Items state, (iii) Remove DPS at A, (iv)
Update DPS’s state at B to Process Data Items and (v) Send
cache from A to B. After this, B will generate and process the
Merged Cache, and A will continue to process the data of its
other Slices. The Add and Remove actions determine if the
corresponding data items are delivered or not, respectively,
to a node in a DDS Domain. This is possible by a dynamic
adjustment of the subscriber filters.
B. Preliminary Test Results
Initial dynamic adaptation tests performed with the
MAPE-SDDL middleware have already shown encouraging
performance results. Regarding MAPE-SDDL’s connectivity
load balancing, we did the following test: We initially connected 600 simulated mobile nodes (MNs) to one Gateway,
and then activated a new ’empty’ Gateway. After a while, the
PoA-Manager identified a load unbalance, and requested half
of the MNs to migrate simultaneously to the new Gateway.
At this bulk handover, all 300 MNs were able to reconnect
at the new Gateway in less than 750 ms and none of the
data items produced regularly (every 10 seconds) by each
of the MNs was lost.
In order to evaluate the DPSLB solution and its implementation, we developed a prototype application (in Java
and using CoreDX DDS) that utilizes the DPSLB prototype
for balancing of its data processing load. This prototype
application consists of clients that publish color images into
the DDS domain, and PNs that receive the images, convert
them to grayscale and, thereafter inform the corresponding
client about completion of the image processing. Both
communication paths happen trough two DDS Topics.
Figure 4 illustrates the deployment of the prototype application used for evaluation. Clients publish images through
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Deployment of the evaluation application

the ClientTopic and PN servers reply with completion notifications published into the ServerTopic. The ClientTopic
has fields: sliceId (required by DPSLB to produce the
merged cache); id of the data item; senderId to identify the
client; timestamp to inform the data item creation time and
message, that carries the serialized image. The ServerTopic
holds fields: the data item id, timestamp, senderId and
message, which carries the reply message, a serialized Java
String, such as “Processed”. Although this message could
as well carry the result image (grayscale), this application
prototype sends only a “OK” message, since the content
and size of the reply message is irrelevant for evaluating
the DPSLB solution. The Load Balancer analyzes the load
of PNs and, transparently to the application, balances their
image processing workload. It is important to stress that
there is no communication, neither directly nor indirectly,
between clients and the Load Balancer. Hence, the load
generated by clients does not affect the Load Balancer, only
the PNs.
DPSLB prototype was tested with data/image publication
rates starting from 160 (1,4 MB/s) up to 1.365 (10 MB/s)
data items per second. The Attribution Function of choice
was the modulo operator applied on the id field, and the
number of available slice was chosen to be ten. The setup
used for the experiment was the following: 5 PNs, one Load
Balancer and a Client simulator deployed on three Physical
Machines. executing in a LAN with bandwidth 100 Mbps.
Each PN executed on a dedicated Virtual Machine running
the Ubuntu [64] 12.04 32-bit Operating System, configured
to use one CPU core and 512 MB. The three physical
machines had following configurations: Intel i5 4 x 2.66
GHz, 8 GB DDR3 1333 MHz running Windows 7 64-bit;
Intel i5 4 x 3.1 GHz, 8 GB DDR3 1333 MHz running Fedora
15 64-bit; and Intel Dual-Core 4 x 2.66, 8 GB DDR2 667
MHz running Mac OS X 10.7.5.
To assess the Load Balancing overhead, we compared the
throughput and the mean RoundTripDelays (RTD) of the
same image processing application using CoreDX DDS in
two configurations: using the DPSLB solution and without
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Load Balancing support. The overhead of the DPSLB solution was expressed by percentages (%) of the throughput
loss, and the mean RTD increase, respectively. To evaluate
the DPSLB overhead, 10.000 data items were produced with
a data production rate of 1.150 data items per second (DI/s).
The application using DPSLB was able to process 81,044
DI/s and the application without any load balancing support,
was able to process 82,194 DI/s. These numbers show an
overhead of 1,4% introduced by the DPSLB implementation.
Regarding to the RTD, the application using DPSLB had a
mean RTD of 60,45 seconds, while the application without
DPSLB delivered a mean RTD of 59,51 s. This difference
represents an increase of 1,58% on the RTD. The mean time
required to complete a Load Balancing Process with a data
production rate of 10 MB/s and ten slices was 454 ms.
V. R ELATED W ORKS
There is much research and development of autonomic
load balancing in middleware for distributed systems, but
to the best of our knowledge, there is no other work that
leverages the benefits of the MAPE-K model for dynamic
adaptiveness in DDS-based systems, and more specifically,
proposes a load balancing approach for mobile data stream
processing that is reliable, efficient and flexible. However,
[9] [10] [11] propose load balancing mechanisms for distributed systems, either for the routing layer or the data
processing layer.
The work by Cheung et al. [9] has developed a load balancing mechanism to balance the subscription load among
Brokers on the Padres Pub/Sub system, where publishers or
subscribers may freely migrate among Brokers. While [9]
focuses on the routing layer for a broker-centered Pub/Sub
system and clients (publishers or subscribers) are impelled to
change their Brokers for data flow load balancing, DPSLB
solution is based on DDS’ P2P architecture for balancing
the load among Processing Nodes.
REVENGE [10] is a DDS-compliant infrastructure for
news dispatching among mobile nodes and which is capable
of transparently balancing the data distribution load within
the DDS network. In the same way, [10] only load balances
the routing substrate, while MAPE-SDDL is able to load
balance the mobile connections via PoA-Manager and processing nodes via Load Balancer in the DPSLB.
In [11], a non-coordinated load balancing approach that
relies on Magnetic Fields is proposed: the idea is that
underloaded nodes attract data from overloaded nodes. In
an completely opposite way, the Load Balancer in DPSLB
performs the MAPE-K tasks of Analysis, Planning and
Execution, and carefully synchronizes the re-allocation of
Data Processing Slices from one Processing Node to another.
This has the advantage of a more efficient and reliable load
balancing, but the drawback of the dependability of the Load
Balancer.
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VI. D ISCUSSION
This paper proposed a novel approach to load balancing
mobile connections and data streams based on the MAPE-K
model, which entails several advantages that go far beyond
a simple boost of performance. Most current load balancing
methods are quite inflexible, since they always make same
sorts of decision, without considering that the system may
require different load distribution approaches depending
on the current state of data stream processing (high/low
load) or the state of the infra-structure (e.g. node failures,
communication failures, re-organization, etc.). Moreover,
by being disassociated from any Autonomic architecture,
traditional load balancing mechanisms fail to incorporate
self-monitoring, self-analysis and self-adaptation behavior as
response to changes in the execution environment.
Since our load balancing mechanism is structured according to the MAPE-K model it is able to deliver sustained
load balancing performance under various conditions. For
example, based on the information collected by MS, CES
is capable of adjusting parameters of the load balancing
algorithm directly (i.e. parametric adaptation). For other
changes of conditions, CES may even substitute the load
balancing algorithm by a more effective one. Adaptation can
also be used to circumvent failures of Processing Nodes and
Gateways. For these cases, the APS can choose the best
parameters, algorithms or techniques for handling outage
of failed elements, and recovery actions. Finally, it is also
possible to implement a machine learning technique in the
APS, which would allow the load balancing mechanism
to anticipate future change demands, and thus react in a
more effective and efficient way. This knowledge about past
behavior and adaptation performance of the system would
have to be represented and analyzed by the adaptation logic,
which is a feature made possible in the MAPE-K model.
Furthermore, our load balancing approach for Data Stream
Processing is targeted at DDS-based systems, which support
fully decentralized system architectures. It is a generic
solution, transparent to the SDDL applications, able to route
data streams to Processing Nodes with low overhead and is
inherently scalable, i.e. it supports large numbers of nodes
and large-volume data streams. The DPSLB Solution works
with any type of application object/message and is totally
transparent to the application developers, who must only
inform which DDS Topics are subject to load balancing by
DPSLB. They can still customize their applications with the
DDS QoS policies of their choice.
Also, since Processing Nodes can dynamically join or
leave the system during operation, DPSLB supports seamless
variations of computational resources, i.e. scalable systems.
Finally, the DPSLB also supports customization since
several load balancing algorithms (i.e. implemented in APS
of MAPE-SDDL) can be applied at the Load Balancer.
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VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

The need for remote monitoring and high performance
processing of large mobile data streams in a timely manner
is becoming common to many systems such as Intelligent
Transportation Systems, Fleet Management and Logistics,
and integrated Industrial Process Automation.
The main contribution of this work is the development
of a novel approach to load balancing that has two main
novelties: its autonomic behavior based on MAPE-K model
and the use of DDS as its communication infra-structure.
The underlying middleware, MAPE-SDDL, supports not
only load balancing of mobile connections among different
Gateways but also node balancing of data stream processing across multiple Processing Nodes. To the best of our
knowledge MAPE-SDDL is the first middleware that has
developed an autonomous load balancing approach tailored
to DDS-based systems. Preliminary performance evaluations
have shown encouraging results what motivate us to continue
the development of SDDL and its autonomic extensions.
By being disassociated from any autonomic reference
model, traditional load balancing mechanisms fail to incorporate self-* properties, which are the pillars for the
development of more adaptive and scalable systems. Moreover, most of the traditional load balancing approaches are
not well suited for high-throughput mobile communication
and data stream processing systems, as they are not based
on a communication layer with real-time communication
capabilities. On the other hand, our load balancing approach
was specially designed for decentralized systems based on
the DDS standard, and hence is capable of fulfilling application requirements such as real-time and high throughput
data communication and processing, scalability and fault
tolerance.
Preliminary tests have yielded encouraging performance
result, which motivate us to proceed with the development
of SDDL’s adaptivity and load balancing capabilities. For a
data stream production rate of 10 MB/s, DPSLB is able to
complete the Load Balancing Process of 5/10 DPS in 454
ms. And regarding load balancing of mobile node (MN)
connections, MAPE-SDDL is able to migrate 300/600 MNs
from one Gateway to another Gateway in less than 750 ms.
As future work, we are planning the design, implementation and evaluation of other load balancing algorithms,
both for data stream processing and connectivity load distribution, as well as developing support for general state
transfers among the managed resources (Processing Nodes
or Gateways) during Load Balancing Process. We also plan
to design and implement a new component in MAPE-SDDL,
called Distributed Event Service (DES), which will allow the
detection of composite events made of basic events from
different event sources (e.g., distributed Processing Nodes).
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Abstract—Providing dedicated cloud services that ensure user's
QoS requirements is a big challenge in cloud computing.
Currently, cloud services are provisioned according to
resources availability without ensuring the expected
performances. The cloud provider should happen to evolve its
ecosystem in order to meet QoS-awareness requirements of
each cloud component. In this paper, we consider two
important points which reflect the complexity introduced by
the Cloud management: QoS-aware and self-management
aspects. QoS-aware aspect involves the capacity of a service to
be aware of its behavior. Self-management implies the fact that
the service is able to react itself with its environment. In this
paper we propose to integrate a QoS agent in each cloud
component in order to control and inform the system about its
current behavior.

environments. The QoS-aware approach implies the
knowledge of significant QoS information related to each
life-cycle phase. In fact, Cloud environments require a
dynamic configuration and management of services and
resources at run time in order to ensure the expected QoS.
This dynamicity and adaptability is only possible if the
system is able to use the pertinent QoS information in order
to predict the suitable consummation of resources needed by
the applications.
Complementarily, self-management approach must be
introduced to guarantee the E2E behavior of the global
service. The self-management implies the ability of each
service component to manage itself its behavior.
We propose in this paper the modeling of both aspects:
the QoS-awareness and the autonomic management in the
cloud. We suggest the modeling a QoS self-managed cloud
component using the Fractal ADL. Our work is part of the
OpenCloudware project [2].
This paper is organized as follows. Motivations are
presented in Section II. The related work for QoS-aware and
autonomic components aspects in cloud is described in
Section III. Section IV gives a brief review about our QoS
generic model. Our propositions for a QoS-aware component
in cloud are presented in Section V. We give the modeling
description of our proposed component and a use case in
Section VI. Finally, in conclusion, we exhibit the advantages
of our approach in Cloud Computing and the future works.

Keywords-Cloud computing; QoS-aware;
components; self management; Fractal ADL

I.

Autonomic

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a new trend that enables resources
(Infrastructure, Platform or Software) to be exposed as
services. These resources are offered using a pay-as-you-use
pricing plan. The final service offered to the user consists in
a set of components, which may be offered by different
providers. To satisfy the request of customer, the final
service must be provided in accordance with the required
level of QoS (Quality of Service). QoS management must be
considered to provide the attended end-to-end (E2E) QoS
level. In current solutions, a degradation of a component can
produce the degradation of the global service. Thus, one of
the major challenges in the current cloud solutions is to
provide the required services according to the QoS level
expected by the user.
Cloud users expect the system to guarantee the required
QoS services regardless of any unforeseeable events.
Consumers needs vary unpredictably depending on their
types (developer, service provider, end user) and their
strategies (QoS requirement, cost effective, optimization,
etc.). These unstable demands can result in SLA (Service
Level Agreement) violation due to the QoS degradation of
the cloud services. While cloud providers can ensure the
elasticity, the high availability and the reliability of services,
the QoS expectations of users are not achieved. QoS is a very
important aspect that must be considered in the different
phases of life-cycle of Cloud solutions. Thus, the QoS
aspects should be considered from the design phase of cloud
components in order to achieve the expected QoS
requirements. Consequently, we think that QoS-aware is a
good approach to be implemented in future dynamic cloud
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II.

MOTIVATIONS

The present work is a continuation of the previous
research studies performed by the UBIS project [5]. This
project focuses on the user-centric approach and it aims at
providing personalized services anytime, anywhere and
anyhow. The goal of this project has been to ensure E2E
QoS requirements of the services demanded by the end-user.
For this purpose, the QoS management is handled within
different layers: service, network and equipment. The
resources in different layers are conceived as a set of service
elements (building blocks) in order to have a fine grained
QoS description. A generic QoS model [1] is proposed for
define the service elements behavior. We suggest that this
model could be used to deal with cloud computing issues
that are related to self-management and QoS-awareness.
Consequently, we apply our generic QoS model to design
cloud components by considering the expected QoS
requirements in the whole life-cycle. In fact, in our point of
view, the cloud environment is described as a set of
distributed components. A Cloud component is an
independent element that provides a well known
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functionality and a QoS level. This notion of component is
generic and can be applied at different cloud levels. An IaaS
(Infrastructure as a Service) component can be for example
the CPU (MIPS), the VM, the network switch, etc. In the
PaaS (Platform as a Service) level, a component can be an
application container, a routing stack (number of packet sent,
delay of treatment of each packet), etc. The SaaS (Software
as a Service) component is the final service (processing time,
requests number, etc.) such as a financial service, a Web
service, etc. We also consider that management, control,
monitoring and security functions are conceived as cloud
components. This fine-grained modeling of components
allows composing applications by considering E2E QoS
requirements.
To more explain this, consider a user that demands a 3tier application from the cloud provider. This application is
composed by an Apache Web server, a Jonas application
server and a MySql database server. By applying our model
in Jonas for example, we consider this tier as a composition
of several Cloud components including: CPU, memory, VM
(where the Jonas server is hosted), the software of the server,
the network binding, etc. Each component is described by its
behavior. This allows the deployment of the Jonas software
in the adequate virtual environment that is in turn be hosted
in a suitable physical environment. In order to satisfy the
E2E QoS requirements (SLA), the cloud provider should
deploy the 3-tier application by composing adequate cloud
components. For example, the Jonas server should be put up
in a large VM instance (in terms of CPU and memory) in
order to process requests in less than 0.1s. Consequently, the
self-acknowledgement of the component’s behavior allows
the mapping of each virtual application (Vapp) in the
suitable environment.
Furthermore, our model deals with the unified control of
QoS aspects, and provides an answer to guarantee the
required QoS services regardless of any unforeseeable
events. To do this, a QoS-agent will be integrated into cloud
components in order to perform dynamic adaptation
according to QoS requirements.
III.

RELATED WORK

Providing a QoS-aware solution requires autonomic
capabilities in the cloud components. In this section, we
review some approaches treating the two aspects: QoS-aware
and self-management components in cloud computing.
A. QoS-Aware cloud
S. Ferretti et al. [6] proposes a QoS-aware cloud
architecture that aims to satisfy QoS requirements of the
application. The principal function of this architecture is the
efficient resources management of the virtual execution
environment associated to the application. This architecture
includes features that eliminate resources over-provisioning
by changing and configuring the amount of resources
dynamically. But how can describe the behavior of an
application?
R. Nathuji et al. [7] propose “Q-Cloud”, a QoS-aware
control framework that manages resources allocation in order
to alleviate consolidated workload interference problem. The
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principal aim of this framework is to dynamically allocate
resources of co-hosting applications based on QoS
requirements. Q-States (QoS states) notion is proposed in
order to assign additional QoS levels to the application. The
goal of these states is to offer additional flexibility to the user
in order to easily improve his application-specific QoS level.
But QoS levels generate different behaviors, then, can we
talk about the same service?
That is why, QoS monitoring feature presented in [9]
according to “as a service” paradigm is interesting. This
facility ensures a continuous control of QoS attributes in
order to avoid SLA violation.
H. Nguyen Van et al. [8] attempt to manage autonomic
virtual resources for hosting cloud services. It proposes a
two-level architecture that separates application’s QoS
specifications from the allocation and provision of resources.
An application-specific local decision module is proposed
within each application in order to analyze the QoS
requirements of the hosted service. This module determines a
high-level performance goal in order to make the best
decision in allocation and provision phases.
While the cited solutions aim to satisfy QoS requirements
of applications, the management is still resource-based by
adapting resource reservation to QoS requirements. The
QoS-aware aspects are not addressed. A QoS-aware
component should provide the same expected service and the
same intended QoS level. In others words, Cloud Services
must maintain the same behavior even if the environment
conditions are changed. Thus, we propose, through this
paper, a QoS-aware Cloud component that can itself control
its behavior.
B. Self-managed components in cloud
An autonomic cloud components should intrinsically
integrates the dynamic adaptation and self-management
capabilities in order to meet the non-functional requirements.
We present in this section a review of some references of this
context.
F. Zambonelli et al. [10] propose the management of
service components that are able to adapt dynamically their
behavior according to the changes perceived in their
environment. The research issues include the identification
mechanisms, to enable components to self-express the most
suitable adaptation scheme and acquiring the proper degree
of self-awareness to enable putting in action self-adaptation
and self-expression schemes. The rule execution model
provides mechanisms to dynamically detect and handle rule
conflicts for both, behavior and interaction rules.
H. Liu [11] et al. propose an “Accord framework” that
enables the development of autonomic elements and their
autonomic composition. They provide rules and mechanisms
for reconciliation among manager instances, which is
required to ensure consistent adaptations. For example, in
parallel Single Component Multiple Data (SCMD) each
processing node may independently propose different and
possible conflicting adaptation behaviors based on its local
state and execution context. Several others research papers
have been related on the self-management of cloud services
such as [12], [13], and [14]. They implement the loop MAPE
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IV.

QOS GENERIC MODEL OVERVIEW

The principal objective of our generic QoS model is to
design components by taking into account not only the
processing aspects but also the management ones. For this
purpose, an informational model is proposed to manage the
non-functional aspects of each resource (see Fig. 1). This
model is generic and unified. It applies to all layers
(equipment, network, service). Resources in each layer are
conceived as a set of service elements. The informational
model describes the QoS criteria of each service element.
Our QoS model introduces the definition of autonomic
components throughout a QoS agent. The QoS agent
manages and monitors the component behavior by using
QoS criteria types (see Table I).
TABLE I.

QOS CRITERIA TYPES

Description

QoS Criteria
Availability

Capacity

Delay

Reliability

is the portion of
time that a
service
component
makes
the
requested
service without
failure

is
the
processing
capacity of
service
component
during
a
unit of time

is the total
time taken
by a service
component
to fulfill its
functions

is the compliance
rate
of
the
rendered service
compared to the
demanded one
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Resources of each component must be allocated
dynamically in accordance with their current QoS. The
management of the sharing service's resources and
capabilities is performed through a queue integrated in each
component. The acceptance of a new request in the queue is
done according to the current values of QoS criteria [1]. The
QoS criteria are evaluated through three types of measurable
values: conception, current and thresholds values [3] (see
Table II).
TABLE II.

QOS CRITERIA VALUES

Value types of QoS criteria
Conception

Description

principles (Monitoring, Analysis, Planning, and Execution)
in order to maintain QoS requirements and reduce the
probability of SLA violations.
These approaches suggest some paradigms to create
autonomic cloud components, but they still modeled
according to the monolithic approach. However, cloud
computing system requires a new approach where Cloud
Services are conceived as a set of independent building
blocks. Moreover, these proposals focus on self-management
treated by the implementation of loop MAPE principles. But,
in an environment as heterogeneous as the cloud, these
solutions can be difficult to implement. Is that selfmanagement would not be a more appropriate solution?
In our approach, we consider the self-management of
each service component based on QoS control. The QoS
control helps to inform and prevent the degradation of
component's behavior. It provides a new approach to
preserve and guarantee the services of the whole System. To
do this, we propose to integrate a QoS agent into the cloud
component in order to allow it to manage his behavior. In
fact, the integration of a QoS agent in each component
allows implementing the self-management capabilities, since
the agent is able to indicate whether or not the component
performs its work in the normal conditions. For example, if
the current values (at runtime) of a QoS criterion is exceeded
over its thresholds values, the QoS-agent sends an "outcontract" to indicate that there is a problem and that it must
be replaced by another ubiquitous component. To complete
the self-management mechanism, we assume the existence of
ubiquitous components in the Cloud environment. These
ubiquitous components provide the same service and have
the same QoS level.

is
the
maximum
capacity of
the service
component
processing

Threshold

Current

is the limits
values not to be
exceeded by a
service
component in
order to ensure a
normal behavio

is the real current value of a QoS
criteria in instant t. It is used to
supervise the behaviour of the
service component. This value
would be compared with the
threshold values to control the
non-violation of the service
capacities

The Fig. 1 shows our information QoS model that defines
all these concepts. The first level represents the QoS criteria
(availability, reliability, delay, and capacity) of each
component. The second one shows the measured values of
each criterion. Finally, the third level depicts necessary
parameters to do measurement.
Our QoS model is based on four criteria: Availability,
Delay, Capacity and Reliability. We briefly justify the choice
of the four criteria. Our logic is how evaluate the behaviour
of a given environment without being linked to its
dependencies such as location, time, network type, the
delivered service, the terminal, etc. Therefore, our objective
is to determine QoS criteria that achieve the End-to-End
transparency. We expose the transparency in four
dimensions:
 Temporal transparency: a given information can be
delivered anytime. This transparency dimension is
associated with the availability criteria in order to
evaluate how long the system (middleware, network,
etc.) is in operation during the transfer.
 Distance transparency: a given information can be
delivered regardless of the distance between the endnodes. A delay criterion is associated to this
dimension in order to evaluate the processing and
transfer time.
 Spatial transparency: a given information can be
delivered regardless of its volume. The Capacity
criterion is associated to this dimension in order to
evaluate the system capabilities to treat any volume
of information.
 Semantic transparency: a given information can be
delivered without alteration of its content. The
reliability criterion is associated to this dimension in
order to evaluate how the system can treat correctly
the information.
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A. QoS-aware Component Model Description
Our proposition consists in an extension of the Fractal
component by adding non-functional features that manage
dynamically the offered QoS, like is shown in Fig. 2. The
goal is to add a QoSComponent within each Fractal
component. A new Fractal control interface (QoSC) is
proposed to monitor and manage the QoS criteria.

Figure 1. Information QoS model

Our QoS generic model is associated to multiple profiles
[4] for managing QoS measured parameters, which are
solicited during the different phases (design, deployment,
operational) of the life-cycle (see Table III).
TABLE III.

PROFILES IN LIFE-CYCLE
Life-cycle phases

Design

Profiles

Resource profile

Values
of QoS
criteria

Conception values

V.

Deployment

Operational

Resource Usage
Profile

Real Time
Profile

Threshold values

Current values

QOS-AWARE COMPONENT PROPOSITION

Our contribution consists of adding a new feature to the
Cloud Service Component (CSC) in order to cope with the
QoS management throughout the life-cycle. Our extension of
Fractal component is an integration of a QoS component that
represents the QoS agent presented in Sections II and IV.
This "QoSComponent" allows managing the cloud
component's behavior and enables to send notifications in the
case of SLA violation or QoS degradation. We describe in
this section our proposed QoS-Aware component.

B. Characteristics of of the CSC
The CSC are characterized by the following proprieties:
 Mutualisation: the CSC is a multi-tenant service
element. Several users can share it in the same time.
A CSC is stateless in order to offer the same service
to all simultaneous demands.
 QoS Self-management: a CSC can self-control and
self-monitor his behavior. The QoSComponent is
implemented in each CSC in order to monitor the
QoS criteria and to generate accurate notifications in
the case of QoS degradation.
 Exposability: a CSC has a business value. Users can
custom their services thanks to a portal catalogue.
C. Functionnals aspect of the CSC
The functional aspects represent the implementation of
the offered service, including the content and the
management controllers. The proposed CSC uses the
following native Fractal controllers:
 Attribute Controller (AC): it manages (get, set, and
update) the configuration attributes of the
component. In the reconfiguration phase, this
controller can modify the values of these attributes.
 Binding
Controller
(BC):
it
manages
interconnections between client and server
interfaces. Binding channels can be deactivated or
activated depending on Fractal component life-cycle.
 Content Controller (CC): this controller manages the
hierarchic architecture of the Fractal component. It
adds, removes or substitutes Fractal subcomponents.
 Life-cycle controller (LC): it allows the start-up and
the shutdown of a Fractal component. As the QoS
management is performed at many phases of the lifecycle, we propose new functionalities to this
controller that will be described in the section IV.4.
 Naming controller (NC): it manages the Fractal
component identification.
To ensure the QoS self-management of the cloud
component, we propose a new QoS Controller (QoSC). The
QoSC controller manages the CSC's behavior. This
controller allows sending QoS notifications that indicate if
the component maintains its behavior. These notifications are
essential to take reactive decisions in the case of failures or
QoS degradation.
D. The QoS management in the Life-cycle
The native life-cycle controller of a Fractal component
allows managing the runtime phase. It handles the start-up
and the shutdown states. However, the autonomic

Figure 2. QoS-aware Cloud Service Component with Fractal
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management of the component's behavior requires more
operations in others life-cycle phases. In fact, the QoS
management is not only performed in runtime phase but also
in the design and the deployment phases.
The life-cycle controller is needed to check which is the
current life-cycle stage of the component and what are the
constraints associated with each phase. For this purpose, we
propose new functionalities of the life-cycle controller in
order to maintain QoS measurements according to life-cycle
phases. We define six life-cycle phases of a cloud
component: design, development, deployment, runtime,
billing and retirement. In the present subsection, we focus on
life-cycle phases in which QoS management is performed
(design, the deployment and the runtime phases).
 Design phase: represents the modeling phase of a
cloud component. In this phase, each QoS criteria
has conception values that determine the maximal
cloud service processing capacities (e.g., server
memory, CPU cores, maximal transaction per
second, etc.). These values are static and
unchangeable during the whole life-cycle. The lifecycle controller creates the “resource profile”
containing these values.
 Deployment phase: represents the integration stage
of a cloud service within the execution environment.
In this phase, the life-cycle controller determines
constraints of the execution environment and creates
the “resource usage profile” with the threshold
values of each criterion. These values show the
limited capacity beyond which the cloud service's
behavior becomes abnormal (e.g., the limit CPU of
the virtual machine in which the cloud service is
deployed).
 Runtime phase: represents the processing phase of a
cloud component. The “current values” of each QoS
criteria are dynamically determined throughout this
stage (e.g., free disk space, current load network,
requests number in the queue, etc.). These values are
measured and updated by the QoSComponent and
containing in the “Real-time profile”.
In this stage, the life-cycle controller manages the cloud
services states that are presented as follows:
 Unavailable: this state is equivalent to the shut-down
state performed by the native life-cycle controller.
 Available: this state indicates that the CSC is not
reserved and it is able to be used.
 Activable: in this state, the CSC is awaiting for
additional information (example: login/password) to
begin the execution.
 Activated: is equivalent to the start-up state. In this
phase, the CSC is already in use.
E. QoS Component description
In our proposition, a QoS component is integrated in
each CSC in order to allow the QoS self-management. The
QoSComponent controls the CSC's behavior throughout the
QoSC interface. The QoS component has two main
functions: cloud service control and QoS notifications.
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a. Cloud service control
The QoS component controls the behavior of a cloud
service element based on QoS profiles (Section III.B). In
fact, each cloud service possesses a set of QoS profiles that
include criteria QoS values (conception, current and
threshold). The QoSComponent performs the following
functions by means of the QoSC controller.
 Update current values of the QoS criteria: the QoS
component interrogates a "Monitoring module" in order
to have current values of the QoS metrics. Then, it
evaluates and updates these values in the "real time
profile". The Monitoring module is an entity that gives
different metrics others than QoS metrics. This module
is provided as a service (MaaS: Monitoring as a
Service) and integrated in each cloud component. The
description of this module is out of the scope of the
present paper.
 QoS degradation: the QoS component has to detect
degradation behavior of the cloud service. In fact, there
are many causes that can bring to QoS degradation such
as network congestion, increasing processing time, etc.
 Processing a new request: as the cloud service element
can be shared by several users in the same time, new
users’ requests can be received. This component uses
the QoS profiles in order to make an accurate decision
about the possibility to treat a new request.
b. QoS notification (In/Out Contract)
The QoSComponent notifies permanently if the service
retains his behavior during the run-time. It sends to the
Cloud system an "In contract" message if the intended
comportment is maintained (Figure 3). The second possible
notification is an "Out contract" message. This notification
indicates that the CSC does not maintain the correct
behavior. This notification helps to prevent the occurrence
of anomalies or failures.

Figure 3. QoSComponent notifications

If the events manager receives an Out contract. One
solution may be performed is to replace the degraded CSC
component by a ubiquitous one. In fact, two CSC
components are ubiquitous if they have the same function
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SPECIFICATION AND USE CASE

In this Section, we describe the CSC specification with
the Document Type Definition (DTD) grammar.
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B. Use case description
In order to show a proof of concept of our propositions,
we describe the example indicated in Section II. The goal is
to apply our model to describe a simple distributed
application in the context of cloud computing. The use case
in Fig.4 represents a requested PaaS service defined by three
software components: Apache, Jonas and MySQL. Each
component is installed in a different VM (ApacheVM,
JonasVM and MySQLVM). These VMs are interconnected
throughout two links: AJP and JDBC (Figure 4).
VM APACHE
VM MySQL
dbinfo
QoS-DB
Component

Load balacer
Component

h p
Component

QoS-LB
Component

QoS-HTTP
Component

JEEinfo

o
inf
db

<!ELEMENT QoSComponent (QoSCriteria+, QoSParameter, NC+, BC+,
AC+, LC+)>
<!ATTLIST QoSComponent

<!ELEMENT QoSCriteria (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST QoSCriteria
Criteriatype (Availability | Delay | Capacity | Reliability)
ValueType CDATA #REQUIRED
roleValueType (Conception | Threshold | Current)>

o
inf

The DTD of the QoSComponent is described through three
notions: QoSCriteria and QoSParameter. The needed
controllers of this element are: NC, BC, AC, LC. A
QoSComponent has a name and a role (client, server).

Four QoS criteria (Availability, Delay, Capacity,
Reliability) define the type of parameters to be measured.
Our model defines three values types of these criteria:
(Conception | Threshold | Current). The DTD specification of
the QoSCriteria is as follows:

db

<!ELEMENT
CompositeComponent
(PrimitiveComponent+,
QoSComponent+, NC+, BC+, AC+, LC+, CC+, interface-QoSC+)>
<!ATTLIST CompositeComponent
name CDATA #REQUIRED >

<!ELEMENT interface-QoSC (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST interface-QoSC
name CDATA #REQUIRED
role (passive | active | proactive | inter-active)
signature CDATA #REQUIRED >

o
inf
db

A. Specification of the extended DTD
To describe distributed cloud component in accordance
with our models we need to specify new formal notions with
a DTD grammar. To do this, we use the basic DTD grammar
of the ADL fractal language. We propose an extension of
this grammar in order to depict the proposed notions such as
QoS component, QoSC controller, etc. All implementations
presented in this paper have been made by using Fractal
ADL plug-in [15] in the eclipse IDE (Integrated
Development Environment) [16]. This Section shows the
extended DTD grammar that describes the notions
corresponding to our model.
The basic DTD notions that define the native Fractal
component specification are the following:
 component: can be primitive or composite
 interface: is the point of access to the component
 binding: it allows components communication
 content: represents the content of the component
 attributes: are described by a name/value pair. They
are used to (re)configure the component
 controller: represents the membrane of a component.
As it is shown in Fig. 2, an Autonomic Cloud Service
component is essentially composed of three parts: the
interfaces, the primitive fractal component and the QoS
component. Based on the basic DTD description, we add
new notions to describe our proposed component. These
notions are the following:
 CompositeComponent: represents our proposed
component (the Cloud Service Component).
 PrimitiveComponent: represents a non-composite
Fractal component.
 QoSComponent: manages the non-functional aspects
of the cloud component (Section IV).
 interface-QoSC: is the QoS notifications controller.
The remainder of this Section describes examples of the
extended DTD grammar. We describe the Cloud Service
Component with the extended DTD grammar as follows:

As previously mentioned, the interface-QoSC is a new
controller added to the CompositeComponent. Through this
interface the QoS component communicates with the
component to send management messages: In/Out contract.
The QoS component can have different roles (passive,
active, proactive and inter-active).

QoS-Apache Component
EAR
Component

nf
o

VI.

name CDATA #REQUIRED
role (client | server)>

ajp
i

and an equivalent QoS level. Many others reactions can be
performed by the events manager. However, the
management reactions will be treated in our future work.

QoS-EAR
Component

EAR Component

RAR
Component

RAR Component

QoS-RAR
Component

QoS-EAR
Component

QoS-RAR
Component

at
n tr
-Co
T
OU

QoS-Jonas
Component

VM Jonas - 2

QoS-Jonas
Component

VM Jonas - 1

Figure 4. Use Case: Springoo

These components are in their turn composed of others
sub-components. The Apache Server is composed of two
sub-components: Load Balanced and HTTP Server. The JEE
applications are deployed in each Jonas component. They are
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composed by EAR and RAR components. According to our
model each component is described by its functional and
non-functional (QoS-component) aspects. For example each
EAR component is described by the EAR component
(functional part) and the associated QoS-component (nonfunctional part). The QoS component manages the behavior
of each component by controlling the QoS criteria. We also
suppose two ubiquitous Jonas components located in
different cloud environments (VM Jonas-1 and VM Jones-2).
We propose the following two scenarios to show the
QoS-awareness and self-management of the Jonas
component:
 The Jonas component receives more requests than it is
able to treat (peak load). In this case, the QoS
component notifies that the current capacity is exceeded
and sends an Out contract notification. Then, the Jonas
component rejects the request.
 If the Jonas component is not available, the QoSC
interface sends an Out contract. To deal with this, a
ubiquitous Jonas component (VM Jones-2) is demanded
to replace the failed one. We do not describe in this
paper the mechanism how to choose the new
component, it is out of the scope of this paper.

some mechanisms to maintain the autonomic loop principles
in our proposed component.
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Abstract—Developing autonomous systems requires adaptable
and context aware techniques. The approach described here
decomposes a complex system into service components –
functionally simple building blocks enriched with local
knowledge attributes. The internal components’ knowledge is
used to dynamically construct ensembles of service
components. Thus, ensembles capture collective behavior by
grouping service components in many-to-many manner,
according to their communication and operational/functional
requirements. Linguistic constructs and software tools have
been developed to support modeling, validation, development
and deployment of autonomous systems. A strong pragmatic
orientation of the approach is illustrated by two different
scenarios.
Keywords-autonomous systems; component-based system;
context-aware systems

I.

INTRODUCTION

Developing massively distributed systems has always
been a grand challenge in software engineering [1,2,3].
Incremental technology advances have continuously been
followed by more and more requirements as distributed
applications grew mature. Nowadays, one expects a massive
number of nodes with highly autonomic behaviour still
having harmonized global utilization of the overall system.
Our everyday life is dependent on new technology which
poses extra requirements to already complex systems: we
need reliable systems whose properties can be guaranteed;
we expect systems to adapt to changing demands over a
long operational time and to optimize their energy
consumption [4,5].
One engineering response to these challenges is to
structure software intensive systems in ensembles featuring
autonomous and self-aware behaviour [6,7]. The major
objective of the approach is to provide formalisms,
linguistic constructs and programming tools featuring
autonomous and adaptive behavior based on awareness.
Furthermore, making technical systems aware of the energy
consumption contributes significantly to the ecological
requirements, namely to save energy and increase overall
system utilization. The focus here is to integrate the
functional, operational and energy awareness into the
systems providing autonomous functioning with reduced
energy consumption. The rationale, expressing power and
practical value of the approach are illustrated on e-mobility
and cloud computing application domains. The two complex
domains appear to be fairly different. However, taking a
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closer look at the requirements of the two scenarios it
becomes noticeable that the problem domains share
numerous generic system properties, especially seen from
the optimized control perspective.
The paper presents work in progress focusing on energy
optimization in complex distributed control systems. It
further elaborates methods and techniques to model and
construct complex distributed systems with service
components and ensembles. The rationale of the approach is
presented through close requirements analysis, system
modeling and development. The deployment is illustrated
by the science cloud application scenario. Finally, the
approach is summarized giving further directions for the
work to come.
II. REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
To explore the system requirements, two complex
application domains are closely examined: e-mobility
control and cloud computing.
E-mobility is a vision of future transportation by means
of electric vehicles network allowing people to fulfill their
individual mobility needs in an environmental friendly
manner (decreasing polution, saving energy, sharing
vehicels, etc).
Cloud computing is an approach that delivers computing
resources to users in a service-based manner, over the
internet, thus re-inforsing sharing and reducing energy
consumption).
At a first glance electric vehicular transportation and
distributed computing on demand have nothing really in
common!
A. Common Characteristics
In a closer examination the two systems, though very
different, have a number of common characteristics.
1) Massive Distribution and Individual Interest
E-mobility deals with managing a huge number of evehicles that transport people from one place to another
taking into account numerous restrictions that the electrical
transportation means imposes.
Each cloud computing user has also his/her individual
application demands and interest to efficiently execute it on
the cloud. The goal of cloud computing is to satisfy all these
competing demands.
Both applications are characterized with huge number of
single entities with individual goals.
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2) Sharing and Collectiveness
In order to cover longer distances, an e-vehicle driver
must interrupt the journey to either exchange or re-charge
the battery. Energy consumption has been the major
obstacle in a wider use of electric vehicles. Alternative
strategy is to share e-vehicles in a way that optimizes the
overall mobility of people and the spending of energy. In
other words: when my battery is empty – you will take me
further if we go in the same direction and vice versa [8].
The processing statistics show that most of the time
computers are idle – waiting for input to do some
calculations. Computers belong amongst the fastest yet
most wasteful devices man has ever made. And they
dissipate energy too. Cloud computing overcomes that
problem by sharing computer resources making them better
utilized. In another words, if my computer is free – it can
process your data and vice versa; or even better, let us have
light devices and leave a heavy work for the cloud [9].
At a closer look “sharing and collectiveness” are
common characteristics of both application domains!
3) Awareness and Knowledge
E-mobility can support coordination only if e-vehicles
know their own restrictions (battery state), destinations of
users, re-charging possibilities, parking availabilities, the
state of other e-vehicles nearby. With such knowledge
collective behavior may take place, respecting individual
goals, energy consumption and environmental requirements.
Cloud computing deals with dynamic (re-)scheduling of
available (not fully used) computing resources. Maximal
utilization can only be achieved if the cloud is “aware” of
the users’ processing needs and the states of the deployed
cloud resources. Only with such knowledge a cloud can
make a good utilization of computers while serving
individual users’ needs.
At a closer look “awareness” of own potentials,
restrictions and goals as well as those of the others is a
common characteristic. Both domains require self-aware,
self-expressive and self-adaptive behavior based on a
knowledge about those “self*” properties.
4) Dynamic and Distributed Energy Optimization
E-mobility is a distributed network that manages
numerous independent and separate entities such as evehicles, parking slots, re-charge stations, drivers. Through
collective and awareness-rich control strategy the system
may dynamically re-organize and optimize the use of energy
while satisfying users’ transportation needs.
Cloud computing actually behaves as a classical
distributed operating system with a goal to maximize
operation and throughput and minimize energy
consumption, performing tasks of multiple users.
At a closer look “dynamic and distributed optimization”
is inherent characteristic of the control environment for both
application domains.
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TABLE I.

Common
feature
Single entity
Individual
goal
Ensemble
Global goal

Selfawareness

Autonomous
and collective
behavior
Optimization

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

Cloud computing

E-Mobility

Computing
resource
Efficient execution

Vehicle, driver, park
place, charging station
Individual route plan

application , cpu
pool,
Resource
availability, optimal
throughput
avail-able
resources;
computational
requirements, etc
Decentralized
decision
making,
global optimization
Availability,
computational task
execution

Free vehicles, free
park places, etc
Travel, journey, low
energy

Adaptation

According to available resources

Robustness

Failing resources

Awareness of own
state and restrictions

Reaching
all
destinations in time,
minimizing costs
Destination achievement in time, vehicle/infrastructure
usage
According to traffic,
individual goals, infrastructure, resource
availability
Range
limitation,
charging battery infrastructure resources

B. Common Approach
This set of common features serve as a basis for
modeling of such systems leading to a generic framework
for developing and deploying complex autonomic systems.
The table 1 summarized the common requirements that lead
to four major behavioral principles: adaptation, selfawareness, knowledge and emergence.
III. MODELING
Control systems for the two application domains have
many common characteristics: they are highly collective,
constructed of numerous independent entities that share
common goals. Their elements are both autonomous and
cooperative featuring a high level of self-awareness and
self-expressiveness. A complex control system built out of
such entities must be robust and adaptive offering maximal
utilization with minimal energy and resource use.
Formal specification, programming and controlling of a
complex massively parallel distributed system that features
awareness, autonomous and collective behavior, adaptive
optimization and robust functioning are grand challenges of
computer science. These challenges, present in most of
complex control systems, have served as motivation and
inspiration for this approach [7].
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Figuure 1. Service coomponents and thheir ensebles

A complexx system is deecomposed in sservice compoonents
- major inddividual entiities, and service compponent
eensembles - compositiion structurres that rreflect
ccommunicatioon and joint neeeds of servicee components::
 SC – service compponent are sinngle system enntities
that have their rrequirements and functionnality,
usuallly representinng their individdual goals,
 SCE – servicee componentt ensembless are
mponents uusually
collections of service com
repreesenting collecctive system goals (as meaans to
dynaamically structture independdent and distriibuted
systeem entities).
T
The system strructuring is deepicted on Figg. 1.
Both com
mponents andd ensembles have know
wledge
eelements usedd to express thheir state and requirements.
r
B
Based
oon this declarrative knowleedge, awareneess, emergencce and
aadaptive behaavior can be acchieved [7].
Fig. 2 illusstrates an absttract view of m
modeling massively
ddistributed sysstems with serrvice componeents and ensem
mbles.
A
At the first level the real syystem entitiess are presentedd with
ddifferent syymbols repreesenting diffferent typess of
ccomponents. At the upperr levels, diffeerent groupinggs are
iillustrated whhere componennts can be linnked in ensem
mbles,
aaccording to their requireements. Theree may be diffferent
w
ways of groupping, represennted by differeent ensemble llevels.
O
One componeent can be a m
member of diffferent ensembbles at
tthe same timee. Ensembles are not fixed,, during the system
llife time and according to the on-going states, re-groouping
hhappens as a ssystem responnse to dynamicc changes.
A
A. Modeling e-Mobility witth Ensembles
Applying the general m
modeling strattegy as depictted on
F
Fig. 2 to e-m
mobility scenarrio, the differrent symbols at the
ffirst level couuld be interpreeted as (1) ussers, (2) e-vehhicles,
((3) chargingg stations and
a
(4) parrk places service
ccomponents, w
where each coomponent has kknowledge onn its
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Figure 2. Modeling with components and ensebles

ownn state and nneeds. A user component kknows the rouute
plann having a gooal to reach different places in a given tim
me.
A vehicle
v
component has knoowledge abouut its occupanncy
andd battery state.. Park places aand charging sstations maintaain
theiir availabilityy/reservation plan. These major servvice
com
mponents of thhe e-mobility scenario builld the individuual
types with a huuge number oof instances. The E1and E2
enssemble levels show groupiing accordingg to the servvice
com
mponent typess, allowing useers with nearbby destinationss to
form
m an ensemblle (with a com
mmon goal too reach the sam
me
desstination and a possibility too share the vehhicle) or vehiccles
witth fully chargeed batteries att the same location to form an
enssemble of avaailable vehiclees. The “En” ensemble levvel
shoows the e-mobbility applicatiion with one user planningg to
usee two vehiclees, one parkiing place and a number of
posssible chargingg stations.
B. Modeling Clooud Computingg with Ensembbles
In a similar m
manner, the sam
me model shoown on the Figg. 2
mayy represent aan abstract clooud computinng scenario. T
The
majjor system eleements represented by diffeerent symbolss at
the first level (E1) could be interpreteed as (1) uuser
appplications, (2) remote compputer CPUs, (33) local memoory
andd (4) local appplication servicce componentts. Thereby, eaach
com
mponent has knowledge about its oown state aand
reqquirements. A user application componnent knows tthe
reqquests for exeecution (in terrms of CPU, minimal spaace,
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eetc.). A remote computer ccomponent haas knowledge about
iits processingg capabilities and a currennt utilization. Disk
ccomponents have knowleedge of their capacity. Appi
ccomponents have
h
descriptioons of the available appis at the
llocal computeer.
The E1andd E2 ensemblee levels show grouping accoording
tto the servicee component ttypes, allowinng e.g. groupiing of
aappis of the same type w
with similar reequests to forrm an
eensemble or different CP
PUs to form
m an ensembble of
aavailable CPU
Us. The “En” ensemble levvel shows the cloud
aapplication with one user aappi running at
a one remotee CPU
w
with a possibility to migraate to another CPU (with similar
cconfiguration)), using onne memory resource wiith a
ppossibility to aaccess a numbber of local applications.
Table 2 suummarizes m
major service components w
within
bboth applicatioon scenario m
mapping.
TA
ABLE II.

Figure 3. SCE
EL elememnts

Systems:

S ::= C | S1 ǁ S2 | (νn)S

Com
mponents:

C ::=
= Ι[Κ,∏,P]

MAJOR
A
SERVICE COM
MPONENTS

Processes:
Symbols

E--Mobility

Cloudd computing

Users

U
User applicationss

Electric vehiccles

Rem
mote computer CP
PUs

Charging stations

Local memory

Park placess

Locaal application servvices

P ::= nil | а.P | P1 + P2 | P1[ P2 ] | X | A(p
p)

Actions:

a ::= get(T)@
@c | qry(T)@cc | put(t)@c | new(Ι,Κ,∏,P
P)

Targets:

C. SCEL Lannguage Prograamming Abstraactions
The chaallenge for developers of complex
c
distriibuted
ssystems is to ffind proper linnguistic abstraactions to copee with
iindividual vs.. collective reequirements oof system elements
aand their neeed to responnd to dynam
mic changes in an
aautonomous manner.
m
A sett of semantic constructs hass been
pproposed [10,,11] that reprresent behavioors, knowledgge and
ccomposition supporting pprogramming of awarenesss-rich
ssystem.
The basic ingredient oof SCEL - Sooftware Compponent
E
Ensemble Lannguage is the notion of auttonomic compponent
II[K;∏; P] thatt consists of:


An innterface I in a form of attrributes – visibble to
otherr components.
 Know
wledge repossitory K mannaging inform
mation
aboutt component interface, reequirements, major
state attributes ettc. Managingg such know
wledge
allow
ws for self-aaware behavvior and dynnamic
interllinking with oother system coomponents.
 A set of policies ∏ that managge the internaal and
exterrnal interactionn.
 A sett of process P defines compponent functioonality
speciific to both the applicaation and innternal
manaagement off knowledgee, polices and
comm
munication.
T
The structuree and organizzation of the SCEL notatiion is
iillustrated in F
Fig. 3,
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c ::= n | x| sellf | P | Ι.p

The code aboove shows a fraction
f
of SC
CEL syntax (w
with
nottation for S - ssystems, C - ccomponents, P - processes, a actiions and c - targets); a ffully detailed presentation of
SCE
EL syntax andd semantics caan be found in [10, 11].
The SCEL
L aggregates both semanttics and synttax
pow
wer to expresss autonomic behavior. At one side, beiing
absstract and rigorous SCEL allows for fo
formal reasoniing
aboout system bbehavior, at another, it needs furthher
proogramming toools to suppoort system deevelopment aand
depployment. Form
mal reasoningg, modeling annd validation are
covvered in refereenced articles about SCEL. Here, the foccus
is m
more on praggmatic orientaation on a giiven applicatiion
scenario.
V. DEVELOPING AND DEPLOY
YING AUTNOM
MOUS SYSTEMS
S
IV
A way from high level m
modeling to ddevelopment aand
depployment of software intensive system
ms is a compllex
enddeavor. Reasooning and validdation often reequire high-levvel
absstractions, whhile implemeentation callls for detailled
proogramming annd low-level deployments. To bridge tthis
gapp a number off intermediate tools are being developed thhat
assiist in the enginneering processs [7,12].
A. Java Framew
work for SCEL
L Programminng and Model
Checking
SCEL program
ms, the jRESP
P framework has
h
To execute S
beeen developedd. This is a Java runtim
me environment
prooviding meanns to develoop autonomicc and adaptiive
systems program
mmed in SCE
EL [13]. By relying on tthe
ESP API, a prrogrammer caan embed the SCEL paradiggm
jRE
in JJava applicatioons.
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A prototyppe statistical m
model-checkinng running on top of
jjRESP simullation environnment has bbeen implemented.
F
Following thiss approach, a randomized aalgorithm is used to
vverify whetheer the implem
mentation of a system satissfies a
sspecific propeerty with a ceertain degree of confidencee. The
sstatistical moddel-checker iss parameterizeed with respecct to a
ggiven tolerancce t and error probability
p
p. The used algoorithm
gguarantees thaat the differennce between thhe computed vvalues
aand the exact ones is greateer than t with a probability lower
tthan p.
ESP can be ussed to
The modeel-checker inccluded in jRE
vverify reachabbility propertiees. These propperties allow one
o to
eevaluate the probability
p
to reach, within a given deadlline, a
cconfiguration where a giveen predicate oon collected data
d
is
ssatisfied [13].
B
B. Developingg Science Clooud
Cloud coomputing iss a moderrn paradigm
m for
pprogramming and utilizzing distribuuted infrastruucture
rresources in a dynamic way. Cloud-bbased system
ms are
ssafety- and security-criticaal systems; thhey need to ssatisfy
ttime-critical pperformance-bbased quality of
o service propperties
aand to dynam
mically adaptt to changes in the potenntially
hhostile and uuncertain environment theyy operate in. These
aaspects make distributed clloud-based systems compleex and
hhard to designn, build, test,, and verify. T
The cloud sceenario
ttaken here is tthe cloud as a platform witth voluntary ppeer-to
ppeer configuraation, meant to
t execute sciientific applications
[9]. It closely followed the modeling appproach describbed in
pprevious sections.
11) Service C
Components
Each instaance of the Science Clouud Platform (SCP),
(
rrunning on a physical
p
or virrtual machine is consideredd to be
a service com
mponent in the previous desccribed sense. Fig. 4
Cloud
sshows the functionality
f
required by a Science C
P
Platform instaance. Two major
m
characterristics of SCP
Ps are
ffurther explorred: knowledgee and connecttivity.
22)
Knowleedge
Each SCP
Pi has knowledge consisting of (1) itss own
pproperties (seet by developers), (2) its iinfrastructure (CPU
lload, availablle memory), and (3) otheer SCPis (acqquired
tthrough the nnetwork). Sincce there is no global coordiinator,
eeach SCPi m
must build itss own view and act upoon the
aavailable knoowledge. The SCPi may aacquire know
wledge
aabout its infraastructure usinng an infrastruucture sensing plugiin which provvides informaation about staatic values, suuch as
pprocessor speeed, available memory, avvailable disk sspace,
nnumber of corres etc. and dy
dynamic values, such as currrently
uused memory,, disk space, oor CPU load.
SCPi prooperties are important when specifying
cconditions (S
Service Level Agreementts, SLAs) foor the
aapplications. For
F example, when lookingg for a new SC
CPi to
eexecute an appplication, low
w latency betweeen the SCPs might
bbe interestingg. Other requuirements maay be harderr: For
eexample, an application m
may simply nnot fit on an SCPi
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beccause of the laack of space w
whereas anotheer may requirre a
certtain amount of memory.

Fiigure 4. Science Cloud Frameworrk

3)

Connectivvity
Each SCPi haas a connectivvity componennt which enabbles
it tto talk to othher SCPs oveer the networrk. The protocol
folllowed by theese communiccations must enable SCPs to
findd one anotheer and estabblish links, ffor example by
mannually enterinng a networkk address or by a discoveery
mecchanism. Furtthermore, SCP
Ps must be ablee to query othhers
for knowledge aand at the sam
me time distrribute their ow
wn
knoowledge. Finaally, the protoccol must suppport exchange of
dataa and applicattions.
Fig. 4 illustraates an instancce of a sciencee cloud platfoorm
as a part of a richh virtual fram
mework for exeecuting scientiific
appplications. Thrrough awarenness of its ownn properties aand
those of others it offers maxximal utilizatiion of availabble
com
mputing resourrces within thee cloud.
As already inndicated an SC
CPi is adaptivee and can reactt to
connditions such as overload, sshutdown of other SCPs, eetc.
Furrthermore, it must watch over the appps executed aand
guaarantee their S
SLAs (Service Level Agreem
ment) [7,9]. T
This
funnctionality is pperformed in aan adaptivity loogic componeent.
Thee adaptivity logic is exchangeablle, applicatiooninddependent, andd has a direect relation to the SLAs of
appplications. Thee adaptivity loogic itself cann be written inn a
stanndard program
mming language or custom domain-speciific
langguages or rulees.
Finally, eachh SCPi providdes the appliccation executiion
servvice to upper levels. The appplications runn on the platfoorm
muust implement some API foor the platform
m to be able to
worrk with them (i.e. starting, stopping, woorking with daata,
etc..). One exam
mple of an appp is the data storage servvice
whiich allows useers to store datta in the cloudd.
4)
Ensembless
A Science Clloud Platform Ensemble (SCPe) consistss of
CPs
inddividual SCPs based on a sset of propertties of the SC
andd/or the SLA
As of applicaations. In anoother words, an
enssemble consistts of SCPs whhich work toggether to run oone
appplication in a ffail-safe mannner and under considerationn of
the SLA of thatt application, which may rrequire a certain
mber of SCPs, certain latenncy between thhe parts, or haave
num
resttrictions on prrocessing pow
wer or on memoory.
At runtime, aan ensemble may gain new
w SCPs or loose
them
m depending on the behaviior of the SCP
PIs themself aand
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also on the load generated by the application itself or other
applications running on the SCPIs.
C. Application Deployment
Currently, a prototype of a science cloud platform is
being developed and tested in a physical network
connecting two universities [7]. The experimental platform
does feature ad hoc and voluntary behavior supporting
dynamic re-configuration of physical layers and application
migration on an upper level. High-level SCEL modeling and
model checking provide formal means for properties proofs
while a prototype implementation offers pragmatic means to
test deployment and effectiveness of autonomous and selfaware behavior.
V. CONCLUSION
The paper presents a unified approach to model, validate
and deploy complex distributed systems with massive
number of nodes that respect both individual and global
goals. Non-centralized character of the approach allows for
autonomic and self-aware behavior, which is achieved by
introduction of knowledge elements and enrichment of
compositional and communication primitives with
awareness of both system requirements and individual state
of the computing entities.
The essence of the approach is to de-compose a complex
system into a number of generic components and to further
compose the system into ensembles of service components.
The inherent complexity of ensembles is a huge
challenge for developers. Thus, the whole system is
decomposed into well-understood building blocks, reducing
the innumerable interactions between low-level components
to a manageable number of interactions between these
building blocks. The result is a so-called hierarchical
ensemble, built from service components, simpler
ensembles and knowledge units connected via a highly
dynamic infrastructure. Ensembles exhibit four main
characteristics: adaptation, self-awareness, knowledge and
emergence, yielding a sound technology for engineering
autonomous systems [5,7]. A number of linguistic
constructs and validation and programming tools are under
development and are being tested in different application
scenarios.
This paper presents an integrated view (from high level
modeling to application deployment) of a complex approach
which has been described by a number of referenced papers,
each focusing on different aspects of the work: SCEL
modeling [10,11] and system validation [13], adaptation
aspects[8], knowledge management and deployments [8,9]
and engineering aspects [5,7]. Further contribution of this
paper is in optimized control based on awareness and
autonomous behavior.
Optimized distributed control with improved throughput
and utilization of the cloud and e-mobility frameworks
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contribute significantly to the overall strategy to reduce
energy consumption. Sharing principle instead of exclusive
use of the computing and transportation means represent a
significant challenge (requiring significant changes in our
perception of vehicles and computers) in the application
domains under consideration. This principle will
undoubtedly play an important role in extending the
application domains.
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Abstract—Most Ad Hoc networks use diffusion to communicate. This approach requires many messages and may cause
network saturation. To optimize these communications, one
solution consists in structuring networks into clusters. In this
paper, we present a new self-stabilizing asynchronous distributed
algorithm based on message-passing model. We compare the
proposed algorithm with one of the best existing solutions based
on message-passing model. Our approach does not require any
initialization and builds non-overlapping k-hops clusters. It is
based only on information from neighboring nodes with periodic
messages exchange. Starting from an arbitrary configuration, the
network converges to a stable state after a finite number of steps.
A legal configuration is reached after at most n + 2 transitions
and uses at most n ∗ log(2n + k + 3) memory space, where n is
the number of network nodes. Using the OMNeT++ simulator,
we performed an evaluation of the proposed algorithm to notably
show that we use fewer messages and stabilizing time is better.
Keywords-ad
hoc
networks;
clustering;
algorithms;self-stabilizing; OMNeT++ simulator

distributed

I. I NTRODUCTION
In Ad Hoc networks, the most frequently used communication solution is diffusion. This is a simple technique
that requires few calculations. But this method is expensive
and may cause network saturation. In order to optimize this
communication, which is an important source of resource
consumption, one solution is to structure the network in
trees [1] or clusters [2].
Clustering consists in organizing the network into groups of
nodes called clusters, thus giving a hierarchical structure [3].
Each cluster is managed by a particular node called clusterhead. A node is elected clusterhead using a metric such
as the mobility degree, node’s identity, node’s density, etc.
or a combination of these parameters. Several solutions of
clustering have been proposed. They are classified into 1hop and k-hops algorithms. In 1-hop solutions [4], [5], [6],
[7] nodes are at a distance of 1 from the clusterhead and
the maximum diameter of clusters is 2. However, in k-hops
solutions [8], [9] nodes can be located at a distance of k from
the clusterhead and the maximum diameter of clusters is 2k.
However, these approaches, generate a lot of traffic and require
considerable resources.
In this paper, we propose a self-stabilizing asynchronous
distributed algorithm that builds k-hops clusters. Dijkstra de-
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fined a distributed system to be self-stabilizing if, regardless of
the initial state, the system is guaranteed to reach a legitimate
(correct) state in a finite time [10]. Our approach builds nonoverlapping k-hops clusters and does not require initialization.
It is based on the criterion of maximum identity attached to the
nodes for clusterhead selection and relies only on the periodic
exchange of messages with the 1-hop neighborhood. The
choice of the identity metric provides more stability against
dynamic criteria such as mobility degree and weight of nodes.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe some related works of self-stabilizing
clustering solutions. Section III presents our contribution. In
Section IV, we describe the computational model used in
the paper and give some additional concepts. In Section V,
we first present a broad and intuitive explanation of the
algorithm before defining it more formally. In Section VI, we
present performance evaluation conducted with the OMNeT++
simulator. Finally, we conclude and present some future work
in Section VII.
II. R ELATED WORK
Several clustering solutions have been done in the literature [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [11], [9]. Approaches [6], [7], [11],
[9] are based on state model at opposed of message-passing
model algorithms [4], [5], [8].
Self-stabilizing algorithms presented in [4], [5], [6], [7] are
1-hop clustering solutions.
A metric called density is used by Mitton et al. in [4],
in order to minimize the reconstruction of structures for low
topology change. Each node calculates its density and broadcasts it to its neighbors located at 1-hop. For the maintenance
of clusters, each node calculates periodically its mobility and
density.
Flauzac et al. [5], have proposed a self-stabilizing clustering
algorithm, which is based on the identity of its neighborhood
to build clusters. This construction is done using the identities
of each node that are assumed unique. The advantage of this
algorithm is to combine in the same phase the neighbors
discovering and the clusters establishing. Moreover, this deterministic algorithm constructs disjoint clusters, i.e., a node
is always in only one cluster.
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In [6], Johnen et al. have proposed a self-stabilizing protocol designed for the state model to build 1-hop clusters
whose size is bounded. This algorithm guarantees that the
network nodes are partitioned into clusters where each one
has at most SizeBound nodes. The clusterheads are chosen
according to their weight value. In this case, the node with
the higher weight becomes clusterhead. In [7], Johnen et al.
have extended the proposal from [6]. They have proposed a
robust self-stabilizing weight-based clustering algorithm. The
robustness property guarantees that, starting from an arbitrary
configuration, after one asynchronous round, the network is
partitioned into clusters. After that, the network stays partitioned during the convergence phase toward a legitimate
configuration where clusters verify the ad hoc clustering
properties.
Self-stabilizing algorithms proposed in [8], [11], [9] are khops clusters solutions.
In [11], using criterion of minimal identity, Datta et al. have
proposed a self-stabilizing distributed algorithm designed for
the state model that computes a subset D is a minimal kdominating set of graph G. Using D as the set of clusterheads,
a partition of G into clusters, each of radius k, follows. This
algorithm converges in O(n) rounds and O(n2 ) steps and
requires log(n) memory space per process , where n is the
size of the network.
Datta et al. [9], using an arbitrary metric, have proposed a
self-stabilizing k-clustering algorithm base on a state model.
Note that k-clustering of a graph is a partition of nodes into
disjoints clusters in which every node is at a distance of at most
k from the clusterhead. This algorithm executes in O(nk)
rounds and requires O(log(n) + log(k)) memory space per
process, where n is the network size.
In [8], Miton et al. applied self-stabilization principles
over a clusterization protocol proposed in [4] and presents
properties of robustness. Each node calculates its density and
broadcasts it to its neighbors located at k-hops. This robustness
is an issue related to the dynamicity of ad hoc networks, to
reduce the time stabilization and to improve network stability.
III. C ONTRIBUTION
We propose a self-stabilizing asynchronous distributed algorithm that builds k-hops clusters. Our approach is based on
a message-passing model as opposed to solutions proposed
in [6], [7], [11], [9]. We use the criterion of maximum identity
that brings more stability compared to metric variables used
in [8], [4], [6], [7]. Our algorithm structures the network
into non-overlapping clusters with a diameter at most equal
to 2k. This structuring does not require any initialization.
It is based only on information from neighboring nodes.
Contrary to other clustering algorithms, we use an unique
message to discover the neighborhood of a node at distance
1 and to structure the network into k-hops clusters. Starting
from an arbitrary configuration, the network converges to a
legal configuration after a finite number of steps. A legal
configuration is reached after at most n + 2 transitions and
requires at most n ∗ log(2n + k + 3) memory space, where n is
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the number of network nodes. Using the OMNeT++ simulator,
we performed an evaluation of the proposed algorithm and
a comparison with one of the best existing solution based
on message-passing model [8]. We show that we use less
messages than and stabilizing time is better.
IV. M ODEL
We consider our network as a distributed system that can
be modeled by an undirected graph G = (V, E). V = n is the
set of network nodes and E represents all existing connections
between nodes. An edge (u, v) exists if and only if u can
communicate with v and vice-versa. This means that all links
are bidirectional. In this case, the nodes u and v are neighbors.
The set of neighbors v ∈ V of node u is marked Nu . Each
node u of the network has a unique identifier idu and can
communicate with Nu . We define the distance d(u,v) between
nodes u and v in the graph G as the minimum number of
edges along the path between u and v.
Our algorithm is designed for the asynchronous messagepassing model following standard models for distributed systems given in [12], [13]. For this purpose, each pair of nodes
is connected by a bi-directionnal link. Links are asynchronous
and messages transit time is finite but not bounded. Moreover
links are reliable. They do not create, corrupt or lose messages.
Furthermore, each node u periodically sends to its neighbors
a message that is received correctly within some finite but
unpredictable time by all its 1-hop neighbors. Each node u
maintains a table containing the current state of its neighbors
at distance 1. Upon receiving a message, a node u executes
our clustering algorithm.
V. S ELF - STABILIZING K - HOPS

CLUSTERING ALGORITHM

A. Preliminaries
We give some definitions used in the following.
Definition 5.1: (Cluster) We define a k-hops cluster as a
connected graph in the network, with a diameter less than or
equal to 2k. The set of all the nodes of a cluster i is denoted
Vi .
Definition 5.2: (Cluster identifier) Each cluster has an
unique identifier corresponding to the greatest node identity
in its cluster. The identity of a cluster that owns a node u is
denoted clu .
In our clusters, each node u has a status noted statusu .
Thus, a node can be clusterhead (CH), a Simple Node (SN )
or a Gateway Node (GN ). Moreover, each node selects a
neighbor v ∈ Nu , noted gnu , through which it passes to reach
its CH.
Definition 5.3: (Nodes status)
• Clusterhead (CH): a node u has CH status if it has the
highest ID among all nodes of its cluster.
– statusu = CH ⇐⇒ ∀v ∈ Vclu , (idu > idv ) ∧
(dist(u,v) ≤ k).
•

Simple Node (SN): a node u has SN status if u and all
its neighbors are in the same cluster.
– statusu = SN ⇐⇒ (∀v ∈ Nu , clv = clu ) ∧ (∃w ∈
Vu /(statusw = CH) ∧ (dist(u,w) ≤ k)).
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•

Gateway Node (GN): a node u has GN status if exists a
node v in neighborhood in a different cluster.
– statusu = GN ⇐⇒ ∃v ∈ Nu , (clu 6= clv ).

Definition 5.4: (Node Coherence)
A node u is coherent node if and only if it is in one of the
following states:
•

•

if statusu = CH then (clu = idu ) ∧ (dist(u,CHu ) = 0) ∧
(gnu = idu ),
if statusu ∈ {SN, GN } then (clu 6= idu ) ∧ (dist(u,CHu ) 6=
0) ∧ (gnu 6= idu ).
status = CH
cl = 1

status = SN
cl = 0

status = SN
cl = 2

dist = 0
gn = 2

dist = 2
gn = 1

dist = 0
gn = 1

2

1

0

(a) Incherence nodes
status = CH

status = SN

cl = 2
dist = 0
gn = 2

status = SN
cl = 2
dist = 2
gn = 1

cl = 2
dist = 1
gn = 2

2

1

0

(b) Coherence nodes
Fig. 1.

Coherent and incoherent nodes

Definition 5.5: (Node stability)
A node u is stable node if and only if its variables no longer
change, it is coherent and satisfies the following states:
•

•

•

if statusu = CH then ∀v ∈ Nu , (statusv 6= CH) ∧ {((clv =
clu ) ∧ (idv < idu )) ∨ ((clv 6= clu ) ∧ (dist(v,CHv ) = k))}.
(Example of node 9 in cluster V9 )
if statusu = SN then ∀v ∈ Nu , (clv = clu )∧(dist(u,CHu ) ≤
k) ∧ (dist(v,CHv ) ≤ k). (Example of node 0 in cluster V10 or
node 7 in V9 ).
if statusu = GN then ∃v ∈ Nu , (clv 6= clu ) ∧
{((dist(u,CHu ) = k) ∧ (dist(v,CHv ) ≤ k)) ∨ ((dist(v,CHv ) =
k) ∧ (dist(u,CHu ) ≤ k))}. (Example of node 2 in cluster V9
or node 8 in V10 ).

Definition 5.6: (Network stability)
The network is stable if and only if all nodes are stable nodes.
(see figure 2)

10

2

C. k-hops self-stabilizing algorithm
Each node u of the network knows the k parameter value
and executes the Algorithm 1.

3

5

V10

Starting from any arbitrary configuration, with only one
type of message exchanged, the nodes are structured in
non-overlapping clusters in a finite number of steps. This
message is called hello message and it is periodically exchanged between each neighbor nodes. It contains the following four items information: node identity (idu ), cluster
identity (clu ), node status (statusu ) and the distance to
clusterhead dist(u,CHu ) . Note that cluster identity is also the
identity of the clusterhead. Thus, the hello message structure is
hello(idu , clu , statusu , dist(u,CHu ) ). Furthermore, each node
maintains a neighbor table StateN eighu that contains the
set of its neighboring nodes states. Whence, StateN eighu[v]
contains the states of nodes v neighbor of u.
The solution that we propose proceeds as follows:
As soon as a node u receives a hello message, it executes
Algorithm 1. During this algorithm, u executes these three
steps consecutively. The first step is to update neighborhood,
the next step is to manage the coherence and the last step is
to build the clusters. After this three steps, u sends a hello
message to its neighbors.
After updating the neighborhood, nodes check their coherency. For example, as a clusterhead has the highest identity,
if a node u has CH status, its cluster identity must be equal to
its identity. In Figure 1(a), node 2 is clusterhead. Its identity
is 2 and its cluster identity is 1, so node 2 is not a coherent
node. Similarly for nodes 1 and 0, because they do not satisfy
definition 5.4. Each node detects its incoherence and corrects
its during the coherence management step. Figure 1(b) shows
nodes that are coherent.
During the clustering step, each node compares its identity
with those of its neighbors at distance 1. A node u elects itself
as a clusterhead if it has the highest identity among all nodes
of its cluster. If a node u discovers a neighbor v with a highest
identity then it becomes a node of the same cluster as v with
SN status. If u receives again a hello message from another
neighbor that is in another cluster than v, the node u becomes
gateway node with GN status. As the hello message contains
the distance between each node u and its clusterhead, u knows
if the diameter of cluster is reached. So it can choose another
cluster.

1
7

0

VI. P ERFORMANCE

9
6

ANALYSIS

8
4

V9
Legend:

Clusterhead

Fig. 2.

Simple Node

Gateway Node

Stable Nodes - Stable network

B. Basic Idea of Our Solution
Our algorithm is self-stabilizing and does not require any
initialization.
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In [14], we have proved that our network is stable after
at most n + 2 transitions and requires at most n ∗ log(2n +
k + 3) memory space. This reflects the worst case scenario of
a topology where the nodes form an ordered chain. Ad Hoc
networks are often characterized by random topologies.
In order to evaluate the average performance of our solution
in a random topology, we have implemented our algorithm
using the OMNeT++ environment simulation [15]. For generating random graphs, we have used SNAP library [16]. All
simulations were carried out using Grid’5000 platform [17].
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/* Upon receiving message from a neighbor */
Predicates
P1 (u) ≡ (statusu = CH)
P2 (u) ≡ (statusu = SN )
P3 (u) ≡ (statusu = GN )
P10 (u) ≡ (clu 6= idu ) ∨ (dist(u,CHu ) 6= 0) ∨ (gnu 6= idu )
P20 (u) ≡ (clu = idu ) ∨ (dist(u,CHu ) = 0) ∨ (gnu = idu )
P40 (u) ≡
∀v ∈ Nu , (idu > idv ) ∧ (idu ≥ clv ) ∧ (dist(u,v) ≤ k)
P41 (u) ≡ ∃v ∈ Nu , (statusv = CH) ∧ (clv > clu )
P42 (u) ≡ ∃v ∈ Nu , (clv > clu ) ∧ (dist(v,CHv ) < k)
P43 (u) ≡ ∀v ∈ Nu /(clv > clu ), (dist(v,CHv ) = k)
P44 (u) ≡ ∃v ∈ Nu , (clv 6= clu ) ∧ {(dist(u,CHu ) =
k) ∨ (dist(v,CHv ) = k)}
Macros
N eighCHu = {idv /v ∈ Nu ∧ statutv = CH ∧ clu = clv }.
N eighM axu =
(M ax{idv /v ∈ Nu ∧ statutv 6= CH ∧ clu = clv }) ∧
(dist(v,CHu ) = M in{dist(x,CHu ) , x ∈ Nu ∧ clx = clv }).
Rules
/* Update neighborhood */
StateN eighu [v] := (idv , clv , statusv , dist(v,CHv ) );
/* Cluster-1: Coherent management */
R10 (u) :: P1 (u) ∧ P10 (u)
−→ clu := idu ; gnu = idu ; dist(u,CHu ) = 0;
R20 (u) :: {P2 (u) ∨ P3 (u) } ∧ P20 (u) −→
statusu := CH; clu := idu ; gnu = idu ; dist(u,CHu ) = 0;
/* Cluster-2: Clustering */
R11 (u) :: ¬P1 (u) ∧ P40 (u) −→
statusu := CH; clu := idv ; dist(u,CHu ) := 0; gnu := idu ;
R12 (u) :: ¬P1 (u) ∧ P41 (u) −→ statusu := SN ; clu :=
idv ; dist(u,v) := 1; gnu := N eighCHu ;
R13 (u) :: ¬P1 (u) ∧ P42 (u) −→ statusu := SN ; clu :=
clv ; dist(u,CHu ) := dist(v,CHv ) + 1; gnu := N eighM axu ;
R14 (u) :: ¬P1 (u) ∧ P43 (u) −→
statusu := CH; clu := idv ; dist(u,CHu ) := 0; gnu := idu ;
R15 (u) :: P2 (u) ∧ P44 (u) −→ statusu := GN ;
R16 (u) :: P1 (u) ∧ P41 (u) −→ statusu := SN ; clv :=
idv ; dist(u,v) := 1; gnu := N eighCHu ;
R17 (u) :: P1 (u) ∧ P42 (u) −→ statusu := SN ; clu :=
clv ; dist(u,CHu ) := dist(v,CHv ) + 1; gnu := N eighM axu ;
/* Sending hello message */
R0 (u) :: hello(idu , clu , statusu , dist(u,CHu ) );

for arbitrary topologies, the average stabilization time is below
n + 2, formal value proved in the worst case. Moreover, the
number of transitions needed to reach a legal configuration
appears stable when the network size increases (500 to 1000
nodes).
To observe the impact of the network density as illustrated
in figure 3(b), we consider a network size of 100, 200 and
400 nodes and we vary the nodes degree. We observe that
the stabilization time decreases as the nodes degree increases.
The main reason is due to the fact that each node has more
neighbors, thus during each transition, we have more nodes
that fixed at the same time. With our approach, we have a
better stabilization time with networks of high density.
B. Scalability
To examine the scalability of the proposed solution, we vary
the number of nodes in the network at the same time as the
density of connectivity. For k = 2, we consider a network size
of 100 to 1000 nodes. For each value of the network size, we
vary the density from 10% to 100%. Note that we generate
Erdös-Renyi random graphs models using SNAP library. We
obtain the 3D curve illustrated in figure 4. We note that except
for low densities (10% and 20%), the stabilization time varies
slightly with the increasing number of nodes. In case of a low
network density, we observe a peak that is due to longer chains
in the network topology. With these series of simulation, we
can make two remarks. (i) The only determining factor with
our approach is the density of connectivity and our solution
is scalable. (ii) On average, for networks with an arbitrary
topology, the stabilization time is far below that of the worst
case (n + 2 transitions).
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A. Impact of density and network size on the stabilization time
First, we study the impact of nodes degree and network
size on the stabilization time. In figure 3(a), we have fixed
a hops number k = 2. For each node degree of 3, 5 and 7
we consider a network size from 100 to 1000 nodes. Note
that we generate d-regular graphs models using SNAP library,
where d represents node’s degree (number of neighbors for
each node). For each given network size, we compute several
series of simulations. We give the average stabilization time as
the average of all values corresponding to simulation results.
We note that the stabilization time increases as the number
of nodes in the network increases. Furthermore, we note that
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Fig. 4.

Scalability

C. Size and number of clusters
As the density of connectivity is the determining factor for
our algorithm, we evaluate the number of clusters obtained
according to the network density. For k = 2, we consider
a network size of 100, 500 and 1000 nodes. We vary the
node degree from 5 to 100 neighbors. Figure 5(a) shows that
regardless the number of nodes in network, we get less clusters
when the number of neighbors increases. In fact, in denser
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Impact of k parameter

In order to observe the impact of the k parameter, we fix the
node degree at 5 and we consider a network size of 100, 200,
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400, 500 and 1000 nodes. For each network size, we vary the k
parameter from 2 to 10. Figure 6 shows the stabilization time
according to the variation of the k parameter. We observe that
the stabilization time decreases as the k parameter increases.
In fact, if k parameter increases and because the hello message
contains the distance between each node u and its clusterhead,
the sphere of influence of the largest nodes increase. Thus,
nodes carrying fewer transitions to be fixed at a CH. In
the end, we have fewer clusters. Nevertheless, in the case
of a small value of the k parameter, we have more clusters
with small diameters. Therefore, it requires more transitions
to reach a stable state in all clusters. Note that regardless the
value of the k parameter, the stabilization time is far below
that of the worst case scenario (n + 2 transitions).
E. Comparison with a well known solution based on messagepassing model
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networks, nodes with the largest identity absorb more nodes
into their clusters.
As we have more clusters with low density, we consider a
network size of 1000 nodes with 5 neighbors for each node.
We evaluate nodes distribution between clusters. We note that,
as illustrates in figure 5(b), we have clusters of variable size.
We have 39 singleton clusters, around 4% of the total number
of nodes. We also note that the highest identity clusters include
the more nodes its. The main reason is due to the fact that
nodes choose as CH those with the highest identity.
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In message-passing model, their exist few solutions. We
compare our approach with a well known existing solution in
message-passing model [8]. We compare these two approaches
in terms of number of messages exchanged (i.e received
messages) and number of clusters. We have implemented
our algorithm and [8] on OMNeT++ environment simulation.
Simulations are made within the same random graph.
In order to evaluate number of exchanged messages, we fix
the node degree at 3 and 6 and we consider a network size from
100 to 1000 nodes. For each given network size, we compute
several series of simulations. We give the average number of
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VII. C ONCLUSION
We presented a self-stabilizing asynchronous distributed
algorithm based on a message-passing model. The proposed
solution structures the network into non-overlapping clusters
with diameter at most equal to 2k. This structuring does not
require any initialization. Furthermore, it is based only on
information from neighboring nodes at distance 1. Contrary to
other clustering algorithms, we have used an unique message
to discover the neighborhood of a node at distance 1 and to
structure the network into non-overlapping k-hops clusters.
Starting from an arbitrary configuration, the network converges to a legal configuration after at most n + 2 transitions
and requires at most n ∗ log(2n + k + 3) memory space. Experimental results show that for arbitrary topology networks,
the stabilization time is far below the worst case scenario. A
comparison with one of the best existing solution based on
message-passing model show that we use fewer messages and
stabilizing time is better.
As future work, we plan to implement mechanisms to
balance clusters and maintaining the formed ones in case of
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500

(b) Number of clusters

exchanged messages in the network to achieve the legal state.
Figure 7(a), show that our approach generates less messages
than [8]. The main reason is due to the fact that our approach
is based only on information from neighboring at distance 1
to build k-hops clusters. As opposed to solution [8], each node
must know {k + 1}-Neighboring, computes its k-density value
and locally broadcasts it to all its k-neighbors. This is very
expensive in terms of exchanged messages.
We also evaluate the number of clusters obtained by both
approaches. As illustrates in figure 7(b), our approach built
more than clusters. Moreover it generates less messages. This
implies that our clusters are less densely. Therefore, easy to
manage by the clusterhead and consumes fewer resources.
Less densely clusters leads to a decrease communications and
an optimization of resource consumption.
Note that we have made comparisons for k = 2. In fact,
if k parameter increase, the broadcast area of solution [8]
increases. Whereas our approach is based only on a neighborhood of a node at distance 1 to structure the network into
non-overlapping k-hops clusters.
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Abstract—The Opportunistic Sensing Paradigm shifts away the
configuration of activity- and context recognition systems from
design time of the system to a dynamic runtime configuration.
Systems following this new paradigm have to autonomously
configure themselves during runtime according to a stated recognition goal and the available sensing infrastructure. A crucial
point therefore is to find a methodology to express the recognition
goal itself and to map the requirements specified by the stated
recognition goal to the capabilities of the available sensors in
the ecosystem of the users. This paper presents an approach
for a semantic engine capable of processing and matching a
given recognition goal to the semantically described sensing
infrastructure. This matching allows to autonomously spot and
quantify the best set of sensors available at any point in time
that can contribute to the stated recognition goal and therefore
being configured to a sensing ensemble.
Index Terms—Goal Processing; Sensor Networks; Activity and
Context Recognition; Opportunistic Sensing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Sensor networks enable the sensing of the physical world
and detect context and activity, which is a key to build and
develop intelligent environments [1]. Different Frameworks
exist that handle inferring context and activity out of raw
sensor data. Their common disadvantage is that the used
sensing infrastructure and the context that has to be recognized
must be defined at the design time of the system [2]. A
dynamic change in the sensing infrastructure in terms of the
spontaneous availability of new sensors or the change of the
recognition purpose respectively the recognition goal [3] is
not supported by these systems. Due to the emerging plethora
of sensing devices (e.g., smart phones or smart watches) with
integrated sensing capabilities in the ecosystem surrounding
the user, the necessity arises to federate these devices in an
autonomous, adaptive and goal oriented manner to relieve
developers from low level, platform specific concerns. Kurz et
al. present in [3] methodologies to semantically describe the
recognition capabilities of sensors in terms of labels reflecting
meaning in the real world (e.g., Walk or Drinking-Coffee).
They propose ExperienceItems that encapsulate the necessary
stages of the Activity Recognition Chain [4] to infer activity
and context information out of the raw sensor data readings. In
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addition, a metric, the Degree of Fulfillment (DoF) is defined,
that quantifies how good a sensor can be used to detect a
specific label (i.e., activity class) as a value between [0, 1].
Furthermore, a way to abstract from the low level access
details yielding to a common accessible interface for different
sensing devices using Sensor Abstractions is described and
evaluated. Using these presented methodologies, we can see a
sensor as a label delivering entity that can be queried for its
capabilities, and the needed machine learning techniques can
be instantiated during runtime to infer activity and context
information. To direct the autonomous planning process [5] in
selecting the best suitable sensing devices, we propose a goal
oriented approach that defines at a high semantic level how the
system should behave. Goal oriented approaches have proven
their flexibility and effectiveness in various research domains
like Operations Research [6], Requirements Engineering [7]
and Mobile Agent Systems [8]. The common objective is that
a goal specifies at an abstract level what the system should
achieve but not how. Multiple paths exist at each point in
time on how the goal can be achieved. In this work we adapt
the goal methodology and use a goal oriented approach to
direct the configuration of an activity and context recognition
system. This is a novel approach as the sensing infrastructure
needs not to be defined at design time of the system and can
change even during its runtime. It is autonomously configured
and adapted according to the stated recognition goal. In detail,
the hypotheses valid within this paper can be formulated as
follows:
(H) The explicit formulation of a recognition goal is a suitable
way of directing the autonomous configuration of an
activity and context recognition system.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section
II proposes a methodology on how activity can be understood
and modeled. This is a crucial point to define the necessary terms a recognition goal can be composed of. Based
upon our activity modeling approach that encapsulates our
understanding of what an activity is, Section III discusses
a technique on how to formulate a recognition goal based
on this understanding. Section IV shows how a formulated
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Fig. 1: Partial view of the approximately 200 modeled Context
and Activity Relations gathered during a large scale kitchen
experiment presented in [11] using the Protege-OWL modeling
tool. Activities and Context are modeled using the relations
<isRelated , <Combination , and <has A .

(without activity) [<Combination ] to a set of activity literals
[<isRelated ] and give this relation a ”meaning”. Furthermore,
by knowing the relations of activities [<has A ], the substitution and reasoning of activities is possible by combining
activities at different levels of abstraction. This is especially
useful if no sensor can be found in the surrounding of the user
that is explicitly designed to detect the stated recognition goal.
Using the modeled relations of activities, we can semantically
reason which activities the stated recognition goal is composed
of, and use sensors that can detect these semantically related
activities instead. This allows the dynamic configuration of
sensing ensembles and exploits the full flexibility of the
opportunistic sensing approach, as the recognition goal can
be processed, reasoned and matching methodologies can be
applied to substitute activities out of related ones. How this is
done is described in detail in Sections III and IV.
T exT ivity → {Activity}

recognition goal is processed, refined, semantically reasoned
and quantified, and finally mapped to the available sensing
ecosystem. Section V evaluates the proposed approach in a
real-time setting and Section VI closes with a discussion of
the hypotheses and a conclusion.
II. ACTIVITY R ELATIONS M ODELING
To formulate a goal that describes the recognition purpose of
the system at an abstract, semantic level, the necessity evolves
to understand, define, model, and relate Activities and Context
that can be stated to the system. We see and define Activities
as a much more complex thing rather than a simple ”sequence
of actions performed” [9] or ”hierarchies of activities of daily
living” [10]. Its meaning is not only defined by the performed
physical activity itself. It is defined in combination with a
situation respectively the context. To model these relations we
use an Ontology that builds the semantic knowledge base and
represent the Activity Relations gathered during a large scale
kitchen experiment presented in [11].
In each context, a physical activity can have a complete
different meaning. From our point of view Activity can be
seen as any information that characterizes the behavior of
an individual interweaved with additional context [12]. We
model these relations using the TexTivity-Concept (as shown
in (1)). This concept allows to relate activities to different
contexts and assign different meaning to these relations.
TexTivity therefore is an amalgam of context and activity
highlighting the close relation of both concepts. Fig. 1 shows
a partial view of the modeled relations. Two TexTivities
namely StressedCoffeeDrinking, and RelaxedCoffeeDrinking
are modeled. Both TexTivities are related to same physical
activity DrinkingCoffee but assign a different meaning of this
activity in relation to the two contexts [WithBoss, Office, and
Stress]→StressedCoffeeDrinking and [WithFriends, Outside,
and Fun]→RelaxedCoffeeDrinking. According to the definition of TexTivities we named the Ontology to model these
relations TexTivity-Ontology. Using the definition of TexTivities
(as defined in (1)) allows us to link a set of context literals
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{Context\Activity }

(1)

We see Activities as a multidimensional labyrinth of complex
actions. They can happen interleaved, concurrent or in any
other temporal or causal relationship. Making it even more
complex, activities can happen in combination with different
contexts that influence their meaning. Consider the activity
”Talking” either in the context of watching a football match
or improperly in a class room. Both activities ”Talking” refer
to the same ”physical” action but with a complete different
meaning in the particular context.
III. R ECOGNITION G OAL F ORMULATION
One of the crucial things when developing an opportunistic activity and context recognition system that adapts
autonomously during runtime is to find a way to formulate
the recognition goal explicitly to relieve developers from
low level, platform specific concerns while federating the
sensing infrastructure. The explicitly stated recognition goal
has to be reason- and processable by the opportunistic system.
This enables the autonomous selection of the best set of
available sensors, called ensemble [3], according to the stated
recognition goal. We see a sensor as a label delivering entity
at a semantic level reflecting meaning in the real world that
can be used and queried for its capabilities, can be quantified
during runtime using the Degree of Fulfillment (DoF) metric,
and can be dynamically instantiated at any point in time.
How the sensor ensemble is configured and the corresponding
activity recognition chains are instantiated by using sensor
abstractions, sensor-self-descriptions, and experience-items is
described in [3].
To formulate the recognition goal we use a derivation of
the Context Predicates presented in [13]. There, Stevenson
and Dobson present Context Predicates to reason information in smart environments (e.g., smart homes). The Context
Predicates are used as entry points into the modeled domain
knowledge captured in form of an Ontology. Furthermore,
they are used to reason about the modeled knowledge. If
for example, one wants to know if Bob is at home, and
the information that Bob is in the living room is given (by
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a particular sensor), the domain knowledge can be used to
reason that the living room is located in the house and to
infer that Bob is at home. The reasoning capabilities can be
used to infer and refine knowledge that is not explicitly given
by a particular sensor. Even if we do not have the explicit
information that Bob is at home (e.g., no sensor is available
that can deliver this information explicitly), we can infer this
knowledge by using other sensors that detect that Bob is in the
living room. Having the semantic modeled relation of Home ↔
Living Room we can infer that Bob is at home without having
the explicit knowledge of a particular sensor. The syntax of
the Context Predicate is defined in (2).
< CP >=< subject, predicate, object >

(2)

The following examples clarify the use of Context Predicates.
A Context Predicate can be for example < {Bob},
located, livingRoom >, querying if Bob is located in the
living room. This query can be evaluated to true or false.
Another example is <?, located, livingRoom >. Using the
question mark, querying for all subjects that are located in the
living room is possible. The last example < P erson, ?,
livingRoom > queries for all predicates (activities) persons
are performing in the living room.
Following the approach of using Context Predicates, that
showed to be a promising solution as a goal description using
domain knowledge and reasoning, we enhanced them to more
closer fit our proposed TexTivity-Ontology to enable a quick
and precise formulation of the recognition purpose of the
system. As we talk about activity and context recognition, we
renamed the predicate into Activity and made the term object
more generic in calling it Context. Furthermore we added the
entity TexTivity to allow its direct statement as a goal. We
permit to state each item in form of a set to allow multiple
objectives per item being stated in a single goal and define a
TexTivity Predicate as follows (3):
< T P >=< {Subject}, {Activity}, {Context},
{T exT ivity}, {Constraint} >

(3)

The definition of a TexTivity Predicate can be used to formulate a goal like < {Bob, P aul}, ?, {LivingRoom,
BathRoom}, ?, {} >. The formulated goal configures a system that detects all activities and TexTivities (as indicated
by the question marks) of Bob and Paul in the living- and
bathroom. As from the systems point of view, the best ensemble is always defined by having the highest recognition
accuracy concerning the stated context and activity items,
the necessity may evolve to further optimize such an ensemble in terms of energy consumption, size and weight,
infrastructure or body-worn sensors, or the maximum numbers
of sensors that are configured to an ensemble. As these
constraints cannot be foreseen now, the TexTivity predicates
allow to state them in an open and extendable way. In
the previous example, no constraints were defined. So the
best available sensor ensemble is configured regardless its
quantitative properties. If one wants to formulate the same
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recognition goal, but assuring that the configured ensemble is
above a stated recognition accuracy, e.g., with a Degree of
Fulfillment (DoF) above 89%, it has to be added as constraint
(< {Bob, P aul}, ?, {LivingRoom, BathRoom}, ?,
{[DoF ] : 0.89} >) instructing the system to configure a
sensing ensemble with a DoF above 89% if possible, or fail
otherwise. Formulating subjects, activities, context, TexTivities
and constraints in form of sets is an elegant and fast way
to state the recognition purpose of the system for multiple
objectives.
Activity and Context is not limited to one, synchronized
stream of information that can be described and formulated
using one single TexTivity predicate. To meet these concerns,
we identified two ways of combining TexTivity Predicates
for activity and context recognition systems: (i) a logical
combination and (ii) a temporal combination. The logical
combination can be done e.g., with an AND or OR connector,
allowing to state multiple recognition purposes to the system
that are handled in parallel. An example is shown in (4) where
the logical combination AND is used to combine two TexTivity
Predicates.
< {Bob}, ?, {LivingRoom}, ?, {} > AN D
< {P aul}, ?, {BathRoom}, ?, {} >

(4)

The purpose of the recognition goal in (4) is to detect all
Activities and TexTivities that are performed by Bob in
the livingroom AND all Activities and TexTivities that are
performed by Paul in the bathroom. Therefore, two TexTivity
Predicates are defined that formulate the recognition goals.
These two TexTivity Predicates are then combined using the
logic AND operation to get the overall recognition goal for the
activity and context recognition system.
Allen defined in [14] temporal operators like Overlaps,
Meets, Equal, Before, During, Starts and Finishes. By using
this set of operators the whole space of possible temporal
relationships can be represented. Using these operators to
combine TexTivity Predicates allows to formulate timing behavior between multiple TexTivity Predicates. We think of
recognition goals as shown in (5) and (6). In (5) the purpose
of the recognition goal is to detect that Bob brushed his teeth
Before he was having breakfast that could be an interesting
context information for an child education system. In (6) the
recognition goal is the detection of Paul reading his emails on
Apple’s IPad while having lunch in the office, which might
also be useful information for systems helping to avoid the
burn-out syndrome.
< {Bob}, {BrushT eeth}, {}, {}, {} > BEF ORE
< {Bob}, {Breakf ast}, {}, {}, {} >

(5)

< {P aul}, {ReadingM ail}, {IP ad}, {}, {} >
DU RIN G
< {P aul}, {}, {}, {Of f iceLunch}, {} >

(6)
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TABLE I: S IMILARITY S CORES O F O NTOLOGICAL R ELA TIONS T O M ATCH A DVERTISEMENTS O F R ESOURCES ( E . G .,
S ENSOR ) T O R EQUESTS [15].
SimilarityScore(CR , CA )

TaxonomicOntological Relation

Computation

1.0

CA ≡ CR

1.0

1.0

CA ⊆ CR

1.0

[0,1]

CR ⊆ CA

[0,1]

¬(CR u CA ⊆ ⊥)

|A(CA )|
|A(CR |
|A(CA )∩A(CR )|
|A(CR )|

0.0

(CR u CA ⊆ ⊥)

0.0

The use of TexTivity-Predicates to define the recognition
purpose of an activity and context recognition system in form
of an semantic abstracted, high level goal, is a flexible way
to direct the autonomous and dynamic configuration of such a
system. Having the option of combining multiple TexTivity
Predicates either with logical or temporal operators makes
this approach even more powerful and allows to represent the
nature of activities more clearly.
IV. S EMANTIC E NGINE
Using the semantic information modeled in the TexTivityOntology is the key aspect to utilize the full power and
flexibility of the opportunistic approach. To configure sensor
ensembles according to the formulated high level recognition
goal, we use the semantic information modeled in the TexTivity
Ontology. Using the modeled Context, Activity and TexTivity
relations of a domain allow to reason which Context- and
Activity attributes can be substituted by related ones. As the
TexTivity Ontology models the concepts and relations of a
domain, each possible sensor output in terms of labels is an
entry point in the modeled domain knowledge. The labels
that can be delivered by sensors are the connection point
between the ”semantic”-sensors, the recognition goal and the
TexTivity Ontology. This allows the combination of sensors
according to the defined relations in the TexTivity Ontology
and to reason knowledge at a semantic level. If there is, for
example, no sensor in the environment that can be explicitly
used to detect a stated recognition goal, we can search for
sensors that can be used instead and therefore substituting the
not available sensor entity. According to the defined semantic
relations in the TexTivity Ontology, we can reason how the
formulated recognition goal can be substituted by related
contextual information. In [15] Bandara et al. propose a way
based on the semantic similarity concepts presented by Lin
[16] on how to match the advertisements of a resource (e.g., a
(self-described) sensor) to a request (e.g., the recognition goal
respectively the recognition purpose). The matching scores
between the concepts are shown in Table I.
To find the best sensor ensemble according to the stated
recognition goal, we define a Goal Function (as shown in
(7)) that uses the semantic similarity concepts presented in
[16] and matches the requested capabilities of the recognition
goal to the advertised recognition capabilities of the sensors
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(as described conceptual in Table I). The function weights the
resulting DoF according to the number of labels (and their
single DoFs) that can be satisfied by the sensor ensemble and
returns a value between [0,1] that reaches a maximum for the
best set of sensors.
DoF =

n−1
1 X
DoFi
LtR i=0

(7)

LtR=number of Labels the sensor is queried for
n=number of Labels satisfied by the sensor (n ≤ LtR)
DoFi =DoF of a single label with index i
In case where no sensor is found in the ecosystem of the
user that can explicitly be used to detect the stated recognition
goal, Goal Substitution and Reasoning using the captured
Domain Knowledge Relations takes place. By knowing the
semantic relations of context and activities, we can reason
which sub-context can be used to reason context at a higher
semantic level. This is an extremely powerful approach as we
can use sensors that were not explicitly designed to detect
the stated recognition purpose. An example is the recognition
goal <{},{Locomotion},{},{},{}> that formulates to detect
Locomotion. If we can not find a sensor in the environment,
that can explicitly be used to detect Locomotion we use the
semantic information modeled in the TexTivity Ontology. We
refine Locomotion into its related sub-activities (<has A ) →
Walk, Stand, Lie and Sit as shown in Fig. 1 and search for
sensors that are capable of recognizing these activities. We
rank the found sensors according to the Goal Function defined
in (7) and select the highest ranked as ensemble. The example
highlights, the use of sensors to detect Walk, Stand, Lie and Sit
that were not designed to detect Locomotion explicitly. Only
because the semantic relations of Locomotion to these four
activities are known, and modeled in the TexTivity Ontology,
we can combine them to detect Locomotion.
As the reasoning capabilities are not limited to one refinement step {A → {B, C}}, the refinement of activities and
context may involve the recursive evaluation of an entire tree
of related context {A → {B, C}; B → {U, V, W }, C →
{X, Y }} → {. . .}. This can take as many steps as necessary
to decide if the formulated recognition purpose is satisfiable or
not. Furthermore, reasoning of a recognition goal, expressed
in form of a TexTivity Predicate, is a reasoning in multiple
dimensions as it can be done for all elements contained in the
TexTivity Predicate as exemplarily shown in Fig. 2. The two
presented methodologies, (i) the semantic matchmaking of the
recognition goal expressed using TexTivity Predicates to the
sensing infrastructure and (ii) the goal splitting, substitution
and quantification according to the defined Goal Function
(7) are implemented in a Semantic Engine that handles the
Semantic Concept Matching between the sensing ecosystem
and the stated recognition goal as shown in Figure 3. In the
following Section V we evaluate the presented methodologies
using a reference implementation of an opportunistic activity
and context recognition system called the OPPORTUNITY
Framework [3].
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Fig. 3: Semantic Engine used for Processing the stated Recognition Goal in mapping, reasoning and substituting it to the
available sensors in the ecosystem of the user.

Fig.
2:
Reasoning
of
TexTivity
Predicates
in
multiple
dimensions
for
the
recognition
goal
<{Bob},{Locomotion},{Home},?,{}> according to the
defined relations in the TexTivity Ontology.
V. E VALUATION
To evaluate the approach of using high level recognition
goals to direct the dynamic configuration of an activity and
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context aware system, we developed the OPPORTUNITY
Framework [3]. The framework is a reference implementation
of an opportunistic context and activity recognition system.
It allows to state high level recognition goals during runtime
in form of TexTivity predicates that direct the dynamic and
autonomous configuration of the system. It uses the goal
processing, reasoning and semantic matchmaking capabilities
of the Semantic Engine described in Sections III and IV to
configure sensor ensembles to fulfill the stated high level
recognition goal. A similar setup was already successfully used
by our group to test the configuration of sensor ensembles
[17]. For the evaluation we set up a real time scenario with
body worn sensors to test and evaluate the presented approach.
We picked a rather easy activity set for evaluating, as the
goal is not to work with highly sophisticated and complex
activity classes. The handling of complex activities using
dynamically configured Hidden Markov Models with a similar
sensor setup is presented in [17]. For testing we used the
activity classes of the modes of locomotion → (Walk, Sit,
Stand, Lie). We used four XSense-Mti-sensors that deliver
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TABLE II: S EMANTIC S CORES F OR T HE S EMANTICALLY
R EASONED R ECOGNITION G OAL “L OCOMOTION ” AC CORDING T O T HE G OAL F UNCTION (7).
Sensor

Walk

Stand

Lie

Sit

Score

motionjacket RUA

0.700

0.770

0.980

0.860

0.828

motionjacket RLA

0.690

0.380

0.900

0.950

0.730

motionjacket LUA

0.780

0.670

0.970

0.930

0.838

motionjacket LLA

0.790

0.320

0.480

0.730

0.580

Fig. 4: Experimental setup of the on-body sensors to test
and evaluate the autonomous configuration of an Activity and
Context recognition system in a realtime setting.

triaxial acceleration data. The sensors were mounted on the
left and right upper-/lower arm and are named according to
their position motionjacket RUA (right-upper-arm), motionjacket RLA (right-lower-arm), motionjacket LUA (left-upperarm) and motionjacket LLA (left-lower-arm). Additionally,
one SunSPOT accelerometer sensor was attached to the right
shoe (sunspot shoetoebox). Fig. 4 shows the sensor setup
and the corresponding realtime schematic of the runtime configured sensor ensembles using the OPPORTUNITY Framework. The four motionjacket sensors were trained to detect
Walk, Sit, Stand, and Lie using the OPPORTUNITY Dataset
[11]. The sunspot shoetoebox was trained to detect Locomotion. In the following two scenarios the TexTivity predicate
<{},{Locomotion},{},{}, {} >, formulating the recognition
goal to detect the activity Locomotion, was stated to the
system. In the first scenario, all sensors were available (Fig.
5a) as indicated by the green bubbles. The OPPORTUNITY
Framework queried the available sensors for their recognition
capabilities. One sensor, the sunspot shoetoebox, was found
that can explicitly be used to recognize Locomotion. The goal
refinement process stopped as a sensor was found that is
explicitly dedicated to detect Locomotion. So this sensor is
selected as ensemble (as indicated by the black arrow), the
corresponding recognition chain is dynamically instantiated,
and the recognition process is initiated.
In the second scenario, we turned off the
sunspot shoetoebox sensor as indicated by the grey bubble
(Fig. 5b). The four motionjacket sensors were still available.
In this case, no sensor is available that can explicitly be
used to detect Locomotion, as the motionjacket sensors
are trained to detect Walk, Sit, Stand and Lie. Again, the
OPPORTUNITY Framework queried the available sensors
for their recognition capabilities. As no sensors were found
by the framework that can explicitly be used to detect
Locomotion, the Semantic Engine initialized the Goal
Refinement process according to the semantically modeled
relations of the TexTivity Ontology. The OPPORTUNITY
Framework autonomously reasoned the related activities of
Locomotion (<has A →) {Walk, Stand, Lie, Sit} (Fig. 1).
Knowing the related activities, the framework queried for
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5: Visual, real-time representation of the physical sensors
used in the scenario to evaluate the Goal Description and
Semantic Matchmaking in a varying sensor ecosystem.

sensors that can detect the related activities. Four sensors,
the motionjacket RUA, motionjacket RLA, motionjacket LUA
and motionjacket LLA were found that can be used. The
Goal Function (7) was evaluated for each sensor to quantify
its capabilities according to the reasoned recognition goal as
shown in Table II. After evaluating the Goal Function, the
four motionjacket-sensors were configured to an ensemble as
the Condorcet’s jury theorem [18] states that if the probability
of a single vote is grater than 0.5 (DoF/Score), then the
probability that the majority decision is correct is increased.
The corresponding recognition chains of the single sensors
are dynamically instantiated and are fused using majority
voting (Fig. 5b). Out of the four delivered labels (Walk,
Stand, Lie, Sit) we can reason their relation on a higher
semantic level inferring Locomotion using the modeled
activity relations in the TexTivity Ontology that are utilized
by the Semantic Engine. The evaluation scenario showed that
it is possible to combine sensors according to semantically
modeled information in a realtime system. We showed that
the system can autonomously configure and adapt an activity
and context recognition system dependent on the available
sensing infrastructure and the stated recognition goal during
runtime. Even if no sensors are available to detect the
stated recognition goal explicitly, the system autonomously
utilizes the semantically modeled information in the Semantic
Engine in two ways. First, in a top-down fashion, it queries
for related activity and context according to the stated
Recognition Goal and then it quantifies sensors using a
Goal Function (as shown in (7)) that can be used to detect
them (e.g., Locomotion →{Walk, Stand, Lie, Sit}). Second,
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the system uses the semantically modeled information in a
bottom-up fashion, to reason context at a higher semantic
level out of the semantic data delivered by the sensors (e.g.,
{Walk, Stand, Lie, Sit}→Locomotion).
VI. C ONCLUSION
Sensors providing information to detect human activities are
embedded in more and more artifacts of everyday living (e.g.,
smartphones, watches, cameras, clothing, etc.). Using these
artifacts motivates the shift away from deploying ”application
specific” sensors and to support developers in relieving them
from low level, platform specific concerns. We use sensors
that just happen to be available and utilize them in an goal
oriented, opportunistic way for activity and context recognition. We can handle and exploit heterogeneous resources using
Sensor Abstractions and dynamically instantiate the necessary
stages of the Activity Recognition Chain to infer activity and
context information out of the raw sensor data readings using
ExperienceItems. We see each sensor as a label delivering
entity that can be queried for its capabilities.
As central contribution we propose a Semantic Engine
that matches the stated recognition goal in form of TexTivity
Predicates to the available, semantically described sensor
ecosystem. Therefore it utilizes modeled context and activity
relations in the TexTivity Ontology that can be reasoned and
inferred to combine sensors at different semantic levels. To
direct the autonomous and adaptive configuration, we use a
goal-oriented approach. The goal encapsulates a high level
directive that defines, at a semantic level, what the system
should do and how it should behave. As syntactical formalism,
to describe and formulate the recognition goal we propose
the use of TexTivity-Predicates as a precise, flexible, and
reasonable way of formulating the recognition purpose of the
Activity and Context recognition system.
The autonomous and adaptable combination and use of
sensors at a semantic level provide the possibility to use
sensors that are already out there in the environment and eliminates the need to deploy more and more application specific
sensors. The fact that the system can react on changes in the
sensing infrastructure (e.g., due to sensor failures) increases
its stability and robustness compared to traditional systems.
An essential point for the scalability of the opportunistic
sensing approach is the fact that sensors, processing, and
communication resources are only used and configured to
ensembles, if they are needed to fulfill the stated recognition
goal.
The evaluation clearly highlights that the research hypotheses holds that a goal oriented, top-down configuration
approach for autonomously adapting an activity and context
recognition system during runtime offers a high flexibility in
terms of combining sensors at a semantical level resulting in
a stable, and accurate activity and context recognition system
envisioning the autonomous and dynamic creation of sensing
infrastructures of massive scale during runtime.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a generalized ontology
based system to identify the necessary properties of products
and objects and then make inferences of possible incompatibilities between them. This is designed in the context of waste
management, where considerable volume of waste is present
collectively and there may be chances of hazard or reduces the
value of the recyclable waste. These inferences for the group of
objects are performed based on the knowledge available locally
without looking up from any external sources. Since, the global
identification of objects is avoided, preservation of privacy is
ensured, which is a concern in the field of pervasive computing.
Our model can have applications in various domains. We have
demonstrated it’s application in the domain of waste management
and discussed about other possible domains.
Keywords-Radio-frequency identification (RFID); incompatible;
ontology; OWL; waste

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today, efficient management and handling of waste are of
great importance. The European Union (EU) reports handling
around 3 billion tonnes of waste (and still counting) each year
among which, around 90 million tonnes are hazardous [1]. So
managing the waste i.e. treating and disposing them efficiently
causing least possible harm to the environment is becoming
difficult. Waste prevention, recycling/reuse and disposal are the
three principles laid down by the European Union’s approach
to waste management. For example, products like packaging
waste, batteries, electrical and electronic wastes require special
attention for recycling and reuse. Some of these items can be
hazardous to be put into a waste bin containing other items.
Sorting is performed for efficient recycling and reuse of
the waste materials. Different waste items contain recyclable
and reusable materials having economic value. Hence, sorting
them at the earliest has advantages. Moreover, it also ensures
the quality of the collected waste with no contamination. It
also avoids potential hazards. Transporting them to the sorting
facilities could be another overhead to cost if not performed
early. Lastly they might end up as landfills, if left undetected.
Despite that the early sorting could be beneficial, we need
to reason out for the sorting process. Also, care should taken
about any possibilities of hazards during this process. The
model described in this paper can be used to perform such
reasoning.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the background. Section 3 describes the principle for
inferring hazardous incompatibilities and how the system is
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designed to use the principle in Section 4. A demonstration of
our Smart Bin and other possible applications are presented
in Section 5. Finally, we discuss the complexity of our system
before concluding in Section 6 and 7, respectively.
II. BACKGROUND
Lately, there has been considerable efforts to increase the
cost effectiveness and efficiency of waste management system
with the advancement of technology. As described above, the
sorting process can be handled efficiently and smartly by using
information technologies.
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is currently an upcoming and rapidly growing mobile technology for the purpose of uniquely identifying and tracking an object attached
with a RFID tag. Some RFID tags can be read from several
meters away and could be beyond the line of sight. They can
also be bulk read and costs from a few cents to a few dollars
[3], [4]. These tags are now widely used in various fields
like asset tracking, manufacturing, supply chain management,
retailing, payment systems, security and access control etc [5].
RFID’s have also been considered to be used for better waste
management. In RFID and sensor based real-time Automatic
Waste Identity, Weight and Stolen Bins Identification System
(WIWSBIS), the authors have proposed the use of RFID
tags in an environmental context [3]. They have used RFID
tags to identify the waste bins, uniquely and remotely. RFID
supported waste management and load cell sensor technology
are used to automate the billing for customers on pay-peruse basis. While this is a paper where all the information
processing has been done at the bin level, we have not come
across any work that makes inferences at the item level i.e.
based on the contents.
The trend of pervasive computing is transforming more
and more everyday used objects smarter with embedded
technology and connectivity. Cooperative Artefacts is a smart
container system where the authors have proposed that the
chemical containers are able to assess their situation in the
world, without requiring any supporting infrastructure in the
environment [10], [11]. The movable artifacts can make rulebased inference based on its embedded domain knowledge
and perceptual intelligence. The knowledge is stored in a
distributed way across the artefacts. So, communication with
the artefacts in proximity might be required frequently to
obtain the necessary information before making inferences.
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The goal of pervasive computing, which combines current
network technologies with wireless computing, voice recognition, Internet capability and artificial intelligence, is to create
an environment where the connectivity of devices is embedded
in such a way that the connectivity is unobtrusive and always
available.
Internet of things (IoT) is a concept where smart devices
interact and communicate with other devices, objects, environment and infrastructures. The authors proposes an application
for pharmaceutical system for detection of interaction and improper administration of drugs to patients [17]. The drugs are
NFC tagged or bar coded for identification and matching with
the remote information system. to detect the suitability with
patient’s health condition. It works within the IoT paradigm.
In our work, we have proposed an ontology based knowledgebase, which is used to describe the properties and make
inferences about the incompatibilities among objects. This
knowledgebase is local and powerful enough enabling autonomous decisions. Our objects are passive in nature due to
the type of RFIDs used. By contrast, [10], [11] proposes active
objects by use of sensors.
III. H AZARD D ETECTION P RINCIPLE
Pervasive computing is the growing trend of progressing
beyond the idea of personal computing. Objects used everyday
have embedded technologies attached, to perform smarter
activities collectively. We have proposed to self describe
waste items with their properties using RFID tags. Based on
these properties, incompatibilities could be detected among
a collection of items present locally. In this section, we
discuss its underlying principle. For the purpose we begin with
organizing the waste domain in a specific manner for making
such inferences.
A. Describing waste items
The waste domain can be categorized based on their various hazardous properties. There are standards that specifies
the properties of waste materials and categorizes them [2].
Although, discussion on such standards is outside the scope
of this paper, however we utilize its idea for categorization
and use few examples of hazards related to some of these
categories.
Some examples of hazardous properties for this domain are
spark, explosion, toxic fumes etc and can categorize based on
them. As discussed in the previous section, we are interested to
infer incompatibilities. So, it is essential to pick the properties
only that are relevant for interactions with other items.
Figure 1 is the pictorial representation of the three conditions under which these properties can act in hazardous ways.
They are summarized as below:
• under effect of: the condition(s) which holds the properties that can affect the category
• can cause: this condition enlists the properties that can
be caused by the category
• in presence of: this holds the external conditions under
which the can cause properties occur
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Fig. 1.

Conditions to describe a category

In the subsequent sections, we will use the same pictorial
representation to describe the waste categories or items in our
examples.
Let us take some scenarios of interactions between categories. First, let’s take an example of simple incompatibility
between a pair of them. Suppose a category A can cause an
incidence (for instance say hazardous property X) that affects
a second category B. Hence, an incompatibility exists between
the categories A and B. Our second example is a slightly
more complex and realistic than the previous example. If the
category A causes the incidence (i.e. X) only in presence of
an external condition (let’s name as C), makes it an important
augmentation to the scenario. Hence, the categories does not
pose to be incompatible if the condition C is unfavorable.
Both of these scenarios consider the incompatibility between
different categories where the hazardous property affects each
other. However, there are properties like explosion for example, which have hazardous effect by itself. The situation can
be represented as a category that causes a hazardous property
that affects itself that may depend on the external condition.
B. Inferring incompatibilities
As described above, we can self describe waste items
accordingly. When a collection of these items is present locally
we can infer incompatibilities based on the discussed scenarios. Sometimes objects are located remotely and communicate
within themselves and other knowledgebase using network
infrastructure like the Internet to make decisions. Such an
idea is called Internet of things (IoT) in the field of pervasive
computing. Our approach in this paper proposes making the
required information that describes waste domain available
locally for inferences. Such collective inferences could be
made without using network for communication. We prefer
to use the name for such a situation as Intranet of Things
(InoT) as it does not involve any devices located remotely
and differentiate to avoid confusion.
In III-A, we discussed the interaction scenarios between
pairs of categories based on hazardous properties. Multiple
such categories can constitute an InoT. The graph in Figure
2 represents an example of InoT formed. The shaded nodes
represent some categories. They are connected by an edge if
they interact. The dotted edges represent interactions which
are unfavorable due to external conditions. One of the external
conditions were high temperature at the instance this snapshot
was drawn. Hence, the dotted edge encircled in the figure
representing an interaction under low temperature becomes
unfavorable. The firm edges represents favorable interactions,
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which could be either the first or second scenario described in
III-A. The shaded node with a self-loop represents the last
scenario of III-A, is favorable in this case as the external
condition is satisfied.

•

•

It also updates its knowledge regarding the presence of
items that are being added to the system incrementally.
Inference/Rules: This component of the model uses the
KB to reason out about the possible incompatibilities and
hazards. The inferences are added back to the KB.
Output: It sends out notifications to communicate about
alerts and warnings to the users of the system.

Next we elaborate on how the system works based on the
architecture and uses the principle discussed earlier in Section
III.
A. Input
New waste items are added to the system. They are affixed
with RFID tags only for the purpose of identification by the
system, which contains a RFID reader for scanning. The tags
do not contain any such data that has privacy concerns. Mostly
they contain the category information.
B. Knowledge Base (KB)

Fig. 2.

InoT formed

Finally, if a waste item belongs to one or more categories, it
would possess all their conditions. Hence, they could be used
for collective inferences also.
IV. S YSTEM D ESIGN
In this section, we describe designing the system for making
inferences locally. It essentially means that all the information
required are available without referring to remote database
or knowledgebase. An alternative could be to distribute the
information partially among the waste items and a local knowledgebase. The waste items are identified by the system before
inferring on incompatibilities. We have chosen a commonly
used architecture for our system, as shown in Figure 3 below.

Fig. 3.

Commonly used Architecture for Systems

We describe the components briefly.
• Input: It is that point in the system where the waste items
are identified and added.
• Knowledge Base (KB): This contains all the required information to identify the items along with their properties.
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Machines can be made to perform reasoning effectively
provided it has the necessary knowledge, which is machine
readable. In cases of large domain knowledge with lots of
factors influencing the reasoning, using machines should have
extra benefits. Using ontologies are a very good way to serve
the purpose [7]. An ontology consists of common set of
vocabulary as shared information of a domain. It includes
machine-interpretable definitions of basic concepts in the
domain and relations among them [8]. Lately, the development of ontologies has begun to find many uses outside the
Artificial-Intelligence laboratories. They are being commonly
used on the World-Wide Web and finds applications for sharing
information widely in the field of medicine.
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) Recommendation for representing
ontologies on the Semantic Web [6]. Presently, there are a lot
of ontology editors for OWL. Among them Protégé is a Java
based Open Source ontology editor. We used Protégé since we
found it to be an efficient and user-friendly tool to prototype
our ontology rapidly. During the ontology development phase
we visualized the graphical representation of our OWL ontology on the editor. The comprehensive Java API provided by
Protégé [12] was also an added advantage while developing
our stand-alone application in the later phase.
We have used an ontology based approach for the KB for
the reasons stated above. The properties causing incompatibilities must be described in the ontology. Apart from these,
other information like conditions in which the categories are
incompatible, possible hazards of incompatibility etc are also
stored in the ontology.
Due to the advantage for describing a domain easily, we
have used ontology based approach for describing the waste
domain. The ontology contains description of various categories with the conditions for hazardous properties. This
constitutes as the initial knowledgebase of the system, which
updates itself as new items are added.
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For detailed demonstration, we have used a sample OWL
ontology using few hazardous properties, conditions including
an external condition to demonstrate the inference of incompatibilities between objects.
We start with building our KB using Object properties
of OWL ontology that would represent the conditions. As
mentioned earlier, a category is described to have various
properties under three different conditions. Mapping and comparing Figures 1 and 4 would make the idea very clear.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

•

Properties list the various instances representing the
hazardous properties of the domain. It also includes some
external ones like temperature, pressure etc.
Categories represent the classifications of the waste domain. Each of these categories are represented as classes
in ontology along with the description of conditions.
The RFID tagged waste items added contains reference
to these categories. They are added to the system as
individuals of the referred subclasses.
Hazardous contain all the incompatible or hazardous
items. It’s subclass selfHazardous holds items that could
pose hazardous by itself. They would be subsumed by
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Fig. 6.

Sample Ontology with Classes and Conditions

The Figure 7, we have listed examples of five different
types of categories named A, B, C, D, E subclassed under
Categories as examples. It should be noted that each of these
five classes represent the types of categories possible in the
domain described with the conditions of hazardous properties.
They are described in form of relationships with individuals
of the class conditions using the OWL object properties.

Data property hasStatus

The left side of Figure 6 shows the representation of a
domain knowledge using hierarchy of classes in ontology. The
class Waste is the topmost level in our ontology structure and
hence, all its subclasses would represent information of this
domain. Following are the description of its subclasses and
the information it holds:

•

The right side of Figure 6 displays subclass Properties
containing the list of seven properties that are possible with
this domain. Examples of OWL individuals such as Explosion,
Flame etc. are some possible properties. None represents a
special kind of property, which indicates no conditions at all.

Object properties as mapped in OWL

Next we define two Data properties in the ontology namely
hasStatus and hasTemperature. While the first one can store
values of type boolean and acts as a flag, the other is used to
hold integer data as in Figure 5. They are used to express the
external conditions as explained subsequently.

•

the upper class. The user can glance through all the
incompatible objects added to the ontology.
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Fig. 7.

Describing Categories

In Figure 8, shows an example to represent temperature as
an external condition for incompatibility of objects. In this
example, we have three individuals of the class Temperature
as LowTemp, ModerateTemp and HighTemp. They are linked
to the two data properties, hasStatus and hasTemperature.
The hasTemperature property basically defines the temperature
ranges it represents. The hasStatus property can be set to
true for any one of the instances which would indicate that
external temperature around the system. Hence, from this way
of representation we can indicate discretized levels of some
external conditions and the one prevailing around the system.
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Fig. 10.

Fig. 8.

External Conditions

The class Hazardous consists of a subclass SelfHazardous.
SelfHazardous contains all the items that are self hazardous
which would be subsumed by the upper class as well. Additionally the class Hazardous holds all pairs of incompatible
items that are inferred hazardous. In fig 9, we see there
are currently one pair of item c1, d1 that exhibit possible
incompatibility under an external condition of HighTemp.

Fig. 9.

SWRL Rules

Hazardous. The first rule in fig 10 performs this classification.
The second rule verifies if an item is self hazardous with
favorable external condition. If it’s so, the item is asserted
as member of class SelfHazardous.
V. A PPLICATIONS
We have proposed the system using ontology as it’s local
knowledgebase to infer incompatibilities on the principle of
InoT. We think that it can be used to infer incompatibilities
among objects in various domains. “Bin That Thinks” is a
project, that aims to propose an intelligent waste management
solution based on item level identification. The goals are to
improve recycling efficiency, reducing waste processing cost
and avoiding hazardous situations [16]. Though we have not
assessed for the financial benefits figuratively for using our
system, our approach hints at the benefits qualitatively. Sorting
wastes at the earliest retains the purity of the recyclables. This
reduces the cost of sorting at a later stage in processing plants
by waste management companies like Veolia, which is usually
passed on to the consumers as penalties on the cities.

Dashboard

C. Reasoning/Rules
Given the ontology, which acts as a KB in our architecture,
we are all set with having all the necessary information at hand
to reason out something useful i.e. the objective of inferring
incompatibility or hazards. In the recent years, rule languages
have been added on as a layer combined with ontology in
order to enhance the reasoning capabilities. Semantic web Rule
Language (SWRL) is used to write rules expressed in terms of
OWL concepts and for reasoning about OWL individuals. It
provides a deductive reasoning specification that can be used
for inferring new knowledge from the Knowledge base.
We have used two SWRL rules to make selection of the
proper objects and classify them as members of specific class.
The first rule is used to classify all the item pairs that may have
incompatibility considering if the the external conditions are
favorable. In that case they asserted as members of the class
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Fig. 11.

Smart Bin

We have developed an application for the domain of waste
management using the system described in this paper. It can
be used to make inferences for incompatibilities and hazards
among the waste items present collectively at a place. They
may be situated inside a bin or a waste collecting vehicle
or at the processing plant. For very complex domains like
waste management, they are sometimes verified at every step
in the processing chain. Alternatively, when the processing is
performed at a single point, we consider the acceptance of
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error up to some limit. Fig 11 shows the smart bin developed
that can identify the RFID tagged wastes and make inferences
from its contents. In fig 12 below shows a screenshot of our
application. It shows the instance when an incompatibility is
detected with two items present locally in the bin and the last
item that was scanned. It also displays the inferred reasoning.

management, the originality of our approach consists in representation and processing of knowledge, and make inferences
at the item level, rather than container or bin level. And
more importantly, this can be done locally without referring to
external knowledge base. Privacy is also maintained in spite of
using RFID tags containing category information of the item
itself. This is a concern for pervasive computing applications.
Our future direction would be to fine-tune the ontology further,
so that the complexity remains in the order of polynomial time.
Also, we are interested to keep greater amount of distributed
information to make our inferences better, precise and more
scalable. An approach would be putting more semantic data
into the RFID tags to describe the item as we have proposed in
[18]. It would make the system more distributed, thus reducing
the information in the knowledgebase and also the dependency
on it.
R EFERENCES

Fig. 12.

Hazard Detection Application for Waste

Another domain of application for our model can be in the
field of medicine. Storing medicines together can sometimes
be potentially dangerous. It might also lead to confusion and
take wrong medications. The elderly people and children are
more vulnerable to such mistakes. Also some medicines might
react with each other (’interact’) if taken together and might
cause serious problems.
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earlier, the model can have applications in various domains.
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Abstract—This work presents middleware to support network
ready applications that enhance Situational Awareness (SA) on
rotorcraft operations. SA of pilots, command and control
teams and other participants collaborating in missions, is
critical for rotorcraft operational performance, mission
success, safety and survivability. Applications and systems that
aim to enhance SA impose requirements of real-time
communication and processing of data streams with high
throughput and low latency. The presented middleware
provides capabilities such as real-time data-centric publishsubscribe communication with Quality of Service (QoS)
contracts, Semantic Interoperability, and Distributed Complex
Event Processing for real-time detection of situations. An
illustrative Situation of Interest (SoI) is presented, based on a
realistic scenario of helicopter rescue missions for offshore
drilling. Simulation results are presented that compare
different event processing distribution models and abstraction
levels, regarding their impact on performance and scalability.
*
Keywords-middleware; data distribution service; complex
event processing; data stream processing; situational awareness.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mission critical scenarios, typical of rotorcraft
operations, demand effective communication, coordination,
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decision-making and response under temporal and resource
constraints. The burden of the workload on pilots associated
with flying rotorcraft, conducting difficult missions with
operational risks and environmental hazards [1] has to be
lightened by tools that provide useful and instantaneous
insight over many aspects and dimensions.
A. Situational Awareness
Situational Awareness (SA), a term coined in the aviation
and military domains, according to [2], is “the perception of
the elements in the environment within a volume of time and
space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the
projection of their status in the near future”. In order to
enhance such awareness, systems shall capture real-world
events and entities (i.e., by using sensors), communicate
them to all interested parties, perceive and process them to
detect situations that are relevant to the mission at hand.
Since the elements to be perceived are both local to rotorcraft
(e.g., local health and monitoring systems, geographical
location and many other types of context data on a
helicopter) but also spread out over other mission
participants and the environment, a large set of sensors and
communication technologies have to be combined.
B. Net-Ready Applications
Emerging communication technologies, such as IP-based
radio Mobile Adhoc Networks (MANETS), which are
becoming mature enough for use on rotorcraft,
publish/subscribe middleware and common operating picture
displays are being used as base for the development of
network-ready (a.k.a. net-ready) applications that result in
better pilot SA for improved safety and survivability [1]. For
example, these applications provide the pilots with more
awareness of the current location of other aircraft, vehicles,
objectives, weather, uncharted obstacles that may impact the
mission, and aids for difficult landing situations.
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C. Coordination Models
SA is critical for safety and survivability of rotorcraft, but
it also plays a larger role in establishing means for more
effective coordination and collaboration between many
participants involved in a flight or mission [3]. In centralized
command and control, a control station typically receives
information about the monitored assets in real-time, allowing
rapid decisions and actions to be taken by control teams,
such as modifying objectives, new targets, re-routing of taskforce team members, and other major operational or tactical
changes in a mission. Another way to allow timely
collaboration among the team members is to support
decentralized, network centric mission communication and
coordination. In this approach, each individual agent of the
team performs its specific mission, but continuously shares
data as needed with others so as to provide a more complete
and accurate representation of the environment and better
define its current role in a task force group. This type of
coordination appears suitable for emergency search-andrescue missions (e.g., natural disasters) or tactical
coordination (e.g., police or military patrol). In fact, such
centralized and decentralized types of coordination can both
be supported by command-and-control and decentralized
collaboration systems at the same time, depending on the
types of scenarios and missions.
D. Situations of Interest (SoIs)
In order to address SA enhancements, it is necessary to
have the scope of specific Situations of Interest (SoIs) that
are important for the accomplishment of missions. We
consider as a Situation of Interest (SoI) a description of a
spatio-temporal condition with regard to the context of
monitored elements (e.g., their geographical position) and/or
the environment state (e.g., the weather condition). The
detection of a SoI usually demands a notification to
interested parties (e.g., users or systems), either because it
represents a desirable or undesirable/dangerous overall
situation. A SoI can have a global or local focus, which can
be respectively regarded as global SoI or local SoI. An
example of global SoI is providing control station operators
(or pilots on rotorcraft) overall situations related to a group
of nodes (e.g., too many/too few helicopters in a region). An
example of local SoI is showing a pilot combined local
information from remaining fuel, weather data, obstacles and
mission objectives.
E. Visualization
Visualization techniques play a central role in enhancing
SA [4]. In the context of military and rescue missions, it
generally involves the representation of geographic areas in
maps or 3D environments, with the elements that are
important to be monitored and considered for decisions in
missions, or aiding individuals to perform specific tasks, for
example, providing visual signals to a pilot during landing
approaches. Appropriate visualization requires showing
users the right information, at the right time, building a
common picture of the operational area. Since the
complexity and potential large number of elements and data
sources (e.g., sensors and monitored nodes) can cause clutter
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to visualization, showing aggregations that combine large
amounts of raw data is necessary.
F. Goals
In order to implement systems that support coordination
and visualization enhancing SA, support is necessary from
underlying middleware with mechanisms for real-time
communication and processing of data streams with high
throughput and low latency. In this work, we present a
middleware architecture with such features, giving focus to
its capabilities that allow the real time monitoring of nodes
(e.g., rotorcraft) and the evaluation of general relations
among mobile and stationary nodes, or virtual entities (e.g.,
arbitrary geographical points), in a scalable manner. The
work in this paper has been developed in the context of a
project called “Net-Ready Applications to Improve
Rotorcraft Safety and Survivability”, sponsored by The
National Rotorcraft Technology Center / Vertical Lift
Consortium (NRTC/VLC). The goals of this project are to
make rotorcraft more safe and survivable through the
application of emerging net-ready technologies.
After the description of base technologies in Section II,
the middleware architecture is presented in Section III. A
realistic scenario of helicopter emergency response missions
in the offshore drilling domain is presented in Section IV,
and Section V describes the application of this architecture to
the context of the presented scenario. Performance results are
then presented in Section VI that compares simulations with
different event processing distribution models and
granularities for data abstraction levels, regarding their
impact on scalability and performance.
II.

BASE TECHNOLOGIES

This section presents the technologies for event-based
communication and processing, which have been used as
base for the middleware presented in this work.
A. OMG Data Distribution Service (DDSTM)
The Data Distribution Service for Real-Time Systems
(DDSTM) [5] standard determines a peer-to-peer (i.e., fully
distributed and without broker nodes) data-centric
publish/subscribe communication model. It provides high
performance real-time communication, scalability and
availability, and supports the specification of Quality of
Service (QoS) contracts between data producers and
consumers. It allows interoperability across different DDS
implementations, programming languages and platforms, as
well as automatic discovery of DDS publishers/subscribers.
DDS is based on a Data Centric Publish/Subscribe model,
where DDS Topics are logical entities defined to compose a
distributed relational data model, also known as Global
Shared Data Space. The Topics are the first class entities of
information, which applications can publish or subscribe to,
and can be regarded as distributed relational database tables.
The DDS Domain, which contains all shared data, is fully
distributed over the participating network nodes, without any
intermediate broker or centralized management entity.
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Several commercial and open-source implementations of
DDS are available, such as [6], [7].

implementing a distributed networked deployment model
[13], [18].

B. Distributed Complex Event Processing
Complex Event Processing (CEP) [8] extends the
capabilities of the content-based publish subscribe model [9],
with the capacity to specify relationships not only over event
properties, but also relationships between different events,
causality, temporality, sequencing, aggregation and
composition. A complex event is thus a higher-level
abstraction representing a situation derived from the
occurrence of more elementary events. Causal maps can be
associated to these events, allowing a complete tracking of
the event causes (i.e., the sequence of events that caused an
event to happen). The temporal relationships between events
allow the processing of event sequences within specified
time windows. It is also possible to evaluate aggregation
functions over event properties observed in sets of events,
such as the average, maximum or minimum property values
of the observed event set. All these features allow the
definition of powerful event processing rules that express
application-relevant patterns of events and their relationships
[10]. Many commercial and open-source implementations of
CEP are available, such as [11]–[15].
1) Event Processing Agents and Event Processing
Networks
An Event Processing Network (EPN) is a conceptual
representation of an event processing system in a platform
independent way. An EPN is composed of Event Processing
Agents (EPAs), which receive event streams as input and
process these events with different operations (e.g., filtering,
aggregation, transformation, pattern detection, etc) producing
events as output, as the result of this processing (The concept
of Event Processing Agent is not related to, and shall not be
confused with, the concept of “agent” in Agent-Based
Models or Multi-Agent Systems). In an EPN, the EPAs are
conceptually connected to each other (i.e., output events
from one EPA are received and further processed by other
EPAs), without regard to the particular details and type of
the underlying communication mechanism (e.g., push- or
pull-based) used to transfer events between each other. The
EPAs organized in an EPN implement the whole processing
logic of situation detection through event processing [8],
[16].
2) EPNs Distribution Models
Event processing systems (e.g., CEP systems) implement
the concepts of EPNs in slightly different ways, but one
important aspect that has the largest impact on scalability is
the deployment model of the EPN (centralized vs.
distributed). The distribution of the event processing
architecture is a key aspect to allow scalability on the
number of data producers and data consumers, and also
scalability in the number of SoIs to be detected from large
amounts of events flowing through the system [17]. Different
academic and commercial distributed event-processing
systems are available. The majority of them use a distributed
clustered deployment model, e.g., [11], [12], [15], with few

C. SoIs Expressed as CEP Rules
The capabilities of processing event streams and the
recognition of event patterns on real time provided by the
CEP model make it very well suitable for the detection of
SoIs, to enhance SA. Rules can be deployed on EPAs to
compose EPNs, which trigger complex events representing
the detected SoIs. These complex events can be captured by
applications, systems or used by other rules to detect many
abstraction levels of SoIs.
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III.

MIDDLEWARE ARCHITECTURE

In the context of this NTRC/VLC project, a set of
capabilities for applications was prioritized for
implementation, all with a network-centric approach for realtime data sharing among rotorcraft nodes [1], [19].
Middleware APIs, encapsulating the use of DDS for datacentric publish/subscribe communication, were developed
supporting capabilities, such as Networked Weather,
Uncharted Obstacles, Own Ship Position Reporting, and
Aids for Landing Operations. The API methods allow
applications to interact with the DDS Global Shared Data
Space synchronously or asynchronously, without requiring
the application programmer to deal with DDS-specific
entities or to have deep knowledge about the DDS
specification. Figure 1 shows an overview of the Middleware
for Net-Ready Applications, with the communication APIs
for the different net-ready applications, and modules for
managing QoS, Semantic Interoperability and Distributed
Complex Event Processing, explained in sections A, B and C
respectively. We implemented the middleware for
OpenSplice DDS [6] and RTI Connext DDS [7] commercial
DDS products, in C++ and Java. The DCEP module is
currently implemented in Java with instances of the Esper
CEP open-source engine.

Figure 1. Middleware for Net-Ready Applications Overview, built on top
of a DDS implementation.

A. Quality of Service Management
The DDS specification provides a rich set of Quality of
Service (QoS) parameters, features and enforcement
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mechanisms (e.g., communication reliability, latency,
transport priority, data persistence, etc.). However, the
configuration and association of these QoS parameters with
the different DDS entities (i.e., Domain participant,
Publisher, Subscriber, DataReader/Writer and Topics) is
usually restricted to be done at application development
time, and is work-intensive. Therefore, a QoS Management
API was developed to provide direct means of defining DDS
QoS parameters dynamically through configuration files,
which also serve as QoS templates that can be used by the
other components of our middleware.
Using the QoS Management API, important QoS settings
can be set, depending on the scenario of usage, for example:
Defining prioritized event flows for meeting real-time
requirements, in accordance to the level of priority required
by SoIs. Setting the level reliability for data delivery to
ensure delivery or the discarding of certain types of events in
the case of network failures. Setting the persistence level of
different Topics to allow late joiners to receive events
already published into the system, or to make data volatile.
B. Semantic Interoperability Support
When systems operated by different groups, belonging to
different organizations, need to interact and exchange
information, the use of different data standards and formats
may become a hurdle. Although much shared data are
conceptually of same type, e.g., position, speed, cargo
weight, etc., they may be represented in different units and
formats. In the specific case of geographic location, it may
be described by different projection, datum and coordinate
systems [20]. To tackle this problem, we implemented a
semantic interoperability service, where a node in the DDS
Domain assumes the mediator role. Whenever a new node
joins the system, it informs the mediator which model it
adopts to represent the data to be shared. This mediator is
capable of querying an Ontology Manager to obtain further
semantic information about how to deal with different data
models adopted by the peers. The Ontology Manager stores
ontologies that represent known semantic models and
conversion rules between them, and delivers these rules to
the mediator. As to the data conversion process, it may be
performed by two different approaches. In a centralized
approach, upon receiving the conversion rules from the
Ontology Manager, the mediator will be responsible for
converting all data among the different models. Of course,
this is only feasible if the amount/frequency of data
exchange is low. In a translation-on-receiving approach, the
mediator will forward the conversion rules to all nodes, and
each one will produce data using its original model. When a
node then receives data represented in a different model, it
will itself perform the translation.
C. Distributed Complex Event Processing Management
The Distributed Complex Event Processing Management
(DCEPM) module, as shown in Figure 1, implements the
distributed complex event processing architecture, which
allows the creation of EPNs to detect SoIs. The EPAs use
DDS to send and receive events from/to monitored nodes,
and to exchange events with each other. In the former case,
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the middleware APIs for Net-Ready Applications, in
addition as being used by applications, are used by the EPAs
to subscribe and publish to the DDS Topics that share data
from monitored nodes and applications. On the latter case,
the EPAs provide and use additional DDS Topics that are
specific for them, which can also be used by applications to
consume events.
Each EPA contains a DDS Subscriber for subscribing to
events from the desired sources. For example, an EPA can
subscribe to events from rotorcraft nodes or other EPAs. A
CEP engine is instantiated inside each EPA, with deployed
rules that process events received from the DDS layer. Since
the communication APIs are separated from the CEP Engine,
EPAs can use any desired internal CEP engine for processing
events (the current implementation uses the open-source
Esper CEP engine). An internal DDS Publisher allows the
EPA to publish events into the DDS Domain, after
processing input events with the internal CEP Engine.
D. Net-Ready Applications With Visualization
The middleware presented in this work provides many
benefits for the development of applications that enhance SA
in rotorcraft missions. We developed applications with
capabilities for monitoring Own Ship positions, Weather
Reports and Obstacles, showing a common operational
picture on a map (using instances of FalconView [21] and
Google EarthTM). In [1] we presented details about the
development of those applications, and in Section VII we
show simple functional evaluation with a visualization tool
to show the detection of a SoI. Several other benefits are
provided
to
applications
from
the
decoupling,
interoperability and QoS management provided by this
middleware. Network ready visualization applications can be
quickly adapted to select and present data of interest
particular to the mission or aircraft. Implementation across
varied operating systems and visualization systems provides
broader accessibility to different aircraft cockpits and
avionics suites [1]. This allows interoperability between
civilian and military providing similar views of the
emergency scenario to all enabled responders. QoS settings
and security implementations can segregate unnecessary or
sensitive information from individual responders. If a
responder is a rescue unit, it could filter on medical needs,
landing area obstacles, weather, etc. Fire suppression units
could filter on reported fire zones, wind, and elevated
obstacles. Security forces could filter on possible incursion
treats from outside the evacuation zone, etc. Each individual
responder, depending on their current role, could select
preconfigured event sets or custom event sets. Tactical
command centers observing all operations could quickly
respond to changing conditions.
IV.

REPRESENTATIVE SCENARIO AND SITUATION OF
INTEREST

In Brazil, the offshore regions of the states of Rio de
Janeiro, São Paulo and Espírito Santo are areas of intense oil
exploration, and are responsible for up to 80% of the
Brazilian oil production. Therefore, many offshore oil
drilling and extraction platforms are deployed in this region,
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and can be located as far as 100km from the coast. Because
of this exploration activity there are ships and helicopters
transporting employees, cargo and equipment between land
bases and the offshore platforms. However, both the oil
extraction activities of the offshore platforms, and the traffic
of ships and aircraft impose operational risks. Employees
working on oil platforms are exposed to risks of fire or
explosions and the inherent risks of helicopter air
transportation. Several emergency incidents occurred during
the last several years, such as fire and explosions on
platforms. Also, helicopter crashes have been reported. The
large distances these helicopters have to fly, without any
close emergency landing spots, expose them to unexpected
and severe weather and also make them vulnerable to
mechanical failures. These risk factors and recent incidents
show that the capacity of effectively performing emergency
response operations in these regions is very important, to
respond to incidents involving oil platforms, ships and
helicopters.
A. Situation of Interest
In order to show how the proposed system is able to
support applications that enhance SA, we describe a
hypothetical SoI to be detected by the system. The example
SoI is characterized by the generation of an alert notification
when a significant percentage of monitored nodes is out of
range from a set of previously defined stationary set of
Points of Interest (PoIs). An application of this inference
could be, for example, to detect when a set of helicopters,
which cover routes between support bases (e.g., land bases,
oil extraction platforms, military support bases, etc.), are too
far from all these points at the same time, characterizing an
exposure to high operational risk. For instance, if rescue
helicopters are all away from support bases at the same time,
an unexpected emergency situation that requires their
reallocation can be difficult to manage. Applying this
situation to the aforementioned scenario, we define that the
helicopters are the monitored nodes, and the land bases are
the PoIs. Considering all the operational risk involved, it is
important to have a minimum number of rescue helicopters
close to support bases, so they can return and reload with the
required resources (e.g., fuel, medicine or cargo). This SoI
was chosen because it presents characteristics that allow us
to explore its detection with multiple granularities of event
abstraction levels (explained in Section III).
V.

DISTRIBUTED COMPLEX EVENT PROCESSING
INSTANTIATION

In order to implement the detection of the SoI described
in Section IV.A, an EPN with a specific hierarchical
topology is used. We define three main kinds of EPAs, as
shown in Figure 2. Node EPAs are deployed in the mobile
monitored nodes, containing CEP rules (i.e., event
correlation and patterns rules) that detect primitive events
locally at the node (e.g., from local sensors), and generate
events that represent abstractions of situations detected
locally on that node.
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Figure 2. Example of an EPN Hierarchical Topology with Node EPAs,
Network EPAs, and a Global EPA.

Network EPAs are deployed in the fixed network and
receive events from a set of Node EPAs in their
responsibility (the sets of Node EPAs in the responsibility of
a Network EPA can be defined following any desired
criteria, like geographical regions). The Network EPAs
contain CEP rules that detect events related to all the nodes
in their responsibility. The Network EPAs process the events
received from Node EPAs and generate events with a higher
level of abstraction (e.g., summarizations, aggregations of
primitive events). Global EPAs are also deployed in the
fixed network, and receive events from a set of Network
EPAs. The Global EPA contain CEP rules that detect events
related to all Network EPAs, and produce events with an
even higher level of abstraction/aggregation, that
characterize the detected overall SoI. This hierarchical
organization of agents is general enough to be used for the
detection of many other similar SoIs, since it reflects an
organization that promotes scalability. Event Abstraction
Levels Different granularities and abstraction levels can be
used to define CEP events, and there’s subjectivity on this
choice. For example, considering the SoI presented in
Section A, the Own Ship Position Report event sent by
rotorcraft nodes is considered to be at a fine-grained
abstraction level. Other events considered as having a
coarser-grained abstraction level (i.e., generated by
aggregation of events with lower abstraction levels) can be
defined. On our example situation, a node has knowledge
about existing PoIs, and calculates if it is within a defined
distance range from all of them. So instead of sending finegrained Own Ship Position Report events, it can send a
coarse-grained event representing whether the node is within
or out of range from PoIs, called “RangeStateFromPoIs”,
bringing to the monitored nodes the processing effort, and
reducing the load on the Network EPAs. Section VI shows
performance results of simulations with different abstraction
levels of events exchanged between processing agents, and
how they impact performance and scalability.
VI.

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

This section describes tests performed with the detection
of the SoI presented in Section A, to assess how using
multiple distributed EPAs may improve overall scalability in
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the rate of events processed by the system, comparing to the
use of a single centralized EPA. The tests compare different
settings of events abstraction levels and EPN distribution
models, to assess how they influence performance and how
they scale in the number of monitored nodes and PoIs.
Although the SoI presented in Section A does not require
processing a large number of PoIs (as the number of offshore
platforms and land bases is not large), other different SoIs
may require the processing of a large set of virtual entities
(e.g., an aircraft monitoring obstacles on real time). Two
settings for the abstraction levels of events were used; (A1)
Fine-grained Abstraction of Events – Rotorcraft nodes send
Own Ship Position Report events (with their current
position), and Network EPAs perform all processing to
verify which nodes are out of range from PoIs. (A2) Coarsegrained Abstraction of Events - Each rotorcraft node has
knowledge of the geographical coordinates of all PoIs and
publishes a coarse-grained abstraction event indicating
whether or not it is on range from all PoIs at a given moment
(“RangeStateFromPoIs”). This local processing removes the
processing burden from the Network EPAs, transferring it to
the nodes to promote overall system scalability. Two settings
for deployment models of EPNs were used: (B1) Centralized
Event Processing - All monitored nodes send events to a
single Network EPA. (B2) Distributed Event Processing Monitored nodes send events to distributed Network EPAs.
Each Network EPA processes events from nodes in its
responsibility and disseminates consolidated reports (i.e.,
coarse-grained events) with this data. A Global EPA
aggregates data from all Network EPAs, counting the overall
percentage of nodes out of range from PoIs, and generating
an event indicating the global situation. The tests were
performed with an infrastructure of 6 machines
interconnected in a Local Area Network (LAN) by a Gigabit
Ethernet switch. Up to 3 Network EPAs and 1 Global EPA,
were deployed in four different machines with Quad-Core
Intel i5 processors and 8GB RAM, running Fedora Linux 15,
64 bits. A load generator application, simulating rotorcraft
nodes, Node EPAs, and an instance of Google EarthTM
application, were respectively deployed in two laptop
computers. For each setting (A1, A2, B1 and B2), 1000,
2000 and 3000 rotorcraft nodes, and 100, 500 and 1000 PoIs
were simulated. A maximum range distance from PoIs of 10
kilometers was specified, and each rotorcraft node was
positioned in a fixed location outside the range of all POIs.
Figure 3 shows a chart comparing the throughput of the
system for the different settings (A1, A2, B1 and B2). As
expected, the coarse-grained abstraction of events removed
the processing effort from the Network EPAs, improving
the overall system throughput. Since each monitored node
sends data to a specific Network EPA, the overall system
average throughput is the sum of the average throughput of
all Network EPAs.
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Figure 3. Overall system average throughput with different event
abstraction levels and EPN distribution models

This demonstrates the benefits of the distributed deployment
of Network EPAs. Regarding network bandwidth usage (not
addressed in this test), it is reasonable to assume that the
periodicity of events with coarser-grained abstraction levels
is in general lower than the frequent sending of events with
finer-grained abstraction levels. In applications where the
fine-grained events are still necessary for other inferences or
system functionalities (e.g., the Own Ship Position is
necessary for a control station to show the location of nodes
in a map), these events will be propagated through the DDS
domain peer-to-peer network only to the interested parties,
not affecting the other nodes.
VII. VISUALIZATION
This work is primarily focused on the middleware aspects
to support applications and visualization techniques at a
higher level and it is not the goal of this paper to evaluate the
level of SA provided to users, or its actual impact on
operational performance. In [1], we presented a measurement
on the value of integrating the underlying communication
infrastructure and the network-ready applications, on
rotorcraft for improving operational performance. A test with
a visualization tool was used to serve as a functional
evaluation of the capabilities provided by the underlying
middleware architecture. In the context of the representative
scenario presented in Section IV, we illustrate the use of a
visualization tool which benefits from the middleware
architecture, and how it shows the example SoI. Figure 4
shows a screenshot of a Google EarthTM application,
showing the coast of Rio de Janeiro state and rotorcraft
nodes (represented in MIL-STD-2525A symbology) flying
between land bases and offshore platforms. The nodes in
green are inside the specified range from PoIs (i.e., land
bases), and the ones in red are out of range from PoIs.
VIII. RELATED WORK
The use of middleware to support applications that
enhance SA (e.g., visualization applications) is addressed by
other work, such as [4] and [22]. Feibush et al. [4] present a
visualization tool and a middleware architecture, based on
CORBA for client-server communication between monitored
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nodes and an infrastructure of services. Commercial
solutions, like Solipsys Tactical Display Framework (TDF)
[22] provide middleware and advanced visualization
solutions for many types of mission-critical systems. In
general, the integration of pure visualization applications
(e.g., FalconView [21]) with any type of middleware has the
potential to benefit users with enhanced SA. Many different
academic and commercial middleware implementations
provide event-based communication and distributed event
processing, such as [11]–[15], [17], [18], [22].
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Abstract — the very success of autonomic systems has inevitably
led to situations where multiple autonomic managers need to
coexist and/or interact directly or indirectly within the same
system. This is evident, for example, in the increasing availability
of large datacentres with multiple [heterogeneous] managers
which are independently designed. Potentially, problems can
arise as a result of conflict-of-interest when these managers
(components) coexist. There is a growing concern that the lack of
support for interoperability will become a break issue for future
systems. We present an architecture-based solution to
interoperability. Our approach is based on a Trustworthy
Autonomic Architecture (different from traditional autonomic
computing architecture) that includes mechanisms and
instrumentation to explicitly support interoperability and
trustworthiness. We posit that interoperability support should
be designed in and integral at the architectural level, and not
treated as add-ons as it cannot be reliably retro-fitted to systems.
In this work-in-progress paper, we analyse the issue of
interoperability and present our approach using a datacentre
multi-manager scenario.
Keywords- autonomic computing; interoperability; datacentre;
multi-manager

I.

INTRODUCTION

Autonomic Computing has progressively grown to
become a mainstream concept. Earlier efforts were
fundamentally concerned with getting autonomic computing
to work and establishing fundamental concepts and
demonstrating viability. Many mechanisms and techniques
have been explored. Now that the concept of autonomic
computing is well understood and widely accepted (and
almost becoming commonplace), the focus has shifted to,
amongst other things, addressing issues of scale and
heterogeneity [1]. The increase in scale and size (of, e.g.,
datacentres) coupled with heterogeneity of services and
platforms means that more Autonomic Managers (AMs)
could be integrated to achieve a particular goal, e.g.,
datacentre optimisation. This has led to the need for
interoperability between AMs. Interoperability deals with
how to manage multi-manager scenarios, to govern complex
interactions between managers and to arbitrate when conflicts
arise. On the horizon these are the kind of challenges facing
the autonomic computing research community [1][3].
The challenge of multi-manager interactions can be
understandably enormous. This stems from the fact that, for
example, components (and indeed AMs) could be multivendor supplied, upgrades in one manager could trigger
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unfamiliar events, scalability can introduce bottlenecks, one
manager may be unaware of the existence of another, and
managers, though tested and perfected in isolation, may not
have been wired at design to coexist with other managers.
Multi-manager coexistence leads to potential conflicts. A
typical example is illustrated with a multi-manager datacentre
scenario: consider a datacentre with two independent AMs
working together (unaware of each other) to optimise the use
of the datacentre –a Performance Manager (PeM) optimises
resource provisioning to maintain service level agreement
(SLA). It does this by dynamically (re)allocating resources
and maintaining a pool of idle servers to ensure high
responsiveness to high priority applications. A Power
Manager (PoM) seeks to optimise power usage (as power is
one of the major cost overheads of datacentres [4]) by
shutting down servers that have been idle for a certain length
of time. Although each manager performs brilliantly in
isolation but by coexisting, the success of one manager
defeats the goal of another –one seeks to shutdown a server
that another seeks to keep alive. The (in)activities of one
manager affect the costs of provisioning (e.g., delay cost,
scheduling cost, competition cost etc.) for another in one way
or the other. One way of mitigating this conflict is to have an
external agent that can detect and diagnose the problem. The
problem with this is that it introduces more complexity (e.g.,
any AM addition will require rewiring of other AMs) as
system is scaled up (adding complexity in the process of
solving a complexity problem) which is not desirable.
We have in [5] proposed a Trustworthy Autonomic
Architecture (TAA). The TAA architecture, presented in
Section III, employs a nested control loop technique to
explicitly support run-time validation, dependability and
trustworthiness. The DependabilityCheck component of the
TAA provides a way of logically arbitrating between
coexisting AMs. We present our interoperability approach in
Section IV and conclude the work in Section V.
II.

BACKGROUND

Kephart et al [2] presents a clear demonstration of the
need for interoperability mechanisms. In that work two
independently-developed AMs were implemented: the first
dealt with application resource management (specifically
CPU usage optimisation) and the second, a power manager,
dealt with modulating the operating frequency of the CPU to
ensure that the power cap was not exceeded. It was shown
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III.

THE TRUSTWORTHY AUTONOMIC ARCHITECTURE

TAA is an autonomics architectural framework that
integrates three critical engine blocks (AC
–
AutonomicController, VC –ValidationCheck and DC –
DependabilityCheck) in a modular fashion to lend autonomic
systems extended (and robust) behavioural scope and
trustability. These building blocks are implemented as
modular components which are then connected to give the
required trusted and dependable structure. To summarise the
workings of TAA (see Figure 1), a system performs basic
functions (to achieve its fundamental objectives) without any
intelligent control of its activities. An autonomic manager
(AC) is introduced to add some smartness by intelligently
controlling the decision-making of the system. The actions of
the manager are validated (VC) for correctness before they
are actuated. A longer term control (DC) considers the
behaviour of the manager over a period of time (after a certain
number of decisions) to determine the effect of the manager’s
intervention on the system and to take corrective action
(arbitrate) if need be. VC and DC can inhibit the decisions or
actions of AC. For complete details of TAA see [5].
fail

recalibration feedback

VC

AC
control feedback

pass

DC
pass

Sensor

fail

that without a means to interact, both managers throttled and
sped up the CPU without recourse to one another, thereby
failing to achieve their intended optimisations and potentially
destabilising the system. We envisage widespread repetition
of this problem until a universally accepted approach to
interoperability is implemented.
Richard et al [3] evaluates the nature and scope of the
interoperability challenges for autonomic systems, identifies a
set of requirements for a universal solution and proposes a
service-based approach to interoperability to handle both
direct and indirect conflicts in a multi-manager scenario. In
this approach, an Interoperability Service (IS) interacts with
autonomic managers through a dedicated interface and is able
to detect possible conflicts of management interests. In this
way the IS manages all interoperability activities by granting
or withholding management rights to different autonomic
managers as appropriate. [3] discusses two types of conflicts
in a multi-manager scenario: Direct conflicts occur where
AMs attempt to manage the same explicit resource while
indirect conflicts arise when AMs control different resources,
but the management effects of one have an undesirable impact
on the management function of the other. This latter type of
conflict, in our opinion, is the most frequent and problematic,
as there are such a wide variety of unpredictable ways in
which such conflicts can occur.
Other works focus on bespoke interoperability solution
[6], direct AMs interactions at the level of autonomic
elements to ensure that management obligations are met [7],
hierarchical relationship to autonomic element interactions [8]
and MAPE architecture modification [9] where it is suggested
to separate out the Monitoring and Analysis stages of the
MAPE loop into distinct autonomic elements, with designedin interactions between them.
The research community has made valuable progress
towards AM interoperability but this progress is yet to lead to
a standardised approach. Although the current state of
practice is a significant step, an equally significant issue is
that they do not tackle the problem of unintended or
unexpected interactions that can occur when independently
developed AMs co-exist in a system [3]. Further from that,
and more realistically, AMs may not need to know about the
existence of other managers –they are designed in isolation
(probably by different vendors) and operate differently (for
different goals) without recourse to one another. So, to have
close-coupled interoperability (i.e., where specific actions in
one AM react to, or complement those of another), the source
code and detailed functional specifications of each AM must
be available to all AMs. This is near impossible and where
possible, requires a rewiring of each AM whenever a new AM
is added. These are why we look to the autonomic
architecture to provide us a solution –hence, our architecturebased approach. We posit that to avoid introducing further
complexity through solving the interoperability problem, the
autonomic architecture should envision (and provide for)
interoperability support from the scratch. This is to say that
the autonomic architecture should be dynamic enough to
accommodate expected and unexpected developments.

Actuator
Figure 1: Detailed trustworthy autonomic architecture

In most of the autonomic systems, autonomic components
are almost satisfactorily sufficient to provide required
autonomic solution but in the longer term (e.g., as in multimanager scenario), these rely on external supervision
(typically by human) to extend their behavioural scope and
trustability. This is resolved by the DC component. We rely
on this component to address the interoperability problem as
explained in Section IV. One of the powers of autonomics is
its contextual generic implication and adaptation of terms and
technologies. These are tailored to suit context and
operational requirements. This quality allows us to adapt the
TAA components (especially the DC) which can define, as
necessary, stability and interoperability goals etc.
IV.

THE ARCHITECTURE-BASED INTEROPERABILITY

Let us consider, in more details (Figure 2), the multimanager datacentre example presented earlier in Section I: the
datacentre comprises a pool of resources Si (live servers), a
pool of shutdown servers Ši (ready to be powered and restored
to Si as need be), a list of applications Aj, a pool of services Ṳ
(a combination of applications and their provisioning servers),
and two AMs (performance manager PeM and a power
manager PoM) that optimise the entire system. Aj and Si are,
respectively, a collection of applications supported (as
services) by the datacentre and a collection of servers
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available to the manager for provisioning available services
according to request. As service requests arrive, PeM
dynamically populates Ṳ to service the requests. Ṳ is defined
by:
A1: (S11, S12, S13, …, S1i)
A2: (S21, S22, S23, …, S2i)
Ṳ=
(1)
… … … …
An: (Sn1, Sn2, Sn3, …, Sni)
Where n is the number of application entries into Ṳ. (1)
indicates that a server can be (re)deployed for different
applications. All the servers i in Si are up and running
(constantly available –or so desired by PeM) waiting for
(re)deployment. The primary performance goal of PeM is to
minimise oscillation and maximise stability (including just-intime service delivery) while the secondary performance goal
is to maximie throughput. The goal of PoM, on the other hand,
is to optimie power consumption. This task is simply
achieved by shutting down any server that has been idle for
time Ts. Figure 2 details how TAA is used to manage
interoperability between PeM and PoM.
DC
AC

VC

PeM

VCpem

K

Ts = (Ts

β)

(2)

There are costs associated with the operations of a
datacentre. These costs are affected in one way or the other by
the actions of the managers. We identify three costs (Table I)
which are used in our experiment –this is not exhaustive.
TABLE I: OPERATION COSTS

(a)
Key

Aj

Recalibration feedback (RF)
Control feedback (CF)
Switch control
Switch touchpoint
Direct comm/control/mgt.
Two way control

Si

Cost
Delay

Ši

Scheduling
Ṳ

Competition

Resources

(a)
DC
AC

system state), another RF is generated (a) to retune the
manager’s decisions. Take for instance, if after some time
PoM notices that the same set of servers it has shutdown have
constantly come back live without it powering them, there is
only one conclusion: another operation (probably a human,
another manager, etc.) is not ‘happy’ with PoM’s decisions.
So, PoM’s DC generates a RF with an appropriate tuning
parameter value (β) to throttle the size of Ts (2). By sensing
the effects of its actions and dynamically throttling Ts within
an acceptable boundary, PoM is able to coexist with any other
manager. Notice that the two managers do not need to know
any details or even the existence of each other. In real life,
this is typical of two staff that share an office space but work
at different times. If both return next day and find the office
rearranged, they will both adjust in their arrangement of the
office until an accepted structure is reached. This can be
achieved without both getting to meet. DC provides extra
capacity for a manager to dynamically throttle its behaviour to
suit the goal of the system.

VC

PoM

Resources
VCpom

K

Figure 2: The DC component provides interoperability management

Figure 2 shows the communications and control within the
components of the proposed architecture. The managers take
performance decisions which are then validated by their
respective VC (VCpom and VCpem) for correctness. A CF is
generated if validation fails and with this feedback, the
manager adjusts its decisions. The DC takes a longer term
view of the managers’ behaviour and either allows a manager
to carry on with its actions (if check passes) or generates a RF
otherwise. DC contains other subcomponents (K), e.g.,
interoperability, stability etc. [1] but for brevity, we will
concentrate on the interoperability subcomponent here.
The interoperability component is implemented using
knowledge-based technology. It learns and keeps track of the
system’s state following the passed decisions of the manager.
If after a number of decision instances the manager senses a
conflict with its decisions (based on expected versus actual
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Description
Server booting and configuration time. Affects
application performance
Reconfiguration and rescheduling time. Resource is
unavailable during this time
One application has all resources and the other suffers

Apart from the costs mentioned in Table I above, other
measurables from our experiment for analysing the
performances of the managers include:
- Tracking SLA: service level will be measured as
service delivery ratio (ratio of service delivery to
service request) with an optimised value of 1.
o Values above 1 indicate over provisioning which
comes at a cost
o Values below 1 indicate proximity to SLA
o Server provisioning can be throttled to track SLA
- Impact of the manager on the above metrics over time
Figure 3 is a front-end snapshot of the system (still under
design) which models our multi-manager datacentre case
scenario example and analyses the performances of the
managers. The system allows for the simulation of three
different scenarios of coexisting managers. This provides for
three coexisting options for PoM and PeM: in the first option
(with AC component), the managers operate autonomously
without any interoperability support; the second option (with
AC and VC components) introduces local run-time validation
within individual manager and without any interoperability
support; the third option (with AC, VC and DC components)
introduces, amongst other controls, interoperability support.
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Figure 3: Multi-manager datacentre application

The third option is the main focus of this work. Other
simulation options are also possible, e.g., selecting only PeM
and running the above three options. On running the
simulation, a script generates service requests. The service
requests are measured in MIPS (million instructions per
second). In the end, the performances of the managers (with
and without interoperability support) are analysed against the
listed measurables. This will identify, amongst other things,
the effect/impact of our interoperability solution on the
coexistence of the two managers.
V.

CONCLUSION

We have presented, in this work-in-progress paper, an
architecture-based interoperability solution. The solution is
based on our earlier proposed trustworthy autonomic
architecture. The architecture, which can be adapted to
support several autonomic solutions, includes mechanisms
and instrumentation to explicitly support run-time validation,
interoperability and trustworthiness. We posit that to avoid
introducing further complexity through solving the
interoperability problem, the autonomic architecture should
envision (and provide for) interoperability support from the
scratch. This is to say that the autonomic architecture should
be dynamic enough to accommodate expected and unexpected
developments.
We analysed a multi-manager datacentre case example
that represents a typical scenario of coexisting managers that
leads to potential conflicts. This evaluates the nature and
scope of the interoperability challenge and the need for a
solution. We have also introduced an application that models
the case example scenario. The next line of action is to run
series of experiments once the case example application is
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fully completed. Results, analysis and further details will be
published subsequently.
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Abstract—Self-adaptability and self-management have
become nowadays challenging properties of real-time operating
systems. Since the evolution of these systems as a response to
environmental changes is restricted due to real-time constraints,
it becomes more difficult for the system to adapt itself and
manage its stability at run time. This paper introduces a new
approach, which applies the organic programming concept to
real-time operating systems. The approach enables to define
a self-adaptable and self-management real-time operating system.

behavior aiming at increasing the time capacity of the system
for accepting new task arrivals and updates. The following
section gives an overview of the related work. Section 3
describes the structure and behavior of real-time cells, and
Section 4 shows the adapting algorithm of the system. Finally,
a conclusion of the approach and a summary of possible future
work are pointed out in Section 5.
II. R ELATED W ORK

Keywords-cell; task; scheduling; real-time
I. I NTRODUCTION
Real-time operating systems serve a set of tasks with
respect to real time constraints. However, this set may grow
and change over time. To allow this evolution, the real-time
operating system must be able to adapt itself to the new
circumstances and to manage its data in order to preserve
all real time constraints. To achieve this goal, this paper
introduces a new approach, which allows the tasks in a realtime application to behave like objects do in our real world.
Objects in the real world can be adapted to serve a specific
goal. Also creatures can change their behavior according to a
set of influential factors. Similarly, there are a lot of situations
encountered by real-time applications, where a modification
of structure or behavior is needed (as a result of a task arrival
or update). E.g., in a rescue system, if a robot task is defined
to run toward a burning building using its wheels, and at run
time it is decided by the system developer to get use of the
wind factor. This change aims to fasten the robot movement
or save some energy. In this case, the system must be able to
modify the task structure (adding the wind factor) and the task
behavior (consider the wind factor in the task functionality). In
addition, if this task modification results in violating real-time
constraints when an acceptance test is made for the updated
task together with the other system tasks, then the system must
have the ability to modify the structure or behavior of the other
tasks at run time to increase the time capacity of the system.
The new capacity may in turn allow the adaptation of the new
changes with respect to real-time constraints. This ability is
called organic programming [1]. In this paper, a new approach
is provided to turn a real-time operating system (RTOS) into
a self-adaptable and self-managing system. Here, the Organic
Reconfigurable Operating System (ORCOS) [2] is used as an
example for an underlying RTOS. The approach introduces
the concept of real-time cells, and defines their structure and
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Self-adaptation and self-management are properties, which
many approaches have aimed to realize, e.g., Ercatons in
[1] have realized the concept of a true thing, which is able
to adapt new changes at run time. However, this adaptation
cannot be done under real-time constraints. In the real-time
area, some systems [3][4] were developed to adapt themselves
to a larger processing capacity at run time, but the used
techniques may result in a large unbounded time overhead.
The approach in [5], being by our knowledge one of the most
recent and closest approaches to ours, has defined different
profiles with different resource requirements for each task
and allowed to choose the best combination of profiles at
run time to adapt the system to certain situations. However,
these profiles are developed offline, and new ones cannot
be added to the systems at run time, which decreases the
system adaptation ability. The approach in this paper applies
the concept of organic programming on ORCOS to turn it
into a self-adaptable and self-managing system. This is done
by giving the ability to modify and develop the tasks online
in a way that preserves all real-time constraints.
III. S TRUCTURE AND B EHAVIOR OF R EAL -T IME C ELLS
A real-time cell, referred to as RTC, is a system component
mapped to a piece of memory to which a task is assigned.
There are two kinds of RTCs, controlling RTCs and controlled
RTCs. The first kind cannot change its behavior at run time
and it is assigned a task before the system starts running. The
second kind can change its structure and behavior at run time,
and it is assigned a task online after the system starts running.
At the moment, the presented approach is restricted only on
periodic tasks scheduled by EDF [6]. However, the approach
may be extended later to support in addition aperiodic tasks
using an appropriate server like Total Bandwidth Server [7]. A
task is usually defined by its data and functionality. The task
in the proposed approach is similar to the usual task model
but with an additional set of meta data.
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The meta data differs between the tasks that can be assigned
to controlling cells, called controlling tasks, and tasks that can
be assigned to controlled cells, called controlled tasks. The
meta data of both controlling and controlled tasks is used by
the functionality of controlling tasks to be able to modify the
controlled RTCs at run time. A controlled task is assumed to
exist by mean of various versions (similar to profiles in [5]),
called members in this paper to avoid confusion with the classical versioning model. All members of a task can accomplish
the same basic functionality. However, the characteristics in
various dimensions (memory requirements, precision, power
dissipation, execution time,...) can vary. For simplicity reasons
in this paper, it is assumed that all objectives other than
execution time can be expressed by a single parameter, called
Cost, so a cell is characterized by (cost, execution time). A
new member may be added from the outside at any time.
The adaptation process described in Section 4 is affecting
controlled task members, which are currently in the system.
An RTC is active when its current task instance is executing
(i.e., ready or running) and is non-active otherwise. The
approach here defines only one controlling RTC, called the
Engine-RTC. Its controlling task, called the Engine-Task, is
responsible for accepting a new RTC or changing the structure
and behavior of already existing controlled RTCs at run time.
In this context, a controlled RTC is changed by changing its
associated task. The new controlled task should accomplish
the same basic functionality, which was expected from the
old one. Whenever replacing a task member as part of the
dynamic change test (see Section 4), this should also increase
the time capacity of the system sufficiently, e.g., it may include
functions or procedures with time characteristics different from
the older ones. To allow this, other parameters usually have
to be modified as well, e.g., the precision of calculations may
be reduced. In other words, the system may have the ability
to adapt itself to any new circumstances through choosing
possible alternatives of the currently executing controlled
tasks. As there might be a variety of choices that provide
sufficient additional processor capacity, the goal is to find
the solution, which came with the minimal costs concerning
all other parameters. The meta data of each controlled task
consists of the following information:
• ID/Member
ID/M ember; id ∈ {1, 2, ...}
and

•

U pdatingP oints ∈ {(i, RelativeT imeP oint − i);
i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}}

•

CriticalityDegree ∈ {1, 2, ...}
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UpdatingPoints are certain points in the functionality
code of the controlled task where replacing this task with
another member of it is possible. Each updating point is
defined with a number i, and the time RelativeTimePointi at which the replacement can take place. E.g., if the
execution time equals 10 time units, and the controlled
task has two updating points (0,0),(1,9), this means
that the controlled task can be replaced before it starts
executing or after 9 time units. The replacement of a controlled task at some updating point means modifying the
controlled RTC to which this controlled task is assigned
(switching to another task member). The release time of
a next instance of a periodic task constitutes a natural
updating point. In this paper, the adapting algorithm is
first dedicated only for natural updating points and then
refined for intermediate updating points.
Location
Location ∈ {(x, y);
x ∈ {ComputeN ode0 , ComputeN ode1 , ...}
and

•

•

M ember ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}

ID is a unique number to differentiate between the controlled tasks. Member is a number to point to a controlled
task alternative. ID/Member is read by the Engine-RTC
whenever a new controlled task arrives to realize if it is
a new task (its ID does not exist in the system) or an
update of an existing controlled task (its ID exists in the
system, but the Member number does not exist for this
ID).
CriticalityDegree
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•

CriticalityDegree is a number to express how critical a
controlled task is. It has the same value for all members
of this task. Criticality increases whenever the CriticalityDegree decreases and vice versa.
UpdatingPoints

•

•

y ∈ {M emoryAddress0 , M emoryAddress1 , ...}

Location is defined by ComputeN odei , the compute node on which the controlled task resides, and
M emoryAddressi , its memory address on that specific
compute node. Location is used by the Engine-RTC to
fetch the controlled task from its compute node to the
compute node of ORCOS (ComputeN ode0 ).
ArrivalTime is the time at which the current instance of
the controlled task should start executing. ArrivalTime
might not exist in the meta data of a controlled task, in
which case, ORCOS is informed that this task might be
needed in the future for replacing a certain controlled task
for which it is an alternative.
DeadlineTime is the period of time within which the
controlled task execution should be completed.
FetchingTime is the time required to fetch a controlled
task from the compute node where it resides to the
compute node where ORCOS resides.
Dependency
Dependency ∈ {true, f alse}
Dependency is true when the controlled task depends on
the completion of other controlled tasks execution, otherwise Dependency is false. For simplicity, the adapting
algorithm in this paper assumes an independent task set,
which means that Dependency is false.
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•

RelatedTasks

updating the meta data of the Engine-Task. This is
important to evaluate the worst case execution time of
the Engine-Task.
The meta data of the Engine-Task consists of the following:
•

RelatedT asks ∈ {{(id0 /M0 , L0 , F T0 ),
(id1 /M1 , L1 , F T1 ), ...};
idi /Mi ∈ {ID/M ember}; Li ∈ Location
and

F Ti

is

F etchingT ime

•

•

the
of

the

controlled

taski}

RelatedTasks determines the identity, location and fetching time of the controlled tasks on which the execution of
the controlled task depends. RelatedTasks is used by the
Engine-RTC to get information about these tasks, since
the new controlled task is only accepted in the system
if its RelatedTasks can also be accepted. Please note
that for simplicity reasons within this paper, the set of
RelatedTasks is assumed to be empty.
ExecutionTime = time required to execute the controlled
task + ExecutionTime of the RelatedTasks + time required
to register the UpdatingPoints in the meta data of the
Engine-RTC whenever an updating point is reached at
run time.
The previous definition assumes that all RelatedTasks
have not started execution before the controlled task does.
The ExecutionTime of any controlled task is bounded
since all its factors are bounded. The reason is that the
time required to execute any controlled task and the
number of the UpdatingPoints for any controlled task are
defined offline.

•

Location ∈ {(ComputeN ode0 , M emoryAddressi );
i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ...}}

•

•

•

•

•

•

registering the meta data of newly arrived controlled tasks
or newly arrived members.
making an acceptance test at new arrivals to the set of
controlled tasks, the new arrival, and the Engine-task with
respect to its worst case execution time. The approach
here assumes the EDF scheduling algorithm, where all
tasks are periodic and their period is equal
Pn to their DeadlineTime. Thus the acceptance test is i=1 Ci /Ti 6 1,
where n is the number of tasks, Ci is the execution time,
and Ti is the DeadlineTime.
making a dynamic change test. This test is made in
case the new arrival cannot be accepted to the currently
existing system (a set of controlled tasks). The test
verifies if changing the structure and behavior of RTCs
according to certain rules (see the next section) can enable
the acceptance of the new arrival.
making a dynamic change, which means changing the
structure and behavior of RTCs selected by the previous
test. This includes fetching the controlled tasks, which
are going to replace the controlled task of the selected
RTCs from their compute nodes. In addition, it includes
fetching the new controlled task or the new upgrading
controlled task member, for which the dynamic change
test is done.
assigning the new controlled task or the new upgrading
member (if it is accepted) to a controlled RTC.
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Location defines the memory address of the Engine-Task
on the compute node where ORCOS resides.
DeadlineTime is the period of time within which the
execution of the current instance of the Engine-Task has
to be completed. This time is updated whenever the
WorstCaseExecutionTime of the Engine-Task is updated.
TaskArray
T askArray = {vi,j ;
vi,j

The Engine-Task is responsible for:
•

ID=0, differentiates the Engine-Task from other tasks in
the system.
Location

•
•

is

a

memberi

of

a

controlled

taskj }

TaskArray is an array dedicated to store controlled tasks
members. Each column represents a controlled task, and
includes elements representing the registered members of
this controlled task. Each element includes the meta data
of the member. Each column also includes three additional elements, the first one holds the last updating point
registered by the controlled task, which is represented
by this column. The second one indicates the number of
elements currently stored for this task and the third one
holds the identity ID/Member of the currently executed
member of the controlled task represented by this column.
NumberOfTasks equals the number of columns in
TaskArray.
WorstCaseExecutionTime (WCET) = registration time +
acceptance test time + worst case dynamic change test
time + worst case dynamic change time + worst case
assigning time + time for updating the meta data.
The WorstCaseExecutionTime is bounded since all its
factors are bounded, even those, which depend on the
number of controlled tasks and the number of their members. These numbers are updated with each execution of
the Engine-Task, and since the WCET is calculated after
each execution of the Engine-Task, this means that the
numbers are updated and the WCET of these factors can
be predicted.
IV. T HE A DAPTING A LGORITHM OF THE S YSTEM

The approach assumes EDF to be the scheduling algorithm
used. Whenever the Engine-RTC becomes active, the EngineTask is assigned the highest priority. This is done by assigning
a reserved fraction of the processor capacity to the EngineTask, where this fraction can vary over time, but is always
known. At the start of the system, the Engine-RTC is nonactive. Whenever a new controlled task or a new member of
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a controlled task is added to a compute node, the node sends
the meta data of this task to ORCOS. If the Engine-RTC is
non-active, a system call is made to make it active. If the meta
data includes an arrival time, two cases are to be considered:
1) Arrival of a new controlled task:
The
Pn Engine-task performs an acceptance test
i=1 Ci /Ti 6 1 on all tasks including the newly
arriving one;
Ci = ExecutionTime of the ith task.
Ti = DeadlineTime of the ith task.
The Engine-task with its WCET is taken into
consideration when making the acceptance test to
ensure enough time capacity for its execution when a
new arrival happens after this one. I.e., the adaptation of
the processor bandwidth dedicated to the Engine-Task
is considered as well.
If this arrival can be accepted, the Engine-Task fetches
the new controlled Task and assigns it to a Controlled
RTC. Otherwise, a dynamic change test must be run.
The goal is to replace some of the current controlled
tasks with alternative members, so that the acceptance
test succeeds. In other words, the Engine-task searches
for the controlled tasks members of minimal Cost,
which can substitute the current utilizations Ci /Ti with
smaller ones. Thus, the dynamic change test is executed
as follows:
Let the columns of the TaskArray have the search
order starting from the column, which represents the
controlled task with the smallest remaining execution
time to the controlled task with biggest remaining
execution time. I.e., we want to provide the closest
possible acceptance time. If several tasks have the
same remaining execution time the task with highest
CriticalityDegree is to be looked at first. For the next
column j in the TaskArray{
a) Let Vj be the currently executing controlled task
member of the column j.
b) Let Fj = Cj /Tj be the processor utilization for Vj .
c) For each member Vi,j {
• calculate the utilization Fi,j :
Fi,j = Ci,j /Ti,j ; where
Ci,j is the Execution-Time of Vi,j
Ti,j is the Deadline-Time of Vi,j
Gaini,j = Fj - Fi,j
If Gaini,j is positive, extract the respective
member’s cost: Costi,j
• Add Vi,j with (Gaini,j ,Costi,j ) to a set of
candidate members.}
d) Select the subset of candidate members of minimal accumulated cost whose accumulated gain is
sufficient to accept the new task.
e) If the accumulated gain is sufficient: break; else
inspect next task until all tasks have been visited.}
•

•
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If the new task set is not schedulable, i.e., the maximal
accumulated gain is not sufficient, then refuse the newly
arrived controlled task.
Otherwise, replace every selected Vj by the respective
selected Vi,j .
2) Arrival of a new update member of a controlled task:
The same previous procedure is followed, and the new
update starts executing at the next natural updating point
of the current executing instance of the controlled task.
The adapting algorithm could be refined to consider updating points other than natural ones. In this case, the previous two cases follow the same steps with one difference.
The columns of the TaskArray must have the search order
starting from the column, which represents the controlled task
with the smallest execution time remaining to reach the next
updating point to the controlled task with biggest execution
time remaining to reach the next updating point. If two tasks
have the same execution time remaining to reach the next
updating point, the task with the highest CriticalityDegree is
to be searched first.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper has introduced an approach to develop a selfadapted and self-management RTOS. This was done by applying the concept of organic programming on RTOS (ORCOS
in this case). Further work in this area could be done by,
e.g., generalizing the approach to be applied to a larger set of
scheduling algorithms, or considering other factors that may
have influence on the time capacity, e.g., the non critical tasks,
the communication between tasks, memory and other kinds of
resources. Currently, we are pursuing to make an experimental
evaluation of the principle approach on the RTOS ORCOS.
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Abstract—This paper presents the development of a nonlinear
control strategy for a robot manipulator model, using a robust
higher order sliding mode control structure. In the present
work, a traditional sliding mode control is presented, the
robustness of the controller in the context of stabilization and
trajectory tracking, is analytically proved using Lyapunov
approach. In order to reduce the chattering in sliding mode
controller (SMC) we used the higher order sliding mode
control algorithm (Super twisting and Twisting). The
simulation results presented in this paper indicate that the
suggested approach has considerable advantages compared to
the classical sliding mode control.
Keywords-robot manipulator; higher order sliding mode
control; Twisting; Super twisting

I. INTRODUCTION
Variable structure systems with a sliding mode were
discussed first in the Soviet literature [1], and have been
widely developed in recent years. The sliding mode control
(SMC) is a powerful method to control high-order nonlinear
dynamic systems operating under uncertainty conditions
[2][3]. A SMC law is designed such that the representative
points’ trajectories of the closed-loop system are attracted to
the sliding surface and once on the sliding surface they slide
towards the origin. As the sliding surface is hit, the system
response is governed by the surface dynamic; consequently,
the robustness to the uncertainty or disturbance is achieved.
In spite of claimed robustness properties, high frequency
oscillations of the state trajectories around the sliding
manifold known as chattering phenomenon [2][4] are the
major obstacles for the implementation of SMC in a wide
range of applications.
Several methods of chattering reduction have been
reported [5][6]. One approach [7] places a boundary layer
around the switching surface such that the relay control is
replaced by a saturation function. Another method higher
order SMC [8][9][10], latter approach have been proposed
for a Flexible Robot Arm in [11] [12]. The current papers
result is based on this latter approach and its main idea can
be described as follows:
Let s  x, t  ( x n is the state variable, t  the time
variable) be the sliding variable and r  N the sliding order.
The control forces to zero in finite time s and its  r  1
first higher time derivatives by acting discontinuously on
the rth time derivative of s . Keeping the main advantages
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of standard SMC, the chattering effect is eliminated and
higher order precision is provided. In the case of “real”
SMC [9], if  is the sampling time, the error is o   in the

 

case of standard SMC [13] whereas it is o  r in the rth
order SMC [14].
In the case of second order SMC ( r  2 ), many works
have given solutions. Several second order sliding mode
algorithms are proposed in [9][14][15] [16].
The present paper proposes a multi-input multi-output
(MIMO) second order sliding mode strategy, for this
purpose we have chosen as an application PUMA 560 robot
manipulator with three degrees of freedom model obtained
using Lagragian’s equations [17]. The proposed controller
based on sliding mode control approach.
The paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces a
general PUM 560 robot manipulator model. Section 3
presents traditional sliding mode controller design. Section
4 displays the design of the second order SMC (the Twisting
and de Super Twisting algorithm). Section 5 presents the
simulation results obtained with the full dynamic model.
Finally, we present the comparative study to show the
effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed control
strategy.
II. DYNAMIC MODEL OF ROBOT MANIPULATOR
To control the manipulator arms, we chose the model of
industrial PUMA 560 robot manipulator presented in Figure
1. We considered only the first three rotationals joints
q1, q2 and q3 . The dynamic model [17] is given in
simplified matrix form in (1).

M q  q V m q , q  .q  G q   u m  u

(1)

0

with:
q n : Vector of joint positions;

q n : Vector of joint velocities;

q n : Vector of joint accelerations;
u n : Vector of forces and / or torques of motor;
T

u  u1 , u 2 , u 3 

(2)
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-  2(I 3s 2c 2 + I 2s 23c 23 ) + I 4 (c 2s 23 + s 2c 23 )  q1q 2 


-  2I 2s 23c 23 + I 4c 2s 23  q1q 3



2
2
   I 6c 2 + I 5c 23  q 2 + (2I 5c 23 )q 2q 3 + (I 5c 23 )q 3 




V m q , q  .q  
2 
 I 3c 2s 2 + I 2c 23s 23 + 0.5I 4  s 2c 23 + c 2s 23  q1 


   I 4s 3  q 2q 3 -  0.5I 4s 3  q 32







2
2
 I 2s 23c 23 + 0.5I 4c 2s 23  q1 +  0.5I 4s 3  q 2






(6)

with the following notations:







c i  cos q i  , c ij  cos q i  q j ,


s  sin q i  , s ij  sin q i  q j ,

 i

1) Property 1: The matrix M  q  is symmetric, positive
definite and bounded, and its inverse is existing and also
bounded. The matrix verifies the following equality
M  q   2Vm  q, q  for none a zero vector X :

Figure 1. PUMA 560 robot manipulator

u mo t  3 : Vector of torque due to the load mo .

u mo  m 0J T q  J q  q  J q , q  .q  g 

III.

(4)

J q, q  derived from the Jacobian matrix obtained from the
differentiation with respect to time.
M q  n n : Symmetric positive definite matrix of
inertial accelerations;
I + I c 2 + I c 2 + I c c
4 2 23 I 5s 23 + I 6s 2
 1 2 23 3 2
M q   
I 5s 23 + I 6s 2
I 7 + I 4c 3

I 5s 23
I 8 + 0.5I 4c 3


I 5s 23 

I 8 + 0.5I 4c 3 

I9


(5)

0



G q   -  m 3l 2 + 0.5m 2 l 2  gc 2 - 0.5m 3l 3 gc 23 


-0.5m 3l 3 gc 23

(7)

Vm  q, q  nn : Matrix of forces and / or torques due to
centrifugal and Coriolis accelerations;
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(9)

SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER DESIGN

This section focuses on the design of a sliding mode
control for the stabilization of nonlinear systems; we will
apply it on a highly nonlinear system which is the PUMA
560 robot manipulator. This control must meet the
specifications defining the objectives, including stability,
speed, accuracy and robustness. The simulations are
performed in the case of trajectory tracking, and we passed
the drop test load as the test of robustness. The PUMA 560
robot model without taking into account the effect of the
load is as follows:

Mq V m .q  G  u

G  q  n : Vector of forces and / or couples due to
gravitational forces;
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X T M q   2V m q , q  X  0

(3)

where the Jacobian matrix is defined by:
-s1  l 2c 2  l 3c 23  - d 2c1 -c1  l 2s 2  l 3s 23  -c1  l 3s 23 


J q    c1  l 2c 2  l 3c 23  - d 2s1 -s1  l 2s 2  l 3s 23  -s1 (l 3s 23 ) 

0
-  l 2c 2  l 3c 23 
-  l 3c 23  


(8)

(10)

This model describes the dynamics of a robot
manipulator with three degrees of freedom, which requires
the synthesis of three controls, and as each joint is
considered as a subsystem whose relative degree is ri  2 ,
which means that each surface s i is of order ri  1 . And the
error e is defined by: e  q  qd , with ei  qi  qid
Therefore, the sliding surface is chosen, s  s1 , s2 , s3  ,
such as:

s i  ei  i ei

(11)

we can write, s  q   qd  e 
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where,

s  q  qr

(12)

with, qr   qd  e  is considered a reference for the joint
velocity.
From (10) and (12), we can set:

M  s  u  Vm  q  G  M  qr
M  s  u  Vm   s  qr   G  M  qr
M  s  u  M  q r V m  s V m  q r  G
A.

Therefore, with the control (17) the system is stable in
closed loop (the equilibrium point ei  0 , with i  1,3 , is
asymptotically stable).
IV.

The problem of 2-sliding mode control is to constrain
the trajectories of the system to evolve on the sliding
manifold in a finite time [15]:

s 2  x  : s (t , x )  s (t , x )  0
(13)

Mq V m .q  G  u

1 T
s Ms
2

s i  ei  i ei , i  0, i  1: 3

From property (1), the matrix M is positive definite, and
we also V  0 for s  0 . So, according to the study of
Lyapunov stability, the system is stable when, V  0 with

ueq  Mq r V m q r  G

y2    s s  , the problem of 2-sliding mode for
each subsystem (joint) is reduced to the stabilization in
finite time of the auxiliary system of order tow below:
(16)

B. Proposition 2
The control signal u , be given by

u  ueq  K sign  s 

(17)

ueq  Mq r V m q r  G

(18)

T

and



T

, Ki  0 .

C. Proof 1
Thus, with this choice of the control u from (17), we obtain:

V  s T K T sign  s    s K T  0
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discontinuous control.
To calculate the latter, we use the algorithms of 2-sliding
mode control. When we take local coordinates

 y1

V  s T u  Mq r V m q r  G 



(23)

For each subsystem, the effective control u is composed
two terms: the equivalent control ueq and the

of

and from (9), we have sT  M  2Vm  s  0 .
This implies that:

with the gains of switching K  K1 , K 2 , K 2

(22)

The equivalent control is given by:

V is the time derivative of V such that:

(15)

(21)

For each joint, the constraint is chosen linear function:

(14)

1 T

T
V  s Ms  2 s Ms

  s T u  Mq V s V q  G   1 s T Ms
r
m
m r

 2


(20)

Let us write again the dynamic model of PUMA 560
robot manipulator as follows:

Proposition 1
We define the Lyapunov function as follows:

V 

2-SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER DESIGN
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(19)

T

T


y1  y 2


 y 1   (t , x )   (t , x )

(24)

where  represents the derivative of the control by respect
to time   u ; in this case, the control u is considered a
state variable.



  (x ,t )  t s (t , x ,u )  x s (t , x ,u ) f ( x )  g ( x )u 




 (t , x )  u s (t , x ,u )

(25)

s
 K M , with the necessary condition of
u
existence of the equivalent control in sliding mode
s


 0 and
s(t , x, u)  s(t , x, u ) f ( x)  g ( x)u   .
t
x
u
0  Km 
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Two 2-sliding algorithms (the twisting and Super
Twisting) are applied to demonstrate their ability to stabilize
the system, reduce chattering and improve accuracy in a
problem tracking.
A. Twisting Algorithm Controller Design
The control law for a system of relative degree r  1 is
as follows in (26) [15]:

v u 

 u


 am sign ( y 1 )

 aM sign ( y 1 )


if
if
if

u u M
y 1y 2 0 u u M
y 1y 2 0 u u M

(26)

with sufficient conditions for finite time convergence are:

aM  4

Km

0

, am 


, K m aM    K M am  
Km

(27)



The effective control is as follows: u  ueq  udt , we note

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulations are presented to illustrate the
performance and robustness of proposed control law when
applied to PUMA 560 robot manipulator. The parameters
values used for the dynamic model are as follows [17],
M q  q V m q , q  .q  G q   u m  u
o

 Mass of various links
m 2  17.40 kg ,
m3  5.04 kg ,
m 4  0.82 kg ,
m5  0.35 kg ,
m 6  0.09 kg ,
mt  m 4  m5  m 6  1.26 kg .
 Geometrical parameters
d 2  149.09 mm , l 2  431.8 mm , l 3  433.07 mm .
with g  0 0 9.8
To excite the any dynamics of robot there is a cycloidal
trajectory test (33), where the different joints move
T



respectively of the position 50 ,  135 ,135





uTW  udt .

position 45 ,  85 , 30

In practice for an real sliding, instead of y2 ,
determination of the sign of y1 y2 is made by the first
difference of y1 as:

1.5 sec .

for
0
s  
( y 1 (K  )  y 1 ((K  1) )) for
where



K 0
K 1

qdi t 

(28)

B. Super Twisting Algorithm Controller Design
In this section, we will apply the super Twisting
algorithm [15] to stabilize the robot manipulator. The
effective control u for this algorithm consists of two terms:
u (t )  ueq (t )  u ST (t )
with
ueq and
u ST ,



u  uM
u  uM
y 1  0
y 1  0

K W   
,   4 M2 
 , 0    0.5
K m  W  
2
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(33)

for t f t

t f the final



For a SMC control, the control gains selected are
K T  50, 50, 50



T
 0.1, 0.1, 0.1 ,
For the Twisting algorithm are: am
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For the Super Twisting algorithm are:  0  0.1 ,

  0.5 , uTM   20, 20, 20 , T   250, 250, 250 ,

(29)

(30)

In this case, sufficient conditions for convergence are:

Km


 
 

instant of the movement.
The parameters of the simulations are,
 For the sliding surfaces  j  5 , j  1, 2, 3



W 

to the

T
T
aM
 550, 550, 550 , uM
  20, 20, 20 .

and





qdi  0  Di  2 t sin  2 t


2

tf


 t f


qdi t f 

 

u ST (t )  u1 (t )dt  u 2 (t ) .



if
 0 sign ( y 1 )
u 2 (t )  


 y 1 sign ( y 1 ) if



 , in a time of movement equal to

with Di  qdi t f  qdi  0  : Displacement, and

is the sampling period.


if
 u
u1 (t )  

Wsign
(
y
)
if

1


(32)

W T  0.025, 0.025, 0.025 .
with the sampling period T  0.001sec , and the simulation
time t  2sec . To test the robustness of the control laws
proposed, we chose the falling load. In this, the robot is a
tracking trajectory with a load  m 0 kg  and if the
maximum speed is pending, the load drops
 m0  0 à t  0.8 .
VI.

(31)

COMPARATIVE STUDY

The results of using conventional sliding mode
controller are shown in Figure 2 and the results obtained
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when the 2-sliding controller has been used are shown in
Figure 3 for Twisting algorithm, Figure 4 for Super
Twisting algorithm.

proposed controller is a robust controller since the load
drops hasn’t influence on the control performances.
To compare the performance of 2-sliding controller with
SMC, we define tow cost functions J 1 and J 2 , such as:
P

J1 

1

J2 

1 P
T
.  (e
2 k 1

2

T

.  (u .u )

(34)

k 1

(35)

.e )

The simulation results for each performance index are
given in Table I:
TABLE I. COMPARATIVE STUDY
Controller

Cost function J 1

Figure 2. Simulation results of first-order SMC.

6.6686 106

SMC

5

Twisting algorithm

3.9922 10

Super Twisting algorithm

5

2.769 10

Cost function J 2

2.6692
28.0488

2.8437

Comparing the simulation results, it can be said that the
proposed control strategy, second order SMC (Super
Twisting algorithm), gave better performance than using the
conventional sliding mode controller.
VII.

Figure 3. Simulation results of second order SMC: Twisting algorithm.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a second order SMC is proposed for a
PUMA 560 robot manipulator system and simulation results
are presented. Firstly, the classical sliding mode control of
PUMA 560 robot manipulator system is developed.
Secondly, the second order SMC control is used to smooth
the discontinuous control term in order to alleviate the
chattering phenomenon. The simulation results presented in
this paper indicate that the suggested approach has
considerable advantages compared to the classical sliding
mode control. As future works, we would like making an
experimental study of the control approach on a real robot
manipulator.
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Abstract—The paper presents a novel approach of semiautomatic technique for creation numerical models of
stochastic queuing systems of general type. The general model
can be reduced to a queuing system of desired construction:
with various numbers of queues, servers, any service time
distributions and different priorities. Markov chains are used
to model the dynamics of systems with phase–type distributed
service times. Event–driven approach is applied to model the
change of the system. The calculated stationary probabilities
of possible states of the system are used to compute measures
of the system performance.
Keywords-generalized queueing system; numerical model;
phase–type distribution; Markov chain; stationary probabilities

I.

INTRODUCTION

Queuing models are useful mathematical tools in the
study of design problems of a wide variety of stochastic
service systems, such as, computer and telecommunication
networks, inventory, logistic and other complex systems.
There are a lot of publications in scientific literature devoting
to the construction of analytical models of Markovian
queuing systems [1][2][3][4][5]. Some queuing systems are
modeled using numerical approach. Usually, the analytic
approach is effective only for Markovian queuing systems
with infinite waiting room. However, it is difficult or often
impossible to find analytical solutions of non-Markovian
multi-class and multi-server priority queues. Some
researches restricting themselves analyzing two priority
classes or limiting the number of high or low priority jobs
[6][7]. In other papers multi-priority, multi-server system is
roughly approximated by a single server system [8] or
aggregating the multi-priority classes into two classes, as in
[9][10]. This article proposes a numerical approach for semiautomatic construction numerical models of complex
generalized queuing systems. The numerical technique
allows modeling a wide variety of stochastic service
systems. The paper is an enhancement of articles published
in [11][12] and can be considered as a “work in progress”.
So, it was not possibility to compare the proposed technique
with related work.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
description of a generalized queuing system under
consideration. Section 3 describes the algorithm
implemented in to programming tool to create a numerical
model. The example is given in Section 4 and the paper is
concluded in Section 5.
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II.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STOCHASTIC MODEL

Consider a queuing system with k identical servers and n
priority classes: the highest priority 1 and lowest priority n.
Priority rules is non - preemptive. In queuing applications, it
is often convenient to approximate the service time by
distributions that are built out of a finite sum or a finite
mixture of exponentially distributed components. These
distributions are called phase-type distributions. The
application of such distribution allows constructing
Markovian model [13] of the system. The queuing system
under consideration assumes Poisson arrival processes [14]
of n class’s customers with rates λ i , i = 1, … .n and phasetype distributed service times with parameters
µ i( j ) , i = 1, … .k ; j = 1,2. Two phase-type distribution will be
used in the model. The approximation of general type
distribution by two phase-type distribution is discussed in
[12]. The scheme of simplified queuing system with n = 2
and k =1 is represented in Figure 1:
pppp

λ1

p

a
λ2

µ1(1)

µ1(2)

1−p

1− a

Figure 1. The simplified queuing system

Within each class, service discipline of customers is a
First Come First Served (FCFS). Queue length of each
class customers is limited. Each served customer can leave
the system with probability p or can be returned for repeated
service with probability 1-p.
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III.

Rates = { λi , i = 1, … , n, µ (j1) , j = 1, … , k ,

PROCESS OF CREATING A NUMERICAL MODEL OF
THE QUEUEING SYSTEM

We will present the algorithm of creating the numerical
model of a queuing system under consideration. It can be
considered as consisting of five parts [15].
1. Define the state vector of the system. All possible
combinations of coordinates describe the set of all possible
system states.
2. Identify all the possible events which change the state
of the system.
3. Describe all the events for generation system states
and transition matrix.
4. Compute the stationary probabilities of the states.
5. Calculate the performance measures of the system.
The performance of the generalized queuing system will
be described according the suggested algorithm.
The state of the system is given by the vector

S = ( s i , i = 1, … , n; s j , j = n + 1, … , n + k ;
s m , m = n + k + 1, … .n + 2k ),

µ (j2) , j = 1, … , k},

(5)

where

λi - the

µ

(i )
j -

arrival rate of ith class customers to the system;

the service rate of a customer in jth server and ith

stage.
The set of possible events in the system:

E = {e1 ; e i , i = 2, … , n;
e j , j = n + 1, … , n + k ;
e m , m = n + k + 1, … .n + 2k ;

(6)

e r , r = n + 2k + 1, … , n + 3k ;

(1)

eν , ν = n + 3k + 1, … , n + 4k ;
et , t = n + 4k + 1, … , n + 5k },

here

s , i = 1, n - the number of customers in the ith
i

where

queue.
i, if the ( j − n) th server is busy
 by customer from ith queue;

sj = 
0, if the server is idle;
 j = n + 1,… , n + k ;

0, if the (m − n − k ) th server is idle;
1, if the customer is served

 in the (m − n − k ) th server in

 the first phase ;
sm = 
2, if the customer is served
 in the (m − n − k )th server in the

 second phase ;
 m = n + k + 1, … , n + 2k ;


(2)

The set of transition rates among states is the following:
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first phase and with rate µ (j1) p

(1-a) leaves the

system;
em - a customer was served in (m-n-k)th server in
the first phase and with rate µm(1−) n − k (1- p)(1-a)
returns for repeated service;
er - a customer was transferred from the first
(3)

phase to the second phase
server with rate µr(1−)n −k a;

in the

(r-n-2k)th

eν - a customer was served in (ν − n − 3k ) th
server and left the system with rate µν( 2−)n− k p;
et - a customer was served in (t-n-4k)th server
and was returned for repeated service with rate
µ t(−2n) −k (1-p);

The values of coordinates are bounded so:

si ≤ li , i = 1, … , n .

ei - a customer of the ith class arrived to system
with rate λi ;
e j - a customer was served in (j-n)th server in the

The initial state is
(4)

S 0 = ( 0, … , 0 ) .
The description of the event

e1 is given below.
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IV.

e1 :
if

Consider a queuing system with 3 priority classes and 2
identical servers. This queuing system assumes Poisson
arrival processes with rates λi , i = 1,…, n and exponentially

s1 < l1
then if

( s1 > 0 and ( s m = 1 or s m = 2)),

distributed service times with parameters µ (j1) and µ (j 2 ) = 0 ,

m = n + k + 1, … , n + 2k )
then
end if
else

s1 := s1 + 1

j =: min{ p : s p = 0, p = n + 1,… , n + k}
s j := 1, s j + k := 1
end if
Return Rate

EXAMPLE

j = 1, … , k respectively.
The main problem when modelling real systems is a rapid
growth of the number of states of a Markov chain.
Computation of stationary probabilities can require a large
amount of calculations and computer resources. For
example, if the set of states is described as
S = {(s1, s2 , ss , s4 , s5 )}, s1 ≤ l1; s2 ≤ l2 ; ; s3 ≤ l3; ; s4 ≤ l4 ; s5 ≤ l5 , (9)

:= λ1

it is easy to prove that the total number of states equal to
The created programming tool using described events
generates the possible set of states, constructs the transition
matrix among them, calculates stationary probabilities of
system states

π ( s i , i = 1, … , n; s j , j = n + 1, … , n + k ;
s m , m = n + k + 1, … .n + 2k ) := π ( s i ; s j ; s m )

customers in the system is calculated according the
following formula

E ( Li )

∑

∑

∑s

⋅ π ( si ; s j ; s m )

(8)

i
si ,i =1,…, n s j , j = n +1,…, n + k sm , m = n + k +1,…, n + 2 k

TABLE I

Parameters

(10)

We chose limitation on summary waiting space
l1 + l 2 + l3 ≤ 7 .

(7)

and computes performance measures of the system. The
formulas for computing desired measures must be created.
For example, the mean queue length E(Li ) of ith class

=

(l 1 + 1)(l 2 + 1)(l 3 + 1)(l 4 + 1)(l 5 + 1) .

(11)

We estimated the mean queue length for each customer
class and general loss probability P (Loss ) (i.e., the
probability that the customer of any class will not be
served).
Numerical modeling results were compared with
simulation results using ARENA simulation software.
During each simulation session total amount of more than 5
500 000 customer arrivals were generated. We used PC
with AMD Athlon 64 X2 dual core processor 4000+ 2.10
GHz, 896 MB of RAM physical address extension. Intensity
rates, modeling results and calculation times are in Table 1.
MODELING RESULTS

Method

E (L1 )

E (L2 )

E (L3 )

P(Loss )

Time, s.

λ1 = 1

λ 2 = 0.8

λ3 = 0.5

Numerical
modeling

0.0722

0.0922

0.0800

0.0012

78

µ1(1) = 2

µ (1) = 3

µ (1) = 4

ARENA

0.0719

0.0925

0.0795

0.0012

316

λ1 = 2

λ = 1 .6

λ2 = 1

Numerical
modeling

0.4108

0.7774

1.0709

0.0764

79

µ1(1) = 2

µ2(1) = 3

µ3(1) = 4

ARENA

0.4097

0.7783

1.0684

0.0763

314

2

2
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The modeling parameters were chosen freely. The
obtained results showed that it requires less calculation time
and gives higher accuracy than standard simulation software
to model certain queuing systems.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a new programing tool, which was
developed in C++ language code to implement a numerical
model. The tool realized the semi-automatic technique for
creation of numerical models and analysis of stochastic
queuing systems. It generates the set of all possible states
and transition matrix of the system under consideration,
computes the stationary probabilities and the performance
measures of the system according the given formulas. The
technique offers advanced functionality compared to existing
tools from several points of view: 1) the tool allows solving
problems of large scale (with thousands or millions of
states); 2) the tool allows creating models of non-markovian
queuing systems approximating ones by markovian models.
Problems of large dimension require a large amount of
calculations and computer resources. Often it is impossible
to solve some problems with available resources. The future
work will be devoted for creation a special computation
algorithm which allows avoiding mentioned problems.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
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Abstract—The formation of hierarchies within large-scale
systems can solve problems of scalability and distributed
control. In this paper, we suggest a self-organising partitioning control scheme that uses a distributed set partitioning
algorithm to dynamically introduce and resolve hierarchy
layers in a decentralised fashion according to the needs of
the application at runtime. The partitioning control can work
within a predefined organisational framework and is highly
adaptable to application-specific needs. We demonstrate the
approach with an application from the domain of distributed
power management and provide evaluations that show that a
self-organising hierarchy formation can increase scalability by
simplifying control decisions with negligible overhead.
Keywords-Autonomous agents; Hierarchical Systems; Adaptive
Systems

I. I NTRODUCTION
Complex systems, consisting of thousands of individual,
heterogeneous agents, are a scalability nightmare. Centralised approaches to their control and monitoring can
almost never be realised. This is due to two facts: first
of all, propagating the necessary data from the agents to
a central instance can take a very long time; second, the
decision making process has to consider all this data and
therefore can have prohibiting runtime. While waiting for
the data to be aggregated and for the decision to be made,
the environment of the agents can change tremendously. It
can change so much that the decision that is ultimately made
becomes obsolete immediately.
For this reason, many systems (as outlined in Section II)
have levels of indirection and abstraction, often represented
by hierarchies [1]. Using hierarchies allows to compartmentalise computation to certain areas of the system and
thus to provide scalability beyond a couple of dozen agents.
Information aggregation does not take as long and decision
making processes do not have to deal with such a high
number of variables. Additionally, hierarchies can be used
to represent existing organisational structures, a feature
often desired when modelling existing systems with agents.
Systems of systems (SoS) and holarchies are concepts that
directly integrate this hierarchical nature. More often than
not, however, hierarchies are defined once by the designers
of the system and do not adapt to changing circumstances
during the runtime of the system.
In this paper, we present HiSPADA, an extension of the Set
Partitioning Algorithm for Distributed Agents (SPADA, [2]).
HiSPADA forms hierarchical partitions that represent levels
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in the system structure. These partitions and the hierarchy
in which they are arranged are highly flexible and can adapt
to changes in the environment, to new and leaving agents,
to changing system goals, etc. We show that HiSPADA
indeed reduces the complexity of control decisions while the
system’s other quality attributes remain almost the same.
However, to make use of a hierarchical partitioning control, some caveats have to be heeded. On the one hand,
for HiSPADA to work efficiently, it must be possible to
introduce new layers by creating intermediary agents that encapsulate the essence of the agents they control. On the other
hand, hierarchical task decomposition must be possible. Our
illustrative example exhibits these properties. The case study
is a power management system in which distributed energy
resources (DERs) are partitioned into Autonomous Virtual
Power Plants (AVPPs) [3]. These AVPPs coordinate the
power plants to meet power demands and to stabilise the
network frequency. The system consisting of hierarchical
AVPPs and DERs can be considered a system of systems.
To meet the overall power demand, schedules are created
that assign a fraction of the demand to each individual power
plant by solving a constraint optimisation problem. The more
power plants there are in the system, the more complex the
calculation of their schedules and the longer the runtime
of the scheduling algorithms. AVPPs compartmentalise this
complexity by reducing the number of power plants being
part of the scheduling process within each individual AVPP.
To find a good partitioning of power plants into AVPPs,
the time required for scheduling has to be part of the decisions in the AVPP formation process. Additionally, existing
utilities and transmission grid infrastructure impose given
organisational structure within which it is possible to form
AVPPs. The structure changes when AVPPs can not fulfil
their power demand or other obligations.
This paper is structured as follows: in Section II, we
introduce SoS and holarchies, illustrate systems in which
predefined hierarchies are used for the same purpose as
in this paper, introduce hierarchical clustering, and outline
the ideas behind dynamical hierarchies. Section III then
describes the non-hierarchical self-organisation algorithm
that forms the basis of HiSPADA, which itself is explained in
detail in Section IV along with its prerequisites. We present
an evaluation of the algorithm in Section V and conclude
the paper with a discussion and outlook on future work in
Section VI.
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II. H OLARCHIES , H IERARCHICAL S ELF -O RGANISATION ,
AND S YSTEMS OF S YSTEMS
In [1], Horling and Lesser discuss a number of organisational paradigms for multi-agent systems. Most importantly, they identify hierarchies and holarchies as the main
approaches to deal with complexity and scalability issues.
Holarchies are a special kind of hierarchical organisation.
The concept of a “holon”, originally described by Koestler
in [4], refers to a recursive, self-similar structure, while a
holarchy is a hierarchy of self-organised holons. In modern
uses of this concept, e.g., for holonic manufacturing systems,
a holarchy is defined as a system of such holons cooperating
to achieve a common goal [5]. A holarchy used in this
context is usually not changed at runtime but predefined by
the designer to meet the specific system requirements.
Similarly, many self-organising systems use predefined,
static hierarchies to reflect existing hierarchical structures.
In the Organic Traffic Control [6] project, e.g., hierarchies
consist of individual traffic lights, intersections, and entire
roads. On each level, the system is able to learn traffic
patterns and therefore adapts to the traffic flow. The different
levels allow recognition of patterns on different scales and
optimise, e.g., to create green waves during rush hour.
Hierarchical clustering algorithms are, e.g., regarded in
sensor networks. There, groups of sensors represented by a
cluster head are formed. The head serves as a communication hub for the entire group. The number of hops (nodes
a message has to go through to reach its destination) and
the communication range are vital decision variables. As [7]
shows, hierarchies can significantly reduce the complexity of
cluster formation. This result shows that hierarchies increase
scalability. However, results and algorithms from sensor
networks can not be readily applied to other domains as
they work under specific assumptions. Conversely, it will be
difficult to adapt HiSPADA to sensor networks as it does
not account for energy efficiency or limited communication.
Holarchies and hierarchies are directly related to systems
of systems (SoS). SoS are composed of systems that are
themselves complex systems. They are usually distributed in
nature and very large [8]. A lot of work on SoS originates in
a military context (see, e.g., [9]) where the interconnection
of different, complex systems is a must to provide battlefield
information and control of a wide array of weapon systems
and sensors. Although these systems are heavily connected,
they remain independent in many ways. Key characteristics
of SoS thus include functional and administrative independence of sub-systems and geographic distribution [10].
Furthermore, the behaviour of SoS is often emergent and its
development evolutionary. This definition also applies to the
case study used here and other open, heterogeneous systems.
Hierarchies also play a crucial role in the emergence of
new functionality. The artificial life community has been
looking into the synthesis of dynamical hierarchies [11] that
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show different emergent behaviour at various scales. Another
research direction are hierarchies that self-assemble without
an explicit algorithm [12] such as the one presented here.
While these approaches are very interesting, their usefulness
for large-scale technical systems has not yet been proven.
III. S ET PARTITIONING WITH SPADA
SPADA [2], the Set Partitioning Algorithm for Distributed
Agents, solves the so-called set partitioning problem (SPP)
in a general, decentralised manner. In the SPP, the goal is
to partition a set A = {a1 , . . . , an } into k ≤ n pairwise
disjoint subsets, i.e., partitions, that exhibit applicationspecific properties. For example, if the objective is to group
similar or dissimilar elements together, the SPP is equivalent
to clustering or anticlustering [13]. This can be achieved by
complementing the SPP with an appropriate metric. In case
such a metric defines how well agents can work together on
a common task, the SPP is equivalent to coalition structure
generation [14]. Since SPADA has been designed to solve
the SPP in general, it can be applied to these specific
problems as well. This distinguishes SPADA from other
centralised and decentralised approaches, which are often
specialised to a specific problem in a specific domain. In
the following, we give a short summary of SPADA’s basic
functionality and characteristics. A more detailed description
can be found in [2]. We use the term “reorganisation” to
denote the process performed by SPADA.
All operations SPADA performs to come to a solution
can be mapped onto graph operations that operate on an
overlay network, which is called acquaintances graph. The
acquaintances graph is defined by the agents participating
in the SPP and acquaintances relationships between them,
symbolised by directed links. To simplify graph operations
that modify partitions, it is stipulated that each partition is
a directed tree of marked links, which results in a directed
forest for the partitioning as a whole.
The root of each such tree is the corresponding partition’s
leader. Each partition thus has always exactly one leader.
It is responsible for optimising its partition according to
application-specific criteria. Each leader therefore periodically evaluates if it is beneficial to integrate new agents into
its partition or to exclude members from it. The latter can
be beneficial if the partition’s or an agent’s properties have
changed so that the partition’s formation criteria no longer
favour including the agent. Integrating and excluding agents
is performed by modifying the acquaintances graph.
To decide termination, leaders periodically evaluate application-specific termination criteria formulated as predicates
based on local knowledge. These predicates are constraints
that can also be monitored at runtime and be used to trigger
reorganisation. If these are met, the leader marks its partition
as terminated. As long as a partition is terminated, its
structure is not changed until a member is integrated into
another partition. SPADA can thus make selective changes
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[Layer resolved]

Resolve layer

[isDissolvable(x) == true]

…

…

(a) Flat, single layer system structure. (b) Hierarchical system structure.
Figure 1. Different system structures. The flat, single layer system structure
can be created with coalition formation, clustering, or a set partitioning
algorithm such as SPADA while hierarchies can be introduced when using
the HiSPADA control loop in combination with one of these mechanisms.

Partition stable

IV. S ELF -O RGANISING H IERARCHIES WITH H I SPADA
The original SPADA algorithm partitions the set of agents
representing the entire system. It creates a flat hierarchy as
shown in Fig. 1 (a). To achieve hierarchical self-organisation
as depicted in Fig. 1 (b), HiSPADA uses the original
SPADA algorithm to partition only a subset of agents – the
neighbourhood. The introduction and resolution of layers is
handled by the HiSPADA control loop, depicted in Fig. 2.
This control loop constitutes a partitioning control. The
HiSPADA control loop (cf. Section IV-B) runs on those
intermediaries that can be reorganised, i.e., that represent
partitions that can be reorganised.
A. Prerequisites and Interaction with SPADA
In principle, the partitioning control is independent of
the concrete set partitioning algorithm used. Therefore, it
would be possible to use, e.g., a particle swarm optimiser
to find appropriate partitions and introduce hierarchies by
using the partitioning control described here. HiSPADA’s
only requirements are (a) that it must be possible to limit
the underlying algorithm to a certain neighbourhood and (b)
that it must be possible to use application-specific formation
and termination criteria to, e.g., define a minimal number of
partitions to be formed. For reasons of conciseness, we will,
however, focus our explanations on the control of SPADA.
The hierarchy is represented by a tree-structure formed
by father-child relationships between agents. To achieve this
structure, an agent is introduced that serves as the root of
the tree. When the hierarchy is updated, these relationships
change. SPADA has a similar but distinct notion that expresses membership in a partition. As described above, each
partition formed by SPADA has a leader that is at the root
of a tree of marked links. HiSPADA makes no use of these
structures used by the underlying set partitioning algorithm
but only of intermediaries that represent the partitions.
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[isDissolvable(x) == false]

[Application-specific
constraint violated]

[Runtime exceeds threshold]

[Application-specific
constraint fulfilled]

[canReorganise(x) == true]

[Application-specific
constraint violated]

to an existing partitioning, which is very useful in dynamic
environments. It has been shown in [2] that SPADA’s local
decisions lead to a partitioning whose quality is within 10%
of the solutions found by a centralised metaheuristic.
In many cases, it is useful that the partitions created are
represented by an intermediary. In our case study, this intermediary is the AVPP. The leader of a partition instantiates a
new AVPP agent after partitioning has finished. The AVPP
then assumes control of all power plants in the partition.

[Runtime falls below threshold]

Introduce new
layer

[canReorganise(x) == false]

Wait for
reorganisation

Calculate
neighbourhood
Partition
neighbourhood
with SPADA

Figure 2. The HiSPADA control loop. The partitioning control running
on intermediary x reacts to the violation of specific constraints, depicted
here as guards, and reacts by resolving layers of the hierarchy, introducing
new ones, or reorganising existing ones.

To form a hierarchy, these intermediaries are themselves
partitioned. Thus, whenever an intermediary switches to
another partition, the controlled agents switch with it. In
the case study, a leader is always represented by an AVPP.
The HiSPADA control loop is usually dormant as long as
the system is stable. It monitors the system however (more
precisely: each instance of the control loop monitors the
agent it runs on) and reacts to the violation of constraints.
These constraints are depicted as guards on the transitions in
Fig. 2. A run of SPADA and the introduction or resolution
of layers is thus an attempt to restore these constraints. This
behaviour conforms to the Restore Invariant Approach [15].
B. The HiSPADA control loop
HiSPADA has three major functional aspects: resolve
an existing layer of the hierarchy by removing intermediaries; introduce a new layer in the hierarchy by creating
intermediary agents; reorganise a level in the hierarchy
by changing the relationships between intermediaries and
the agents they control. Fig. 2 shows the control flow of
HiSPADA, including these three aspects. In the following,
we will use the term “hierarchy level” to denote all agents
that are controlled by the same father or grandfather.
Resolve hierarchy levels: The resolution of existing
hierarchy levels can occur for a number of applicationspecific reasons. In the power management example, it is
triggered when the runtime of the scheduling algorithm
falls below a given threshold. In that case, the AVPP that
encountered this constraint violation is dissolved and all
power plants are added to the father of the dissolved AVPP.
In general, the predicate isDissolvable(x) is checked
before the actual resolution. It tests whether intermediary
x can be dissolved at all.
isDissolvable(x) ⇔ x.mayBeDissolved ∧
x.timeInExistence ≥ minTimeInExistence
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…

…

(a) Before resolution

(b) After resolution

Figure 3. Resolution of a hierarchy level. The initiating agent is marked in
grey. Children of the initiator become children of their previous grandfather.

…

(a) Before reorganisation.

…

(b) After introduction of new layer.

Figure 4. Introduction of a new hierarchy level. The initiating agent is
marked in grey, new agents are black. The child agents of the initiating agent
form the neighbourhood, marked as a dashed rectangle, that is partitioned
with SPADA. New agents are introduced to form an intermediary layer.

x.mayBeDissolved is false if agent x is a higherlevel structure that is part of a predefined hierarchy. To
avoid thrashing, it also checks if the period of grace
(minTimeInExistence) that prevents newly formed hierarchy levels to be resolved right away has already expired.
The age of the agent is stored in x.timeInExistence.
Fig. 3 shows a hierarchy in which a layer is resolved.
After the resolution and before the initiating agent is deleted,
it informs the new father agent of the changes made. The
father agent then has to react appropriately by adopting its
new children and by, e.g., requesting essential data from the
new children or running the control algorithm again.
Introduce new hierarchy levels: In the case study, new
intermediaries are introduced when an AVPP requires too
much time to calculate the schedule for the power plants
it controls. Other applications can of course give specific
conditions under which this action is performed.
When a new hierarchy level is introduced, a father agent
f creates an intermediary level for its child agents. For
this purpose, f ’s HiSPADA control loop initialises SPADA
with its child agents as the neighbourhood and a minimum
number of two partitions, thus ensuring that the agents are
not subsumed in just one partition. A way to guarantee this
is to require that each leader knows at least one other leader.
SPADA then uses this and other, application-defined criteria
to create a suitable partitioning. Fig. 4 illustrates this process.
The newly created agents become children of f .
Reorganising a hierarchy level: Whenever intermediary
x introduces a new hierarchy level is introduced or detects
violation of an application-specific constraints, it uses HiSPADA to reorganise a hierarchy level. For this purpose,
it limits the scope of reorganisation to a certain neighbourhood, thus preventing it from crossing organisational
boundaries. The original SPADA has no such limitation and
reorganises the entire system.
HiSPADA has to consider some limitations when a hi-
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erarchy level has to be reorganised. First of all, reorganisation can not occur while an agent’s father or children
are being reorganised. Otherwise, it would be possible that
some agents are part of several reorganisation efforts at
once, possibly resulting in changes that would violate the
tree-structure of the hierarchy. This limitation is captured
in the canReorganise(x) predicate that is tested before
reorganisation occurs. The predicate father(p, q) denotes
that p is the direct predecessor of q in the hierarchy. If an
agent p currently is reorganising or is being reorganised,
reorganising(p) evaluates to true.
canReorganise(x) ⇔ isDissolvable(x)
∧ ¬∃y ∈ Agents : father(x, y) ∧ reorganising(y)
∧ ¬∃z ∈ Agents : father(z, x) ∧ reorganising(z)
The second limitation is the restriction of the algorithm
to neighbourhoods. In this case, the neighbourhood of the
initiating agent is defined as all its children and “nephews”,
i.e., its siblings’ children (cf. Fig. 5). Therefore, we define
the neighbourhood Nx of an agent x as follows:
Nx := {y ∈ Agents | ∃a, ay ∈ Agents :
father(a, x) ∧ father(a, ay ) ∧
father(ay , y) ∧ canReorganise(ay )}
This neighbourhood definition ensures that only agents
with fathers that can be reorganised are part of the neighbourhood, thus ensuring that predefined hierarchies or levels
that are still in their period of grace are not changed. In
theory, neighbourhood definitions that include more distant
relatives are possible and can be implemented easily in HiSPADA. However, recursing the hierarchy up too far reduces
the benefit as including more agents in the neighbourhood
makes the partitioning problem more complicated and agents
that are only distantly related to each other have usually been
separated by HiSPADA in the course of hierarchy creation.
Partitioning them closer together is not useful and might
even jeopardise the system goal. Also, this approach ensures
that HiSPADA tries to provide a local solution with only a
limited amount of communication.
After the neighbourhood has been determined, SPADA
is initialised with the set of agents in Nx and a minimal
number of new partitions. Then, the partitioning algorithm
is executed the same way as in the non-hierarchical case.
After the algorithm has been run, existing intermediaries are
reused or – depending on the number of created partitions –
new ones are created or old ones removed. Fig. 5 shows an
example for the reorganisation of a hierarchy level.
Bootstrapping the system: HiSPADA assumes very
little about the initial conditions of the system. As the
partitioning control runs on the agents of the system, a
hierarchy will develop in the system if the constraints
monitored by the control loop are violated. If there is no
hierarchical structure to begin with, an initial run of SPADA
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TABLE I
E VALUATION RESULTS FOR SCALABILITY AND SYSTEM STABILITY

…
(a) Before reorganisation.

…

Sc. A
3624
± 55
–

Sc. B
925
± 638
2

Sc. C
499
± 220
4.99

Sc. D
484
± 213
3.52

(b) After reorganisation.

Figure 5.
Reorganisation of a hierarchy level. The initiating agent
(corresponding to intermediary x) is marked in grey and the neighbourhood
is marked by a dashed rectangle. The dashed agent can not be reconfigured.

can establish a partitioning on all agents in the system.
This ensures that the initial partitions are suitable for the
purposes of the system as SPADA uses application-specific
metrics in the process. The (flat) hierarchy introduced by
SPADA can easily be transformed into a tree by establishing
a root agent that subsumes the intermediaries representing
the newly formed partitions. This root is not dissolvable and
stays at the root of the hierarchy throughout the runtime of
the system. Instead of running SPADA, the system can also
be partitioned randomly. In such a case, however, HiSPADA
will take a while to find a suitable hierarchy if the initial
partitioning did not make use of application-specific criteria.
If an organisational structure exists, corresponding partitions have to be initialised. These agents have appropriate
relationships with their children to depict the organisation.
HiSPADA can then work on this hierarchy by introducing intermediaries and resolving hierarchy layers formed by those
intermediaries. It is therefore possible to let the partitioning
control find a suitable sub-hierarchy for each of the predefined organisational enitities. Of course, there is a trade-off
to be made between the fine-grained depiction of existing
structures and the organisational prowess of HiSPADA: if
the predefined structure is too rigid, the partitioning control
is not able to tackle the scalability issues it is intended for.
V. E VALUATION
HiSPADA has been tested in a simulation environment
for power management applications, simulating 435 power
plants and 12 consumers. In the application, a constraint
optimisation problem is solved to assign the overall power
demand to individual power plants while minimising the
gap between the power demand and the scheduled power
production. The scheduling problem is NP-complete and
the runtime of the solution algorithm increases polynomially
with the number of agents involved. Power plant models and
power demand are based on real-world data. Such an application is a typical operational scenario for HiSPADA, since
the main task is computationally much more expensive than
hierarchy formation and can be hierarchically decomposed.
If no hierarchies exist (Scenario A), schedules are created
by a centralised control system for all 435 power plants. If
the original SPADA is used to establish a flat hierarchy in the
system (Scenario B), the power plants’ schedules are created
by the respective AVPPs. The schedules of the AVPPs are
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again created by a root AVPP, as described in Section IV. In
case HiSPADA can work without predefined organisations
(Scenario C) and within a predefined hierarchy with an
initial height of 3 (Scenario D), schedules are created in
each AVPP on different levels of the hierarchy. We define the
height of the hierarchy as the length of the longest downward
path to a leaf from the root.
The evaluation’s focus is on performance indicators for
scalable operation. The most important criterion is the average runtime of the scheduling algorithm: if the partitioning
control works, the overall runtime should be reduced when
hierarchies are introduced while maintaining stable system
operation. The latter can be measured by comparing the gap
between power production and demand as calculated by a
central authority with the sum of the gaps calculated on the
different levels of the hierarchy. As the deviation between
these numbers was minimal and the quality of the scheduling
thus was not impaired, we did not include it in Table I which
lists the results for runtime and height of the hierarchy.
All results were averaged over 100 simulation runs for
each scenario. The maximum sequential runtime provided
in the table is the maximum of the sums of the runtime in
each branch originating from the root. After the root node
has calculated a schedule for its direct children, these in
turn schedule their children. The scheduling is recursively
performed on lower levels until the schedules for the physical power plants are created. As each branch performs the
scheduling concurrently, no overhead is introduced.
The evaluation results in Table I show that the average
maximum sequential scheduling time is reduced significantly
with the introduction of hierarchies. In Scenario B, the
high standard deviation can be explained by the variation
of partition sizes created by SPADA in different runs.
HiSPADA ensures more homogeneous partitions and thus
less variation in the scheduling times. At the same time,
the average height of the hierarchy has a direct effect on
the interaction between SPADA and the partitioning control.
The deeper the hierarchy, the smaller the neighbourhoods
on which SPADA is executed but the more scheduling runs
are performed, making it necessary to find a proper balance.
Since SPADA scales very well for small sets (see Fig. 6) and
HiSPADA reduces set sizes, hierarchies additionally reduce
the overhead for restructuring the system. Very large systems
will profit most from these reductions. The results for
Scenario D also show that HiSPADA can work effectively
with predefined organisations. If necessary, HiSPADA adds
additional layers to further decompose the computation task
and thus reduces scheduling runtime.
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Figure 6. Runtime of SPADA for different neighbourhood sizes. The
algorithm scales nearly linearly for sets below 1000 agents. Hierarchies
limit the neighbourhood size and allow to leverage this property.

VI. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We have introduced HiSPADA, a hierarchical partitioning control that – in combination with a set partitioning
algorithm such as SPADA – forms hierarchical layers in
large multi-agent systems. The formation of hierarchies is
driven by scalability metrics provided by the application.
We gave an example limiting the duration of scheduling in
a power management scenario. HiSPADA introduces layers
to limit the number of agents controlled by an intermediary
and removes layers if they are no longer necessary. As it only
removes layers that have been introduced by the partitioning
control itself, it respects representations of existing organisational structures. The evaluation shows that scalability issues
can be tackled this way and that the benefits of the hierarchy
formation outweigh the overhead of the partitioning control.
In systems in which a hierarchical task decomposition is
not possible, HiSPADA can be useful to establish a hierarchy
in which control can be delegated to sub-ordinate levels or
to subsume certain responsibilities on a higher level of the
hierarchy. In such cases, normative systems are helpful to
regulate the delegation of power and responsibilities at the
different levels [16], a topic considered for future work.
Finally, an important issue in heterogeneous multi-agent
systems that use hierarchical task decomposition are the
models used in the decision making process. An hierarchical
scheduling mechanism like the one used in the example
requires models of the power plants that are scheduled. Since
power management systems are long-lived and consist of a
variety of different power plants of different types and from
different vendors, the models used in the process are only
known at runtime. Therefore, model synthesis is necessary
to form a new, combined model from the individual parts
on each hierarchical layer whenever the structure of that
layer changes. Likewise, as each layer in the system is in
turn regarded as a power plant, the combined model has to
be abstracted so it can be used on a higher layer to make
control decisions. Both the processes of model synthesis and
abstraction are important topics of future work.
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Abstract— A primordial task of the fire-fighting and rescue
services in the event of a large crisis is the search for human
survivors on the incident site. This task, being complex and
dangerous, often leads to loss of lives. Unmanned search and
rescue devices can provide a valuable tool for saving human
lives and speeding up the search and rescue operations. Urban
Search and Rescue (USAR) community agrees with the fact
that the operator skill is the main factor for successfully using
unmanned robotic platforms. The key training concept is
“train as you fight” mentality. Intervention troops focalize on
“real training”, as a crisis is difficult to simulate. For this
reason, in this paper a methodology of training and support for
USAR with unmanned vehicles is proposed. The methodology
integrates the Qualitative Spatio-Temporal Representation and
Reasoning (QSTRR) framework with USAR tools to decrease
the cognitive load on human operators working with
sophisticated robotic platforms. Tools for simplifying and
improving virtual training environment generation from life
data are shown.

The activities and tasks relevant to USAR with unmanned
vehicles are: Area reduction, in the early stages of a disaster,
there is generally a large area which must be labeled as
“possibly affected”. To deploy the USAR teams correctly it
is required to assess as soon as possible which areas are more
affected and which areas are less affected. Sectorization, the
disaster area must be subdivided into sectors. Search, robotic
tools could speed up the search for victims. Reconnaissance
and mapping, robotic tools can help to increase the common
operation picture and situational awareness of the deployed
teams by mapping the terrain. Rubble removal, robots can
remove heavy rubble faster than humans. Debris estimation,
after a major crisis, there is in general a lot of debris lying
around, impeding the proper deployment of rescue operators
and goods. Robots could help with a quicker and better
assessment of the most affected zones. Structural inspection
and shoring, USAR teams need to assess the structural
integrity of a building and may help to stabilize it before
entering. On site medical assessment and intervention, robots
can provide medical personnel means to inspect a victim
remotely via video or audio and to provide the victim life
support. Evacuation of casualties, robots may act as carriers
to evacuate victims from the disaster area. Acting as mobile
beacon or repeater, Robots can help with extending the
mobile communication range, by acting as a repeater. Over
the horizon applications, Often, SAR teams want to know the
damage in a nearby village/suburb/town. It would be highly
convenient to be able to send a light Unmanned Aerial
System (UAS).
Within the context of mentioned tasks relevant to USAR
with unmanned vehicles it is observed that most of these
activities can be modeled using a QSTRR [3]. QSTRR
proposes the interaction with the environment through a
spatial design task. The problem of providing intelligent
spatial decision-making capabilities is related to the

Keywords – USAR; robot; training and support; qualitative
reasoning

I.

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

The major factor of training determining the acceptance
of the USAR community is for the learning process of
different tools to conclude within one week, which is the
duration of a typical Search and Rescue (SAR) training
course. For this reason, it can be difficult to adopt a new
training technology if the training requires more than this
duration. Training and support is related with effective tasks
the robots would be able to do.
In this context, CRASAR, the Centre for Robot-Assisted
Search and Rescue from the Texas A&M University,
compiled a list of distinct activities for rescue robots [1][2].
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framework of Multi-Modal Data Access for Spatial
Assistance Systems [4]. This framework shows a key
concept of spatial assistance systems by focusing on multiperspective semantics, qualitative and artefactual
abstractions, industrial conformance and interoperability.
Authors also provide examples of use for distinct application
domains, which was an important input for the developed
methodology of training and support. A core concept of
artefactual abstractions is to provide qualitative
categorization into functional, operational and range
spaces [5]. Functional space is a region of space within
which a person must be located in, in order to interact with
the object or to employ the object for its intended function.
Operational space is a region of space that an object requires
to perform its intended function. Range space is a region of
space where the object operates as a result of performing its
intended function. These spaces can model robotic activities
in disaster zones.
Another important aspect used in the proposed
methodology of training and support is related to georeferencing of terrestrial laser-scanner data for applications
in architectural modeling [6]. Using a 3D laser we can obtain
accurate 3D models of the disaster zone, which is the key
concept in the proposed USAR-training and support
application. From the USAR community point of view, the
use of laser scanning can provide frequently updated,
accurate and reliable data. In [7] Kurt3D, data from KINECT
sensor and Riegl VZ-400 3D scanner are shown, which gives
an impression that the State of the Art (SoA) offers efficient
mobile platforms equipped with advanced sensors for
obtaining accurate maps, that could be used in USAR. Some
of these maps are used for semantic objects identification [8].
Using semantic information extracted from 3D laser data is a
relatively recent research topic in mobile robotics. In [8] a
semantic map for a mobile robot was described as a map that
contains, in addition to spatial information about the
environment, assignments of mapped features to entities of
known classes. In [9] a model of an indoor scene is
implemented as a semantic net. This approach is used in [10]
where a robot extracts the semantic information from 3D
models built from a laser scanner.
The proposed methodology of training and support is
adopting procedural modeling tools [11][12] that can be used
for the generation of virtual urban environments, reducing
both the amount of interaction needed as well as modeling
effort. These techniques can be enhanced to generate
accurate models that incorporate the semantic data existing
in Geographic Information System (GIS) [13][14]. On the
other hand, municipalities often store several semantic data
regarding the urban features populating the territory in a GIS.
Procedural modeling of urban environments originates from
the use of L-Systems [15]. The limitations of this
mathematical tool led to the development of the CGA Shape
[16], a shape grammar capable of producing extensive
architectural models with high detail. The implementation of
the CGA Shape is integrated in the CityEngine framework.
The same limitation led to the development of Geospatial LSystems [17], an extension of parametric L-Systems which
incorporates spatial awareness. This approach combines the
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ability of data amplification provided by the L-Systems with
the geospatial awareness of GIS. Approach proposed in this
paper combines procedural modeling tools, Qualitative
Spatio-Temporal Representation and Reasoning framework
and modern laser scanning to provide methodology for
training and support for robotic USAR application.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
the use of QSTRR framework for purpose of semantic
modeling, Section III concentrates on procedural modeling
of urban environments, Section IV, V and VI describe data
processing and conceptualization, experiments conducted
are described in Section VII, finally Section VIII contains
conclusion and future work description.
II.

SEMANTIC MODEL OF USAR OPERATION

To model an USAR operation, the QSTRR is proposed.
The main element is an ontology. As a representation
vocabulary it is specialized to the domain of
physical/functional entities in real structured environment. It
allows to build a model of an environment using qualitative
spatio-temporal or quantitative (depends on the need)
representation. An ontology (O) is composed of several
entities: a set of concepts (C), a set of relations (R),a set of
axioms (A) (e.g., transitivity, reflexivity, symmetry of
relations), a concepts' hierarchy (CH), a relations' hierarchy
(RH), a set of spatio-temporal events (Est), what can be
formulated as following definition:
Ο = <C;R;A;CH;RH;Est>

(1)

A concept is defined as a primitive spatial entity described
by a shape (S) composed of polygons in 3D space
associated with a semantic label (SL). Ontology
distinguishes two different types of attributes that can be
assigned to a concept, quantitative (Aqn) and qualitative
(Aql). Four values of qualitative attribute (entity function)
are listed: real physical object, functional space, operational
space, range space. Functional, operational and range spaces
are related with spatial artifacts that describe the USAR
environment and robotic devices such as sensors and
actuators. Quantitative attributes are related with physical
properties of spatial entities and are as follows: location,
mass, center of mass, moment of inertia (how much
resistance there is to change the orientation about an axis),
material (friction, restitution). Therefore, the definition of
the concept (C) is formulated as:

C = <S;Aqn;Aql; SL>

(2)

The set of relations (R) is composed of quantitative and
qualitative spatial relations. For topological spatial relations
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where: O is an ontology and IBO is an instance base related
to ontology O. Ontology is known a-priori but instance base
is being updated during USAR operation. Semantic model is

Figure 1. The relations of RCC-8 calculus (conceptual neighborhood).
Figure 2. City model generated from municipal GIS

(qualitative) the Region Connected Calculus (RCC) is
proposed. RCC is a formalism for spatial reasoning that
takes regions of space (shapes) instead of points of classical
geometry as primitives. One particular prominent reasoning
system is a system of topological relations called RCC8(the
relations of RCC-8 calculus and conceptual neighborhood is
shown in Figure 1, therefore the ontology includes eight
different topological relations between two regions (in our
case shapes): disconnected (DC), externally connected (EC),
partial overlap (PO), equal (EQ), tangential proper part
(TPP) and its inverse (TPPi), non-tangential proper part
(NTPP) and its inverse (NTPPi).
Quantitative spatial relations are a way to constrain the
way entities move relative to each other. The ontology
defines the following constraints: origins locked, orientations
locked; origins locked, orientations free; free rotation around
one axis; sliding. Ontology provides a mechanism for
building world models that assume spatio-temporal relations
in different time intervals (in other words: world models that
can capture changes) for the representation of spatiotemporal knowledge used for spatiotemporal reasoning.
Chosen temporal representation takes temporal intervals as a
primitive, therefore ontology defines qualitative spatiotemporal events (Est) related with topological spatial
relations RCC-8:
onEnter (DC->EC->PO),
onLeave(PO->EC->DC),
onStartInside(PO->TPP->NTPP),
onStopInside(NTPP->TPP->PO).
These four qualitative spatio-temporal events can be used
to express most important spatio-temporal relations that can
be held between two concepts in different intervals of time.
To store the instances of ontology-based elements (defined
on the conceptual level) an instance base (IBO) is defined:

a core concept for support system. The projection of the
semantic model onto 3D space is defined as 3D semantic
map, and the projection of the semantic model onto 2D
space is defined as 2D semantic map. Semantic maps are
useful visualization tools for increasing the awareness of
search teams concerning the global operational picture of
the USAR scenario.
III. PROCEDURAL MODELING TOOLS FOR THE
GENERATION OF VIRTUAL URBAN ENVIRONMENTS

Procedural methods require that the user, capturing the
knowledge about the modeling process, introduces some
guidelines and rules. This is time consuming and can be
difficult to develop in a crisis situation. By taking advantage
of the semantic model for USAR operation this approach
uses generic production rules to amplify available data from
existing shapes or general information.
In this sense, some methods have already been
conceived, but as far as control is concerned, procedural
ways still lack powerful picking and manipulation facilities
to apply geometric operations. This motivates the
development of more advanced methodologies for such
control.
Based on PGCAD API [12], a solution for geometric
manipulation in procedural modeling tools that incorporates
spatial awareness and semantic control, it is possible to
achieve more powerful control over geometric entities based
on their properties and sequential application of modeling
operations, therefore allowing a greater, faster and more
intuitive approach for geometry generation. This is achieved
through its intuitive topological structure, which features a
set of properties, such as scope, spatial awareness and
semantic information. The modeling processes can be
O
O
O
O
IB = <I C ; I R ; I Esτ>
(3) massively applied to sets of shapes, yet act according to each
individual shape’s properties. This allows a more customized
where: IOC contains instances of concepts C, IOR contains
control, as well as successive tracking, which induce a
instances of relations R, IOEst contains instances of spatiogreater, faster and more intuitive approach for geometry
temporal events. Semantic model is defined as a pair:
generation.
SM =<O; IBO>
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IV.

REAL TIME 3D DATA PROCESSING

The goal of support system is to increase the awareness of
rescue team concerning a disaster sector. For this reason, a
data filtering and registration tool is developed [18]. Figures
3 and 4 demonstrate the computation of 3D clouds obtained
with a modern 3D laser scanner (each cloud contains 1,5
million
of
data
points).

Figure 5. The view of HMI for manual conceptualisation.

These labels correspond to the spatial regions in the 3D
scene will generate additional semantic concept in the
semantic model of global operational picture that is
distributed over USAR system.
VI.
Figure 3. The filtering of 2D cloud of points.

Figure 4. The registration of 3D cloud of points.

The computation time of filtering is on average 1,2 second,
the registration takes in average 2 minutes assuming
computational help of the ICP (Iterative Closest Point)
algorithm. It is important to emphasize that the proposed
approach can register up to 65million of points within 30
minutes.
V.

MANUAL CONCEPTUALISATION

The proposed support system provides the functionality
of manual conceptualization based on the registered 3D
cloud of points (Figure 5). Rescue team members will have
the possibility to assign semantic labels to the observed
objects.
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AUTOMATIC CONCEPTUALISATION

To decrease the cognitive load on rescue team members,
the proposed support and training system provides a
mechanism for automatic conceptualisation based on
artificial intelligence techniques. In its current form, the
system classifies each point into one of four classes: ground,
building, vegetation, unclassified. The assignment is made
by analysing normal vectors of points. The first step
concentrates on finding the post populous horizontal plane,
below the origin point of the scan. To achieve this, a
RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) [19] method is
used. After that, each point whose distance to the found plain
is lower then R is classified as ground. Those points are then
filtered out from the data 3D point cloud. Remaining points
are grouped into cells of 2x2 meters, in the horizontal plane.
They main assumption, on which classification between
vegetation and buildings is made is that buildings are mostly
regular plains, whereas trees and bushes are mostly irregular
group of points. Therefore, a cell that holds vegetation points
should have a roughly uniform distribution of directions of
normal vectors, and cell that holds building walls should
have most normal vectors pointing in one direction. Based
on that reasoning the cells are classified in two groups:
potential building or potential vegetation. The cell is
considered potential building if normal vectors of at least
half of the points in the cell point in roughly the same
direction. In such cell RANSAC algorithm is used to see if
such a plane can be found that at least half of the points in
the cell is in N-distance of it. If this condition is met, the cell
is classified as a building. Every cell that does not meet this
condition is added to the group of potential vegetation. The
vegetation hypothesis is checked by counting the dominant
direction of normal vectors of each point in the cell. If the
distribution of normal vectors directions is roughly uniform,
the cell is considered vegetation. The cells that do not meet
this condition are classified as unclassified. After initial
classification, every cell is checked, by comparing it with it’s
neighbors.
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Figure 6.

The view of HMI for the visualisation of automatic
conceptualisation.

The results of the algorithm are shown in Figure 6.
Classes of points are shown by color: green-ground, redbuilding, blue-vegetation, gray-unclassified. Computation
time for 15 million points cloud for this particular
experiment is 50s.
VII. EXPERIMENT
To proof the concept of qualitative reasoning used in
USAR with robots, we validate the methodology in the
environment shown in Figure 7. Each cell corresponds to a
10x10 meter rectangle. Therefore, the global operational
picture covers region of 200x200 meters. The semantic
model contains 3D shapes of the scanned real objects, robot
goals (starting point, middle goal, and destination goal),
robot path – rectangular prisms – 3D shapes between goals,
robot shape and artificial cameras (Figure 8). The projections
of the semantic model onto 3D and 2D spaces are shown in
Figures 9 and 10. These projections are defined as semantic
maps, which are to be visualized for rescue team members to
increase their awareness of global operational picture. The
qualitative reasoning capabilities for the given example can
be demonstrated using the following request-respond pairs.
Request: where is the robot?
Qualitative respond: robot is inside the path.
Quantitative respond: robot’s GPS(Global Positioning
System) coordinates.
When human operator will try to omit the path support
system will respond:
Qualitative respond: robot is going out of the path.
Quantitative respond: robot’s GPS coordinates.

Figure 7. Testing environment - the registetred 3D cloud of points.

Figure 8. Visualisation of the semantic model.

Figure 9. 2D semantic map of semantic model from Figure 7.
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[5]

[6]

[7]

Figure 10. 3D semantic map of semantic model from Figure 7. The view
point - range space of artificial camera.

Based on these simple examples it can be observed that
qualitative reasoning capabilities are very useful for rescue
team members because of its simple form. It is important to
simplify the use of advanced technologies which can help to
introduce new modules into the USAR community.

[8]

[9]

[10]

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a methodology for training and support for
Urban Search and Rescue with robots is shown. The
methodology integrates the QSTRR framework with USAR
tools for decreasing the cognitive load on human operators
working with sophisticated robotic platforms. The goal was
to develop software component for filtering and registering
3D data acquired with modern 3D laser scanner (providing
millions of points in a single 3D scan). Registered data is
manually or automatically conceptualized, providing a
semantic model associated with a global operational picture.
Through the modification of this semantic map, we can
model complex USAR scenarios, assuming the usage of the
robotic platforms.
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Abstract— E-Business Management and associated risk
mitigation of organizational resources have become a major
challenge for the organizations in light of increasingly global
and integrated digital economies. Our research focuses on
information security in e-Business management. We consider,
in particular, the domain of banking. The banking sector,
being highly regulated, poses plethora of challenges in terms of
compliance of organizational practices with regulatory
standards such as Basel III, CobiT 4.1 and ISO17799. An
automated compliance auditing solution to the existing manual
auditing is highly desirable from management’s standpoint due
to considerable savings in cost and time. In this paper, we
envisage a new paradigm where ontology based information
model is used in an automated compliance auditing
application. It performs compliance checking to verify if actual
banking practices are following information security standards
and whether discrepancies between security standards and
actual banking practices call for qualified, adverse, disclaimer
or piecemeal opinion by the information security auditor, while
investigating efficacy of information security standards
employed in banking domain.
Keywords-Information Security; Compliance Auditing; Risk
Management; Indian Banking Regulation .

I.

INTRODUCTION

Compliance Management (CM) is a business process
that concerns organizations of different magnitude and size.
It deals with the process of checking the organization
practices with the regulatory compliance policies and
business guidelines in an integrated and networked
environment. This process is a continuous and labour
intensive task that involves business and management’s
commitments, time and resources in demonstrating
organizational alignment, adherence and compliance to the
prevailing regulations and best practices (such as Sarbanes
Oxley [9] , HIPPA [12], Basel III [21], CobiT4.1 [20] ). The
importance of compliance is underscored from renowned
corporate frauds like Enron and WorldCom [23]. In this
paper, we are analyzing the application of ontology to
(semi) automate compliance auditing process (a process
which is till now completely manual). We try to address the
fundamental research question of how we may segregate the
compliance rules and regulations of a standard (CobiT4.1)
and organization practice (that of a bank X in India, which
is implementing CobiT4.1) into two different ontology
layers (source and target ontology, respectively) which may
facilitate automated compliance auditing. By comparing two
ontologies, performance evaluation of the organization vis-
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à-vis source regulations may be ascertained. Although here
we are applying our methodologies upon specific case of
application of CobiT4.1 in banking domain, the application
of the methodology is independent of any specific domain
or standard.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly
discusses GRC (Corporate Governance, Risk Management
and Compliance Auditing) while Section III undertakes
literature survey. Section IV briefly expounds
methodological framework of ontology based compliance
auditing, while Section V discusses the compliance
measurement in information security standards. Section VI
applies the framework for an Indian bank X, while Section
VII calculates the compliance metric for the bank X and
discusses various scenarios. The paper concludes with
Section VIII.
II. CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE,
RISK
MANAGEMENT AND COMPLIANCE AUDITING (grc)
In this section, we will be briefly discussing about
corporate governance, risk management and compliance
auditing related to banking sector.
A.

IT Governance and Regulatory Standards
IT governance is a part of overall corporate governance
process of any organization. Aligning Information
Technology with the strategic goals of the organization,
delivering promised value to the stakeholders, optimum
utilization of critical IT resources, undertaking risk
management and strict performance monitoring are some of
the cornerstone of IT governance. In this subsection, we
present two well-known regulations and standards.
1) BASEL III
Basel III, a brainchild of BCBS (Basel Committee of
Banking Supervision) [21], (which came into effect starting
January 1st, 2013) is equipped with twin legal instruments
namely: Directives and Regulations. The Directive contains
four cardinal principals, namely: (i) Increased Governance
(ii) Capital Buffer (iii) Increased Supervision and (iv)
Sanctions. The Regulation part contains five important
sections, namely: (i) Definition of Capital (ii) Credit Risk
from Counterparty (iii) Risk of Liquidity (iv) Single Rule
Book and (v) Leverage Ratio [21]. With these set of
stipulations, BCBS is trying to strengthen corporate
governance, enhance banks’ risk management capability,
transparency and disclosure [21].
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2) Control Objectives for Information and related
Technology (CobiT )
CobiT has been developed by the IT Governance
Institute and it provides reference framework for good IT
standards and practices. It is a tool that is used by the
Information Security auditors and practitioners alike. CobiT
includes a framework that responds to the management’s
need for adequate control and measurement of IT by
providing tools to standardize, assess and measure the
organization’s IT resource and capabilities vis-à-vis thirtyfour CobiT IT processes [20].
B. Risk Management in Indian Banking Sector
Over the last couple of decades, India has emerged as
one of the fastest growing economies in the world (average
7% GDP growth). India’s banking and financial institutions
have also experienced high growth rate (18% growth in
banking sector) [14]. Rapid stride in ICT (Information and
Communication Technology) has helped Indian banking
industry to metamorphose from a ledger driven manual
activity to a pervasive, fully networked and integrated CBS
(Core Banking Services) system. But the undeniable
consumer benefits are often offset by techno-procedural
complexities in risk management in B2C (Business-toConsumer) environment. It gives rise to multifarious frauds
of alarming proportions [14]. Hence appropriate controls
(policies, procedures, guidelines, processes etc. across
organizations) need to be implemented to contain the
menace.
C. Compliance Auditing (CA)
As evident from a recent Ernst & Young Global
Information Security Survey-2012 [18], stakeholders are
increasingly
concerned
over
frauds
endangering
confidentiality, integrity and security of the organization’s
information repository. Consequently, organizations are
encumbered with the task of synchronizing day to day
activities and procedures with a host of standards,
regulations and guidelines which are legally binding. CA or
Compliance Auditing (which is part and parcel of any
regulatory compliance process), formally states whether
mandatory controls and safeguards are employed and
function correctly. But, without automation, it becomes
difficult to manually correlate business practices with
conflicting statutory requirements and industry best
practices.
III.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In the banking sector, information asymmetry among
cooperative/competing agents is one of the root causes of
fraud. Anonymity of agents’ actions (in different physical
and digital channels and payment avenues) results in a state
of non-equilibrium of trust and controlling power among
interacting agents. Some of these agents try to exploit
lacunae in the banking process and technology. This chain
of events gives rise to the scope for fraud [16]. Deloitte’s
fraud survey on Indian Banking sector brings some of these
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disturbing trends into the open [14]. According to the survey
respondents, “lack of oversight by line managers and/or
deviations from existing process/controls” (73%), “current
business pressure to meet target” (50%), “difficult business
scenarios” (47%), and “lack of automated tools to identify
potential red flags” (37%), “collusion between internal
staffs and external agencies” (37%) are five major reasons
for fraud [14]. All these point to the cardinal importance of
automated Compliance Auditing (CA) solutions for
information security and mitigation of fraud.
Vendor/technology
specific
computer-assisted
compliance management solutions exist which address a
small subset of problems within compliance and primarily
focus on lower-level aspects of IT governance such as
configuration management, change management, patch
management and licensing management [8] [10].
In this paper, we utilized many concepts from diverse
fields e.g. fuzzy reasoning system [6] [7] [13] and ontology,
which are adopted from ontology engineering [1] [2] and
ontology learning [3]. These techniques, along with
linguistic tools [4], are used to (semi) automatically extract
a body of concepts, relationships and values from various
information sources (e.g. employee handbook) to form an
ontology. Fuzzy reasoning has also been applied in other
important domains such as law, healthcare and financial
engineering [5] [11] [13].
IV.

METHODOLOGY

Current research involving creation of ontology based
adaptive automated CA system belongs to the design science
[19]. Ontology, which is frequently referenced, is “an
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization of a
domain” [2] [11]. It is constructed to capture implicit,
explicit and commonsense-knowledge of a domain such that
the knowledge may be shared, accessed, reused and
consumed by autonomous computing agents. In this section,
we will show how ontology may be used to capture
compliance auditing process into reference and target
knowledgebase which facilitates organization’s performance
measurement during auditing.
A. Ontology of Information Security Concepts
The study will identify a set of notions, viewed as
important, in the context of information security. The notions
are then defined as concepts. For each concept, the intuitive
meaning is documented and the relationships between the
concepts are simultaneously derived. The concepts and the
relationships are then used to design the ontology. At the
same time, any additional attributes, required by the
ontological concepts, are categorized. In the next two subsections, we divide the conceptual framework in reference
and target ontologies.
B. Reference Ontology
Our application, namely construction of reference
ontology, is divided into the following three steps: (i)
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Domain Knowledge Modelling (ii) Application Logic
Modelling (iii) Application Logic Extension.
(i) Domain Knowledge Modeling: it can be formalized from
the following knowledge sources: Information Security
Standards and Best Practices (e.g. ISO17799 [17], CobiT4.1
[20]), Information Security Dictionaries (e.g. Glossary for
Information Security), Domain Experts Knowledge etc.
(ii) Application Logic Modelling: it can be extracted from
the following important knowledge sources: Compliance
Requirements from Information Security Standards,
Contractual Agreements with Stakeholders, Company
Policies (e.g. Employee Handbook) etc.
(iii) Application Logic Extension: it can be formalized from
the following knowledge sources: Past compliance results,
Business Impact Assessment (BIA), Analysis of financial
penalty due to non-compliance etc. Section V will elucidate
the entire approach while modelling PO9 of CobiT4.1 [20].
C. Target Ontology
Target knowledge base is the Corporate Memory of the
organization. It contains the facts and knowledge about the
organization. The knowledge can come from the following
sources: Document Management Systems (e.g. knowledge
and Meta data), File systems (e.g. instances of documents
stored in network drives), Employee Management System
(e.g., knowledge of organization entities) etc.
D. Compliance Rules and Metrics
In order to perform a compliance study, the agent
behaviours are to be captured and verified in a particular
scenario. Next, it is to be ascertained whether the
behavioural trace is consistent with the regulatory
requirements. Compliance measure is computed by first
converting the compliance rules, expressed in EC (Event
Calculus), into a set of high level language like Java. Each
node in the tree represents an event (primitive or abstract)
spread over an interval of time. Using temporal relations, an
event node is related to one or more nodes, at the primitive
level.
E. A Fuzzy Technique for Adaptive Compliance Auditing
In the ideal world, all compliance knowledge and facts
are properly captured and stored in an ontology. Thus,
machines can confidently reason and infer results based on
the precise and complete data. However, this is not the case
in the real world, where most of the data is imprecise,
incomplete and ambiguous in nature. To capture the
imprecision and uncertainty of the real-world knowledge, we
make use of Weighted Fuzzy Production Rules (WFPRs), as
a mechanism to represent our compliance requirements.We
try to mimic the real world scenario of an auditor( who is
adjusting and tolerating numerous imprecise or missing
compliance data), while (s)he is in the process of concluding
whether compliance is achieved or not for the organization.
We propose the use of fuzzy logic techniques to address the
inherit issues of vagueness and imprecise inferencing in
automatic Compliance Auditing[1] [7] [13].
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V. COMPLIANCE MEASUREMENT OF
INFORMATION SECURITY STANDARDS
In this section, we closely follow the methodology which
was envisaged while constructing reference ontology in
Section IV B. Here, we try to model a specific part of a
principal security standard viz. CobiT4.1. Implementation of
CobiT 4.1 has become mandatory in designing information
security in most of the banks in India.
Information, along with systems, networks, hardware,
software and supporting processes, are considered valuable
assets to any organization. Protection of vulnerable
information assets from wide range of threats, mitigation of
business risks, ensuring business continuity, maximizing
business opportunities etc. may be formally termed as
information security. Complete modelling of a particular
security standard like CobiT4.1 is beyond the scope of the
present paper. Hence, we would like to show the
methodology by rendering a part of the CobiT 4.1(Sec. PO9
of CobiT4.1 “Assess and Manage IT Risk”) into ontology
based semantic modeling.
a) PO9 from CobiT4.1 establishes an IT risk
management framework. It is followed by establishing
particular context in which risk assessment framework is
applied. Subsequently, specific risky events (events which
are capable of producing negative impacts) are identified.
Finally, risk response, maintenance and monitoring of risk
action plan are undertaken.
b) Recommendations from PO9 from CobiT4.1. are
expressed in the following steps:
 Deriving a semantic model (using ontologies from
the view point of compliance checking) for
information security standard. This model is derived
from control statements and auditor’s queries.
 Deriving semantic rules from control statements.
 Applying the rules in the ontology database for
checking consistency.
 Deriving strategies for handling partial, incomplete,
erroneous and fraudulent data in the ontology.
 Determining the relevance of each concept (using
fuzzy weights) for the computation of compliance.
 Computing the compliance measurement.
c) As robust risk management framework is an
essential ingredient of Cobit4.1 security regime, the auditor
may enquire from the company executives, whether
following actvities have been properly performed no not.
i. Performing risk assessment.
ii. Evaluating strategic/tactical/ business objectives.
iii. Identifying internal/external critical IT objectives.
iv. Identifying risk context (Environment, domain,
country, regulation, size, etc.).
v. Identifying events (business oriented, IT related).
vi. Assessing risk associated with each event (Record
& maintain risk registry, cost, benefit etc).
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vii. Identifying strategic risk associated with business
(Investment, funding, technology, domain etc.).
viii. Identifying tactical risk associated with business
(Project plans, implementation and other
operational issues).
ix. Selecting, identifying, calculating risk responses.
x. Prioritising controls for risk mitigation.
xi. Providing appropriate funding policies in place for
risk treatment.
xii. Maintaining a risk action plan.
xiii. Performing IT value management (Costs, benefits,
Strategy and Tactics).
In Fig. 1, CobiT risk management framework is
illustrated for our (partial) source ontology construction.
Now, let us critically examine the methodology for the first
question (whether or not the company on its part has
undertaken proper risk assessment). In Fig. 1, CobiT 4.1
risk management framework is expressed in event based
ontology representation. Each box in the Fig. 1 represents an
event. The thirteen questions mentioned above may be
enquired using structured query language. Here, the model
is being represented using Event Calculus (EC). It is a logic
formalism used for workflow analysis [22]. In a workflow
process represented by EC, there are four major types of
activities: (a) sequential activity (b) parallel activity (c)
conditional activity and (d) iterative activity [22].
While examining risk assessment in Fig. 1, we work in a
bottom-up manner. Setting up risk portfolio is preceded by
two sub events (a) identify IT tactical risk and (b) identify
IT strategic risk. This can be represented in Event Calculus
by AND-join of concurrent activities. The formulation is
shown below:
happens (end (set risk portfolio), T)
happens (end
((identify IT tactical risk), T1), happens (end ((identify IT
strategic risk), T2), T = max ( T1, T2)
(1)
In a similar manner, risk categorization process can only
start when the two sub-processes (setting up risk portfolio
and identifying risk trends and events) are over. It is also
represented in Event Calculus by AND-join of activities.
The Event Calculus formalism is shown below:
happens (end (categorize risk), T)
happens (end ((set
risk portfolio), T1), happens (end ((identify risk trends and
events), T2), T=max (T1, T2)
(2)
Selecting risk commences sequentially after risk
categorization is over and it is represented as:
happens (start (select risk), T)
happens (end (categorize
risk), T)
(3)
Establishing risk context is composed of three sub
processes (identifying external and internal context of each
risk assessment, selecting risk criteria and selecting goals of
risk assessment). These sub processes are also interlinked
among themselves. Event Calculus formalism of AND-join
activities is shown below:
happens (end (establish risk context), T)
happens (end
((identify internal/external context of each risk assessment),
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T1), happens (end ((select risk criteria), T2), happens (end
((select goals of risk assessment), T3), T=max (T1, T2, T3)
(4)
And, finally, risk assessment is complete after its subprocesses viz. selecting critical IT objectives, establish risk
context and selecting risk are complete.
happens (end (assessing risk), T)
happens (end ((select
critical IT objectives), T1), happens (end ((establish risk
context), T2), happens (end ((selecting risk), T3), T=max
(T1, T2, T3)
(5)

Figure 1. CobiT risk management framework (partial
source ontology)
Now, we discuss the same question, (i.e. risk
assessment) in a top down manner, in finer detail. We
closely examine each of the events in Fig. 1. We try to
understand five processes: (i) temporal and causal
relationship between events (ii) resource consumption by
each event (iii) agents’ relationship for each event (iv) the
agents’ organization associated with each event and (v)
objectives of each event. The risk assessment event is
composed of three sub events: (a) selecting critical IT
objectives (b) establishing risk context and (c) selecting risk.
The sub-goals coming in the form of attributes, value and
relationship tuple are associated with each event (i)
achieving business and IT alignment, priority matching and
integration of purposes (ii) assessing business requirement
in line with particular enterprise requirement, government
regulations, relevant laws and contracts (iii) assessing
capabilities and setting of performance metrics in terms of
IT’s contribution to organizations’ goals, objectives,
functionality, scalability etc. (iv) setting up of IT strategic
and tactical plans (v) performing IT portfolio management
by analyzing program portfolios, project and service
portfolios (vi) performing IT value management by
calculating project costs, benefits, strategy and tactics.
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Next, we consider establishing risk context event which
is subdivided into three sub-events, namely: identifying
internal/external context of each risk assessment, selecting
risk criteria and selecting goals of risk assessment. Internal
and external risk context is dependent on specific
environment like industry, domain, area, country, rules,
regulations, best practices, financial health etc. Selecting
risk criteria determines organization’s risk tolerance.
Selecting goals of risk assessment emphasizes that risk
mitigation strategies are encoded within organization
culture.
IT strategic risks are concerned with interaction of
related stakeholders, strategic matching between IT goals
and enterprise vision, investment opportunities, budget and
funding, technology maturity etc. The tactical risks are
concerned with IT-enabled program investments, IT
initiatives in different projects, resource requirements etc.
Finally identification of historical risk-trends and events are
concerned with setting up of archives of historical cases (it
records system failures, that seriously compromised
performance).
VI.

RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK OF A
BANK X

Figure 2. Risk management framework of Bank X
(partial target ontology )
In this section, construction of target ontology is
envisaged as per guidelines in Section IV C. As per our case
study, we are surveying a bank X in India. The bank X has
over 1500 branches and offices and is having a total business
turnover of more than $20 billion. Presently, bank X is
having a three-tier organizational set-up (consisting of the
head office, over 25 regional offices and the branches).
Operations of all the branches have been computerized with
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ATMs and EFTS (Electronic Fund Transfer System). Risk
management framework of the bank X closely follows risk
governance framework of Cobit4.1.
The risk management process begins with risk
appetite, risk tolerance level and risk exposure of the bank
X. Identifying risk, analyzing, evaluating and ranking risk
processes, controlling, monitoring and articulating risk
impact on information and electronic assets will comprise
risk governance of the bank. It is achieved by conducting
the following exercises:
(a) Performing bank X’s enterprise risk assessment.
(b) Evaluating IT risk tolerance threshold.
(c) Approving IT risk tolerance.
(d) Aligning IT risk policy with bank X’s overall risk
policy.
(e) Promoting IT risk consciousness/awareness culture
among stakeholders.
(f) Useful communication of IT risk.
(g) Approving/accepting IT risk analysis.
(h) Enriching strategic decision making process using IT
risk analysis.
(i) Prioritizing IT risk response activities.
Risk register or more popularly “risk log” is used for three
specific purposes.
(a) Storing important data for accumulating, identifying,
analysing, managing and reporting IT specific risk.
(b) As part of risk profile maintenance, an up to date
inventory of known risk related events and the
attributes (disposition, probable impact and expected
frequency of occurrence) of IT resources are formed.
(c) Preparation of decision support system (with respect to
risk management framework) is composed of defining /
estimating IT risk and identifying risk response options.
Categorization of various sources of risk, is of paramount
importance in bank X’s risk governance framework.
(a) Board approved policy, procedure, guidelines.
(b) Digital signature and evidence (which is taken as legal
proof) may be the source of fraud/malpractice.
(c) Suppliers/contractors are possible sources of risk.
(d) Adherence to stipulated privacy requirements of
customer(s), where the bank is delivering various
products/services through electronic banking channels
(here the jurisdiction is domain and country specific).
(e) Granting authorization on need based requirements.
(f) Monitoring persons with elevated access privilege.
(g) Appropriate job profiling.
(h) Evaluating vendors/outsourced services providers
(comprehensive due diligence procedures, monitoring
performance, managing service-level agreements).
(i) Operational risk related to e-banking and outsourcing.
(j) Elimination/restriction on manual intervention for back
up, update and data transfer.
(k) Proper authorization of data in foreign banks having
access to bank X’s data.
(l) Compliance with regulatory, statutory and contractual
obligations on the deployment of Information Systems.
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Depending on risk appetite of the bank and its
impact/significance to the business, bank X management
may take recourse to any of the following five actions:
(a) Ignoring risk (reject risk, if its impact is lower than the
risk threshold).
(b) Avoiding risk (eliminate risk by removing causes).
(c) Transferring risk (deflect/ allocate/share risk with
partners, insurance companies etc.).
(d) Accepting risk (formal acknowledgement of existence
of risk and proper redress).
(e) Mitigating risk (reduce risk by defining, implementing
and monitoring suitable procedures and safeguards).
While mitigating risk, management may choose to either
use appropriate controls or reduce risk at acceptable level
by using one or many of the following safeguards:
(a) Detailed inventory control of information and asset.
(b) Classification of new employees according to risk
profile, priority and experience.
(c) Suitable physical and environmental control.
(d) Monitoring operational alignment with risk tolerance.
(e) Awareness training program for employees.
(f) Setting up robust incidence management process.
(g) Preparation of detailed audit trail.
(h) Providing data security measures like cryptography.
(i) Optimizing system security.
(j) Checking critical functions (finance, regulation, legal).
(k) Optimizing response to risk exposure.
(l) Implementing control for malware protection.
(m) Robust network protection strategy.
(n) Strong control for remote computing.
Communication of risk related issues to appropriate forum
involves articulation and reaction to risky events.
(a) IT related loopholes are to be communicated in timely
fashion to right forum at right time for right response.
(b) Immediate gain/loss/opportunities from IT related
events are to be exploited.
(c) Communicating IT risk analysis result.
(d) Reporting risk management activities and compliances.
(e) Independent IT assessments are to be interpreted.
(f) Identifying IT related opportunities.
(g) Intimating/maintaining incident response plan.
Monitoring IT risk management ensures optimizing &
integrating day to day operations with overall IT risk
strategy and business decisions.
(a) Fixing personal or individual accountability for IT risk
management.
(b) Harmonizing business & IT risk strategy.
(c) Integrating IT risk practices to enterprise risk practice.
(d) Risk based transaction monitoring surveillance process
should be kept in place.
(e) Optimizing resource allocation for IT risk management
(f) Independent risk assurance for IT risk management.
(g) A suitable framework for Business Continuity
Management may be implemented.
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VII. CALCULATING COMPLIANCE METRIC
In this section, we will show how risk assessment metric
can be calculated for CobiT (Fig. 3) to arrive at the
compliance measurement. In this tree structure, each node
represents weight wi which measures relative contribution of
each event to the overall event assessing risk. Now, specific
weight distribution is beyond the scope of this paper, but
nominally they are proportional to fraction of total manhour an auditor spends in auditing each task. It is arrived
after extensive consultation with a number of information
system auditors who are engaged in calculating relative
weight distribution in risk management of an enterprise
undergoing Information Security Compliance. One auditor,
while checking for an organization claiming to be CobiT
compliant, may first want to verify whether identification of
strategic and tactical risk to be .2 and .05, respectively
making risk portfolio to be .25 out of .35. The auditor may
also give historical risk trends and events to be .1 making
categorizing risk to be .35 out of possible .5. The auditor
also gives identification of internal/external context of risk
assessment a value equal to .15 out of .2.

Figure 3. Assessing Risk (CobiT 4.1)
Selecting risk criteria to be .05 and goals of risk
assessment to be .01 makes establishing risk context to be
.21 out of possible .3 . The auditor also selects critical IT
objectives to be .15 out of .2. It makes assessing risk to be
.71 (.35+.21+.15). Normally, it passes for unqualified
opinion from the auditor. In this case, some most critical
observation regarding weight distribution and corresponding
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evaluation by the auditor may not be out of place. Primarily,
two most important cases arise as follows:
(a) Perfect Organization: here, the auditor is satisfied about
the procedures followed and data maintained in the
organization’s database and opine that the organization is
following the regulation, and gives an unqualified opinion.
(b) Imperfect Organization: here, the data and procedure
maintained by organization leaves much to be desired as
per auditing standard. Following sub-cases may arise:
(i) Qualified opinion: the auditor gives an opinion on the
organization performance and up-keeping of data and
records and methodology used in auditing process ( subject
to certain reservations).
(ii) Adverse (Negative) opinion: the auditor determines that
he does not agree with the affirmations to be made by the
respective organization. Based upon the material facts he
may give an adverse opinion on the conduct of the business,
resulting in legal, financial problems for the organization.
(iii) Disclaimer of opinions: when an auditor fails to obtain
sufficient appropriate audit evidence to warrant an
expression of opinion either on the conduct or on the
procedure of the business, the auditor may make a
disclaimer of opinion on the said organization.
(iv)Piecemeal opinion: such an opinion may be given in
case when the auditor concludes that he is hereby unable to
give an overall opinion on the statements and procedure of
the organization but he can express an opinion limited to
certain portion of the audit report of the organization.
In our example, the auditor may give unqualified
opinion as the bank compliance touches 71%.
VIII.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed an ontology based model for
a particular standard (Cobit4.1) in information security
domain in Indian banking sector. We will conclude by
briefly stating some limitations of our work. While
calculating compliance, proper attention was not paid about
organization (bank) groupings, culture and size. Due to
space constraints, designing architecture of agents
performing compliance auditing as well as real life cases
involving missing/incomplete/ambiguous data could not be
undertaken. For future direction of our research,
completeness, redundancy and consistency of analysis of
information security model may be undertaken in a formal
manner and the comparative studies between different
security standards may be investigated in multiple domains.
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Abstract—Many-core architecture is becoming an attractive
design choice in high-end embedded systems design. There are,
however, many important design issues, and load balancing is
one of them. In this work, we take the approach of diffusive
load balancing which enables autonomic load distribution in
many-core systems. We modify the existing scheme by adding
the concept of simulated annealing for more effective load
distribution. The modified scheme is also capable of managing
a situation of non-uniform granularity of task loading, which
the existing ones cannot. As experiments, we tried various
existing schemes as well as the proposed one to map a synthetic
application with 30 threads on a many-core architecture with
21 cores and 4 memory tiles. The experiments show that
the modified scheme gives results better than the existing
approaches.
Keywords-diffusive load balancing; simulated annealing.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The rapid increase of semiconductor density has enabled
today’s high-performance embedded systems to have manycore architecture. However, to utilize maximally the ability
of the system, it is very important to map parallel threads
properly onto the many-core architecture. There have been
numerous studies on this topic, which can be classified
into two types: design-time solution and run-time solutions.
Design-time solutions determine the mapping during design
steps and use the result as a static thread mapping during
run time [1]. The major advantage is to remove the overhead
of transient thread migration and mapping calculation which
run-time counterparts suffer from. The main limitations of
design-time solutions are (1) the scalability problem in
exploring the entire design space due to the exponential
complexity of the mapping problem with respect to the number of parallel threads and (2) lack of adaptivity to changing application behavior. In run-time solutions, known as
dynamic load balancing, decentralized methods are favored
since centralized ones suffer from the scalability problem
(e.g., in gathering global load information and mapping
calculation). Our work is based on diffusive load balancing
[2][3], which is one of representative decentralized methods
for load balancing. Decentralized methods, however, can
result in globally gradual load imbalance, which forbids
diffusive load balancing to achieve perfect load balancing.
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Our idea is to borrow the concept of simulated annealing [4]
which has a good characteristic to escape local optimum.
When the diffusive load balancing scheme suffers from
globally gradual load imbalance, allowing thread migration
from under-loaded core to over- loaded core with some
probability helps proceed toward the perfect load balancing.
The load balancing problem gets more complicated when
the loadings of threads are not uniform. Whereas existing
diffusive load balancing schemes have little capability to
manage such multi-threaded applications, our modified approach can effectively handle the situation. The remainder of
this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related
work and Section III introduces diffusive load balancing in
terms of negotiation process. Section IV presents our idea
using the concept of simulated annealing. Section V gives
experimental results and Section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Dynamic load balancing policies are classified into direct
and iterative ones. Direct load balancing maps threads onto
cores in one step [5][6]. Iterative load balancing maps
threads incrementally onto cores by migrating threads to
neighbor cores and by repeating the migration steps until
equilibrium is reached [2][3][7][8][9]. Direct load balancing methods remove redundant neighbor-to-neighbor thread
migrations which iterative methods suffer from. However,
direct methods have a significant limitation of high overhead
in gathering global information (via core to core communication to exchange load information) and calculating
thread mapping based on the global information (running a
bin packing algorithm during run time). Iterative methods
determine load balancing decisions mostly based on local
load information. Thus, the overhead of mapping decision
is low. However, the quality of mapping is limited due
to the lack of global information and thread migration
overhead as explained before. In our work, we aim to
obtain perfect or close to perfect load balancing with only
local information by adopting the concept of simulated
annealing. The approach proposed in [10] also uses the
concept of simulated annealing to tackle the diffusive load
balancing problem to obtain better load balancing. In this
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work, we implement the approach more elaborately and
demonstrate its effectiveness by comparing it with various
existing diffusive load balancing approaches. In addition,
we extend the approach to the case of non-uniform thread
loading applications.
III. RUN - TIME D IFFUSIVE L OAD BALANCING
A. Negotiation
Diffusive load balancing tackles load balancing problem
by mimicking the physical phenomenon of diffusion. The
diffusion forces a system towards a stable (minimum- energy) state with homogeneous distribution (of density of
molecules, pressure, etc.). It achieves this by displacing
physical objects (mostly, molecules in nature) along the
direction of decreasing energy obtained by comparing local
states (e.g., local level of concentration or pressure) in a decentralized manner. Diffusive load balancing tries to achieve
balanced load distribution in the same way as diffusion in nature. In diffusive load balancing, a thread scheduler running
on each core takes a policy of load balancing that is similar
to physical laws applied to diffusion. Each core performs
load balancing autonomously in a fully decentralized manner
as in nature by utilizing only local load information. That is,
each core tries to balance the load distribution in a local area.
The collective efforts of each core’s load balancing force the
global load distribution towards the homogeneous state, i.e.,
equal load distribution. Each core identifies the state of its
load (under-loaded, balanced, or over-loaded) by comparing
its own load and that of its neighbors (i.e., local information).
If its load state is not balanced, it tries to make it balanced
by negotiating with its neighbors on load redistribution, i.e.,
thread migration. Negotiation is the process to determine,
if any, sender and receiver cores to migrate threads. The
coverage of neighborhood in negotiation called negotiation
coverage (i.e., participants in the negotiation) is one of
the most important parameters since it affects the quality
of diffusive methods. The case of involving only direct
neighbor cores may suffer from lack of global knowledge
while too wide a coverage may cause inefficiency due to
the increased overhead of load information collection and
negotiation. There are four types of negotiation coverage
proposed previously: direct neighborhood (DN), average extended neighborhood (AN-d), direct neighborhood repeated
(DNR) [2] and direct neighborhood with distorted load
information (DND) [3]. In DN, each negotiation covers only
two direct neighbor cores. One core initiates the negotiation
if it detects load imbalance when comparing its load with
that of the other core. Then the initiating core asks the other
to balance the load by sending (receiving) thread(s) to (from)
the other. The other does not accept the request when the
migration reverse the sender/receiver roles of the two cores
since, if accepted, it will cause the ping-pong situation where
the two cores will continue to exchange the same thread in
a ping-pong manner. In AN-d, given a center core, its d-hop
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Figure 1.

An illustration of diffusive load balancing

neighbor cores participate in the negotiation. Note that as the
negotiation coverage increases, the overhead of negotiation
increases, so we only consider only 1-hop, i.e., we are only
concerned about AN-1(AN) scheme. DNR allows cores to
forward a thread from one direct neighbor core to another if
there is load difference between them, and DND is the same
as DN except that each core gives distorted load information
to consider the neighbors’ load status.
B. Motivational Example
Fig. 1 shows an example of load distribution obtained by
applying the diffusive load balancing to a multi-threaded
application on a 21 core architecture. In the figure, a
rectangle represents a tile with a core or a memory. The
memory tile is annotated with ’M’. The followings are our
assumptions in the example.
• The multi-threaded application with 20 threads has 21
core tiles and four memory tiles.
• Any existing scheme including DN, AN, DNR, or
DND can be used as the negotiation coverage and the
minimum thread load is ’1’
• Each thread utilizes one target memory and each memory is utilized by three distinct threads.
• In Fig.1(a), we assume that the entire thread set consisting of 20 threads is initially mapped on a core at
(2,2) when the simulation starts ((0, 0) indicates the tile
at the upper left corner and (0, 4) indicates the one at
the upper right corner).
The threads are mapped onto shaded core tiles in the
figure. The number on each shaded core tile represents its
load level. Fig. 1(b)-(f) show the results of diffusion rounds.
Note that the diffusion rounds require a large number of
intermediate neighbor-to-neighbors thread migrations. Consider the transition from Fig. 1(e) to (f). The core at (2, 2)
is over-loaded since its load level is higher than the global
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Figure 3.

Figure 2.

Gradual load imbalance

average load level. On the other hand, the core at (0, 1)
and (4, 3) is under-loaded. In the diffusive load balancing
with DN as the negotiation coverage, the transition from Fig.
1(e) to (f) cannot take place because any trial to balance
the local load with the core at (2, 2) will only change the
role of sender and receiver and because the over-loaded core
does not know which core is the right receiver due to the
lack of global knowledge about under-loaded cores. This is
a globally gradual load imbalance problem and unless we
have some smart scheme, the transition from Fig. 1(e) to (f)
cannot happen. This will be discussed in the next section in
more detail.
In terms of performance, global load imbalance can cause
significant degradation of the overall system performance.
For instance, when a mapping similar to Fig. 1(e) continues,
the maximum load ’2’ determines the total execution time
which is 50% longer than the case of ideal load balancing
where the maximum load of the 12 cores is ’1’.
IV. U SING S IMULATED A NNEALING
A. Globally Gradual Load Imbalance
Diffusive load balancing, when implemented, has a major
limitation that it lacks global knowledge. It prevents diffusive load balancing from achieving perfect load balancing.
Diffusion of threads, i.e., thread migration is intrinsically
based on local load information. Thus, there can be globally
gradual load imbalance, since it is difficult to be captured by
local information as our motivational example shows in Fig.
2. Even though every adjacent pair of two cores is balanced,
global load difference is 4. Sharing global load information
among cores could resolve the problem. However, it incurs
prohibitively high overhead in continuously collecting the
global information from the large number of cores. Thus,
the real implementation of diffusive load balancing can fail
to achieve perfect load balancing due to the lack of global
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Simulated annealing-based diffusive load balancing

knowledge. It is like a situation that the global optimum
cannot be obtained because the solution is not able to
escape a local optimum in typical optimization problems.
In order to get the global optimum, it is quite effective to
exploit metaheuristics such as genetic algorithm, ant-colony
optimization, tabu search, and simulated annealing.
B. Uniform Load Granularity
Because diffusive load balancing is executed in run-time,
applying metaheuristics with huge overhead is not feasible.
We accordingly borrow only the concept of simulated annealing, which includes cooling schedule and probability of
accepting moves, and so on. The approach in [9] also adopts
the concept of simulated annealing for load balancing.
However, it does not have the concept of cooling schedule,
which will make it difficult to converge to an optimal state.
Moreover, there is no experiment given to show the effect of
adopting the simulated annealing approach. In the proposed
simulated annealing-based diffusive load balancing (SADLB) approach, each core performs load balancing based
on DN negotiation scheme. The distinguished element of
SA-DLB, however, is that an under-loaded core can migrate
its threads to an over-loaded one in accordance with a
calculated probability, whereas the previous works such as
DN, AN, DNR, and DND, etc. do not admit it as shown in
Fig. 3. To do so, each core maintains a temperature value
internally by lowering the value with a given period. The
higher the temperature is, it is more likely for threads to be
migrated from the under-loaded core to the over-loaded core,
and as the temperature falls down, that kind of migration is
observed less frequently. Therefore, the effect of escaping
from a local optimum can be seen in the global view, which
means there is a good chance of better load balancing. When
the statistics of the application loading is constant in time
(e.g., the number of threads and the loading of each thread
can be modeled as ergodic processes), SA-DLB outperforms
other schemes, which has been confirmed by the experiment
presented in Section V. A detailed description is shown
in Algorithm 1. First, initialize the Temperature value, the
most important parameter in simulated annealing. Then, we
determine which core will be a sender or receiver. Either an
over-loaded core or an under-loaded core can be a sender,
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Algorithm 1 SA-based Migration (Uniform Load Granularity)
t←0
initialize T //T emperature
repeat
r ← random(0 or 1)
if r = 0 then
set over-loaded core as a sender
and under-loaded core as receiver
else if r = 1 then
set under-loaded core as a sender
and under-loaded core as receiver
end if
load gapcurrent ← loadsender − loadreceiver
n ← random(0 . . . loadsender )
for i = 0 to n do
loadsender ← loadsender − 1
loadreceiver ← loadreceiver + 1
end for
load gapnew ← loadsender − loadreceiver
gain ← |load gapcurrent | − |load gapnew |
if gain ≥ 0 then
commit migration
else
|load gapcurrent |−|load gapnew |
kT
if random[0, 1) < e
then
commit migration
end if
end if
T ← g(T, t)
t←t+1
until (halting-criterion)

and the other is set to be a receiver. A sender core generates a
random number at most its number of threads. For example,
a sender that has three threads can generate 0, 1, 2, or 3.
Then the sender calculates the load gap betweet the sender
and the receiver that will be obtained after migrating threads
as many as the generated random number. The computed
load gap is used to determine whether the probabilistic move
will be accepted or not. This process is done iteratively
with the temperature value decreasing. In our environment,
the temperature value is decreased by 10% at every step
of iteration as described with g(T,t) in Algorithm 1. The
halting-criterion is satisfied when the temperature reaches
10% of the initial value.
C. Non-uniform Load Granularity
As explained in previous subsection, in the SA-DLB
method, it is assumed that every thread has the same load
size, which is also assumed in the previous approaches such
as DN, AN, DND, and DNR. Therefore, the load of each
core is calculated as the number of threads assigned to that
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Figure 4.

Move generation for non-uniform load situation

core. In this case, any thread can be migrated and it is
easy to determine how much loads are to be migrated. For
example, to migrate load of amount 10 to a receiver core, the
sender core can just send 10 threads. However, the problem
becomes more complicated when the application has threads
with various kinds of load quantity, i.e., non-uniform load
granularity. Because the number of threads does not mean
the quantity of load of a core, it is no longer simple to
determine how many threads are to be migrated. This implies
that it is no more suitable to apply the existing methods such
as DN, etc. If we apply SA-DLB, however, we can easily
determine which threads are to be migrated and how much
load is sent to the target core. Fig. 4 shows the example of
move generation of SA-DLB in the situation of non-uniform
load granularity. Each white rectangle represents a processor
core and each circle represents a thread assigned to the core.
Each thread is annotated with its load value and this value
is also used as the identifier of the thread (threads with the
same load value do not need to be distinguished). In the
upper left pair of Fig. 4, one core has six threads with 21
load and the other core has three threads with 7 load. If
the DN method is applied to balance the two cores, the left
core could send 7 loads to the right one, which makes both
cores have the same load, i.e. 14. However, it is not easy
to select appropriate threads, so achieving load balance in
the global view would be much difficult. Before applying
SA-DLB, we assume that the over-loaded core manages
the process of load balancing between two cores. We call
the managing core a ’controller’. The controller generates
random one-bit binary numbers as many as its number of
threads. If the generated random numbers are ’011001’ as
in the lower left case of Fig. 4, the threads ’2’,’3’, and
’6’, which correspond to ’1’, are regarded as candidates
to migrate. If these three threads are moved to the right
core, the cores will have 10 and 18 load respectively, and
this makes the load difference of the two cores 8, which is
smaller than the original gap, 14. In this case, the migration
is accepted because the load gap is decreased, implying that
the degree of imbalance between two cores is decreased. If
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Algorithm 2 SA-based Migration (Non-Uniform Load
Granularity)
t←0
initialize T //T emperature
repeat
r ← random(0 or 1)
if r = 0 then
set over-loaded core as a sender
and under-loaded core as receiver
else if r = 1 then
set under-loaded core as a sender
and under-loaded core as receiver
end if
load gapcurrent ← loadsender − loadreceiver
for i = 0 to number of sender threads do
rand ← random(0 or 1)
if rand = 1 then
loadsender ← loadsender − loadi
loadreceiver ← loadreceiver + loadi
end if
end for
load gapnew ← loadsender − loadreceiver
gain ← |load gapcurrent | − |load gapnew |
if gain ≥ 0 then
commit migration
else
|load gapcurrent |−|load gapnew |
kT
if random[0, 1) < e
then
commit migration
end if
end if
T ← g(T, t)
t←t+1
until (halting-criterion)

the generated random numbers are ’011101’ as in the case
of lower right in Fig. 4, the resulting gap between the cores
is 18 which is bigger than the original value. Even though
the imbalance becomes worse, the migration for ’011101’ is
not discarded immediately. Instead, the migration could be
accepted with some probability which is shown in Algorithm
2 in detail. For convenience, we call the algorithm a SADLB-NU.
V. E XPERIMENTS
A. Target Many-Core Architecture
The target many-core architecture consists of 21
ARM946ES core tiles, 4 SRAM memory tiles and 5x5 mesh
NoC as shown in Fig.1. The NoC performs XY and wormhole routing without virtual channel. The NoC router has five
ports (one for the local NI, and the other four for neighboring
routers). A flit has 8 bytes and a packet has 1 9 flits. The
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Figure 5.

Figure 6.

Simulation Results

Peak load and standard deviation

NI has a buffer for two packets for pipelined operation. We
designed the entire system with a commercial transaction
level simulation environment, Carbon SoC Designer [11].
B. Experimental Results
Fig. 5 shows the results of load distribution obtained by
applying the diffusive load balancing to a multi-threaded application on a 21 core architecture (memory tiles are placed
at locations different from those in Fig. 1 to see the effects
more clearly but the results are not much different). Each
white rectangle represents a processor core. The memory tile
is annotated with ’M’.
We start with an entire thread set consisting of 30 threads
initially mapped on a core at (2, 2) as shown in Fig. 5(a).
Simulation results of previous approaches including DN,
AN, DND, and DNR are shown in Fig. 5(b)-(e), respectively,
together with that of the proposed SA-DLB in Fig. 5(f). In
the result of DN, AN, and DNR, threads are well distributed
in the sense that for every pair of two neighboring cores
the load difference is less than or equal to one. However,
we can easily observe global imbalance; in DN scheme,
the core at (3, 4) has three threads while cores at (0, 1),
(0, 2), and (0, 3) have no thread. Moreover, in the DND
scheme, cores at (2, 2) and (1, 2) have a gap of 2. On the
other hand, SA-DLB can distribute the thread perfectly as
shown in Fig. 5(f). In Fig. 6, the peak value and standard
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parallel threads more evenly than by using existing negotiation techniques. Our new negotiation scheme can manage
the situation of a multi-threaded applications with various
thread load granularity. Future work will include making
our approach applicable to applications with communicating
threads. In addition to the communication of threads, we
believe that SA-DLB can also be used for balancing load of
applications with dynamically varying statistics.
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Abstract— Ontologies are used as models to represent the
semantics of the underlying data. The increasing amount of
semantic data brings along important technical challenges for
development and maintenance of domain ontologies. Our
approach aims to provide the ontologies with capacity to evolve
through the follow characteristics: (1) have a direct connection
with the real world; (2) be able to execute actions in response
to external stimuli; (3) execute actions faster than the human
response. In other words, a system with proactive behavior
must detect symptoms and must be able to handle such
situations without human supervision. The paper describes the
governmental knowledge base constructed from Brazilian laws
and how it is linked and managed by domain ontologies
through the autonomic computing paradigm to implement the
proactive behavior. The autonomic characteristics were
obtained through architecture that treats ontologies as
knowledge that requires a management system to monitor
known symptoms and execute specified actions on undesirable
scenarios. The existing ontologies in the SIOP-LEGIS [3]
repository are currently monitored for symptoms presented in
this paper and it reached the ability to recommend actions for
domain ontologies´ evolution. We envision the autonomic
architecture will be able to take actions regarding Service
Level Agreement (SLA) and improve the human/system
interaction.
Keywords-Knowledge
Computing; Ontologies.
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INTRODUCTION

According to F.C. Albuquerque et al. [1], Open
Government Data integration is possible at a global level
promoting the use of standard RDF vocabularies. During the
triplification process, adequate tools are thus necessary to
help users map local concepts to existing RDF vocabularies,
in use by other datasets in the Linked Open Data (LOD)
Cloud.
A.G. Silva et al. [8] tackles that classification schemes,
such as thesauri or taxonomies, are generally created and
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maintained by controlled user groups. Furthermore, several
methods have recently been proposed for managing
ontologies and knowledge bases. However, as described
below, they act on specific activities of ontology
engineering.
In our work, the main source for the government
knowledge base is the Federal Official Gazette, which is a
PDF document and contains legislation, jurisprudence and
administrative actions [3]. Published by Authority since
1808, today’s Brazilian Gazette is the Brazilian
Government’s Official Journal. It was set up to provide King
John with news while he and his court were in Brazil
publishing Decree, Laws, Program and Internal Rules. With
a new edition every day, today’s Brazilian Gazette contains a
huge amount of information and statutory notices about
decisions and changes at a local and national level. The
Brazilian Gazette is a natural candidate for the Government
to semantically enable the reuse potential of the information
it contains.
F. Bugiotti et al. [5] assert that the amount of available
RDF data sources on the Web increases rapidly and, there is
a constant need for scalable RDF data management tools.
Our proposal includes the assessment phase and applies
its contribution within knowledge bases that use domain
ontologies as semantic resources.
In this paper, autonomic ontologies are the domain
ontologies that adhere to a set of active rules that deal with
the actions on the configuration, healing, protection and
optimization of the ontology.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, we first define the concepts used in our research. Section 3
describes the related works. Section 4 analyzes the main
requirements and Section 5 describes the project for an
autonomic system in the context of domain ontologies. In
Section 6, we describe a case study of ontologies evolution
and management. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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II.

CONCEPTS AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES

E.R. Sacramento et al. [13] define and relate ontology,
knowledge base and data sources such as used within this
research:
(a) An ontology is a pair O=(V,S) such that
(i) V is a finite alphabet, the vocabulary of O,
whose atomic concepts and atomic roles are called the
classes and properties of O, respectively, and
(ii) S is a finite set of inclusions in V, the
constraints of O. The constraints (or Axioms) capture the
semantics of the terms.
(b) A knowledge base is a triple KB=(V,S,A) such that
(i) (V,S) is an ontology, and
(ii) A is a finite set of assertions in V.
(c) A data source is a pair DS=(V,A) such that
(i) V is a finite alphabet, and
(ii) A is a finite set of assertions in V.
Similarly, RDF (Resource Description Framework) [17]
is a triple subject-property-object, usually described as P (S,
O), where a given subject S has a property P that assumes the
value O. E.R. Sacramento et al. [13] define Linked Data as a
set of best practices for publishing and connecting structured
data on the Web [18]. From the user’s perspective, the main
goal of Linked Data is the provision of integrated access to
data from a wide range of distributed and heterogeneous data
sources [19].
According to F.C. Albuquerque et al. [1], a reactive
application advocates a paradigm shifting from humancentered to human-supervised computation. In their
perspective, a proactive system must: (1) have a direct
connection with the real world; (2) be able to execute actions
in response to external stimuli; (3) execute actions faster than
the human response. In other words, a system with proactive
behavior must detect symptoms and must be able to handle
such situations without human supervision. For this, R.
Calhau et al. [6] apply technical and administrative
procedures for developing, producing and supporting the life
cycle of a product to control product evolution.
III.

Their approach takes into account some constraints: (1)
Ontologies must be autonomous and communicate with each
other in reactive way. (2) Not all changes should be
managed: there are some changes, which are not interesting
to manage because they do not affect the interconnection
between ontologies. (3) Ontology should receive just
changes that affect the mapping with its interconnected
ontologies. (4) One should have a good understanding of
changes, that will be translated according to the mapping
between ontologies. (5) Mapping is a charred resource
between two ontologies and should be managed in parallel
since to access to this resource can generate conflicts. The
approach is based on a distributed algorithm presenting agent
behaviors’: (1) initiator ontology agent (IOA) and (2)
Dependant Ontology Agent DOA.
B. Proactive System
F.C. Albuquerque et al. [1] discuss basic requirements for
proactive real-time monitoring applications. They propose an
architecture to deploy applications that monitor moving
objects, explore trajectory semantics and are sensitive to
environment dynamics. This architecture uses workflows and
it features a module to extract data, which helps detect
changes on road conditions.
CHOP: DOMAINS ONTOLOGIES WITH
AUTONOMIC CARACTERISTICS
According to M.R. Nami et al. [11], autonomic elements
are the heart of an autonomic system. The autonomic
elements have a control loop that regulates the workflow of
different sub-components of an autonomic system.
IV.

RELATED WORKS

According to M.C.S. Figueroa et al. [16], methodology
for building ontologies mainly includes guidelines for single
ontology construction ranging from ontology specification to
ontology implementation, mainly targeted to ontology
researchers. While NeOn Methodology [20], suggests
pathways and activities for a variety of scenarios,
METHONTOLOGY [21], On-To-Knowledge [22], and
DILIGENT [23] were up to 2009 as the most referred
methodologies for building ontologies and prescribe a rigid
workflow.
A. Knowledge Management
S. Slimani et al. [15] describe distributed ontology
evolution approaches, showing that ontology change
management increases, especially if services ontologies are
heterogeneous (like Semantic Service Architecture - SSOA).
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Figure 1. Autonomic Architecture [11]
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Figure 1 represents the autonomic project developed by
M.R. Nami et al. [11] that provides autonomic features for
the domain ontologies, which defines the following
components:
- Autonomic Element (AE): basic block of autonomic
system, where its interaction with other AE
produces the self-managing behavior;
- Managed Element (ME): any resource (in our case,
the ontologies) that has its behavior controlled by
the environment;
- Autonomic Manager (AM): component that
monitors and controls the ME.
Within our approach, each Managed Element (ME) is
autonomic domain ontology and the Autonomic Manager
(AM) is the meta-knowledge describing the workflow with
its specified active rules that are the policies defined by the
ontologist.
The autonomic computing paradigm uses actions and
predefined rules to lead a new ontology configuration, where
the autonomic characteristics of configuration (C) act on
ontology for normalization, mapping and alignment to other
existing ontologies. Besides, healing actions treat undesirable
scenarios during the autonomic evolution. Likewise,
ontology instances require actions and rules to address issues
related to protection. Also, ontology querying indicates the
need for treatment optimization in scenarios that compromise
the service quality offered by the ontology.
Then, we define autonomic ontologies as domain
ontologies that obey active rules that deal with the special
actions on the ontology behavior and their knowledge bases.
Accordingly, the actions are related to configuration, healing,
protection and optimization of the ontology (Self-CHOP).

V.

AUTONOMIC ACTIONS

According to E. Hovy [9], ontologies are better accepted
by traditional critics only if at least two conditions are
addressed: they have well-founded methodologies for
construction and evaluation and prove their usefulness in real
applications. Our proposal contemplates the assessment
phase by monitoring ontology metrics and applies its
contribution within governmental knowledge bases that use
the domain ontology as a semantic resource. Our approach
makes use of autonomic computing paradigm to achieve
accuracy in the evaluation and ontology management such
that the ontologist is spared of the procedure details.
Firstly, the monitoring aims to guarantee the ontology
quality with evaluation as an activity of their whole life
cycle. This goal is addressed in two scenarios: knowledge
base and ontology querying.
A. Knowledge Base Scenario (Instances)
The knowledge base uses ontologies and vocabularies
that already exist and might have been developed by third
parties. It is important to monitor and treat events related to
these resources interaction. As the knowledge base has
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concept’s types represented in a domain ontology, we deal
with the following events:
1) New Meanings
This event occurs when an ontology sub-graph has a
concept referenced by a knowledge base and this concept is
modified. In this case, the concept instances need to be
revised to ensure the real semantic representation between
the instance and the modified concept.
2) Reuse
This event occurs when the same instance (certified by
the same unique identifier or owl:sameAs property) exists on
different bases and it is from different concepts. In this case,
we can infer there is a semantic relationship between these
different concepts of ontologies.
3) Inconsistency
This event occurs when a concept is deleted. At this
point, it is important to identify the sub-graph in which the
concept was, as well as, the mappings / integration that this
concept had with other ontologies / knowledge base.
B. Queries Scenarios
Even with the most advanced interfaces for user’s
interaction, expressing a need for information is a difficult
task. There is a semantic distance between the real users
needs and what they expressed on the search. The queries
performed on ontology provide statistics about its use as a
resource semantic related to data quality and needs for
ontological management. This scenario includes three
events:
1) Concepts Accessed
The architecture monitors central ontology concepts to
collect data for statistical redistribution of instances. First,
SPARQL queries [14] received from client applications are
processed to analise and identify the instances type retrieved
from queries throuhg the rdf type property. After, the more
the concept is quoted, the more it fits in the central ontology
concepts group. This means that the concept is quoted when
its instances are implicitly mentioned in the query.
2) Critical Path
The event occurs identifying the ontology’s sub-graph
with the largest execution times of queries. From this point,
extracting the concepts involved in the SPARQL query [14],
class attributes and modifiers used, in our case, order by,
projection, distinct, offset and limit (known area of
database).
3) Denial of Service
Event identified when overload or ineffectiveness access
to ontologies. Ontology as a knowledge representation and
semantic resource for querying by other systems, must be
concerned with the service quality offered and, most
importantly, if the service is actually being offered. The two
events above address quality while this event verifies
availability, keeping the service history offered.
The metric used is the response time of queries to client
applications, when they reach the maximum waiting time
defined by the ontologist. As shown in the previous event,
every query has its runtime recorded and when it achieves an
unacceptable level, this event is triggered.
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C. Autonomic actions
Autonomic Action is any algorithm developed under
autonomic computing paradigm that acts upon domain
ontologies in order to generate a new configuration, healing,
protection or optimization. The autonomic action is
performed after an event is identified.
1) Balancing Semantic Action
This action includes or maps a concept to an unbalanced
sub-graph through common instances between the sub-graph
concepts and concepts from other ontologies. The advantage
is to guarantee ontologies mapping, since the common
instance ratifies the semantic relation between the concepts
involved. Thus, the apporach aims to restore the ontology in
a coordinated and orderly way to avoid unexpected /
unwanted results, maintaining consistency based on metrics
already established in the literature.
As the structure taxonomic metrics evaluate the ontology
quality structure, the guard expressions use the Width and
Depth metrics to identify a sub-graph that reaches a value not
desirable by ontologist.
This action treats the problem of sub-graph by mapping
concepts with common instances. When the guard
expression is triggered, the instances associated with the subgraph concepts are used as input for the re-design of the
unbalanced sub-graph through the following algorithm:
a) Identification of the sub-graph;
b) Sub-graph analysis:
c) If the sub-graph has reached a non-acceptable value
for the width, then the treatment action will be vertical with
the identification of 'NEW concepts' with semantic relation
with child classes of the sub-graph (Figure 2);

Figure 2. Semantic Vertical Balancing Strategy

d) If the sub-graph has reached a non-acceptable value
for depth, then the treatment will use the concept of
inclusion on leaf of the sub-graph between a father-class and
child-class, expanding the ontology vertically (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Semantic Horizontal Balancing Strategy

e) Retrieve the sub-graph instances;
f) For each instance:
g) Check if the resource (identified by
rdf:resource) is referenced by other instances, even if in
other ontologies;
h) Check if the concept type is different between
instances identified in the previous step;
i) Check the existence of a common concept
between the concept type of instances;
j) Create a semantic relationship between the
concepts identified in the previous step;
2) Fragmentation Action
Fragmentation action occurs on the concept being highly
referenced by instances and other concepts. This action finds
equivalent classes to heal the critical path of ontology. This
is possible through (1) equivalent relationship between
instances of different ontologies (by sameIndividuals axiom)
and (2) different instances reference the same resource (by
rdf:resource property).
Thus, the approach heals the critical path with inclusion
of existing concepts to avoid overload in query performance.
The increase and enrichment of knowledge bases are the
source for healing of ontologies referenced by them.
Fragmentation action has guard expressions associated
with the following metrics: Importance of Class (instances
distribution), Wealth of classes (instances distribution
between classes) and Cost Based Evaluation (CBE - to
measure performance).
When any of the ontology metrics reaches a value that
triggers at least one guard expressions, Fragmentation action
is performed:
a) Identification of the concept;
b) Instances selection of the concept identified on step
(a);
c) For each instance:
d) Identify instances (1) that reference the same
resource (by rdf:resource tag) or (2) has the sameIndividuals
axiom with an instance that has a different type (rdf type
property) (according to Figure 4);
e) Check if the instance type identified (by rdf:
type property) is different from the selected instance;
f) Inclusion of the equivalentClass axiom
between the concept identified in step (a) and the concept of
the instance identified in the step (d);
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Figure 4. In (2) a relationship was created between the concepts H and B
due to their particular instances to represent the same feature (1)

Figure 4 shows the case where two individuals of
different types represent the same resource. In this case, they
are considered identical individuals according to our
approach.
VI.

The governament knowledge base is constructed from
Brazilian laws, the events that surround them and authorities
responsible for these. The knowledge base is built on RDF
language through the Brazilian Official Gazette, which is the
access for official information.
The initial study was done with two different ontologies:
Social Security and Legislative domain [7]. The first
ontololgy has an overload concept called 'Law' (Figure 6),
while, Legislative ontology used by Chamber of Deputies
treat specifically the federal law documents with other 14
concepts (Figure 7). Given the need to deal with the
overloaded concept 'Law' on Social Security ontology, which
reference the same official documents of Legislative
ontology, then the first can import the child-concepts of
Legislative ontology, which more specific types allowing to
treat the overload 'Law' concept in the Social Security
ontology. The Fragmentation action maps the Legislative
ontology that provides new concepts as view that is a faithful
and attentive to changes in the ontology provider. Note that
there is a copy or a mapping of new concepts.

CASE STUDY

Domain ontologies are Managed Elements (ME), in
which the metrics are monitored in the form of Jess
production rules (Figure 5) [10], implementing the workflow
transition conditions of each ontology management.
Moreover, the ontology is registered as a web service, whose
desirable values are filled by the ontologist. At this moment
begins the self-management.
Figure 6.

Figure 5. Jess production rules

This section presents a brief case study to demonstrate
how the architecture works. The case came from Secretary of
Federal Treasury responsible for control and oversight of
federal spending in accordance with the legislation, case law
and administrative acts. The Knowledge Organizational
System - SIOP-LEGIS [3] is a project that aims to provide
knowledge management for legislative domain through
changeable representation, which deals with trends in the
law.
Nowadays, according to S.N. Brandao et al.[25], the
system represents the knowledge from Official Gazette,
allowing to answer questions that were required during the
monitoring, auditing and oversight. This knowledge base is
linked to other Brazilian Open Data and represents one more
effort in Open Government Partnership [12] to reflect the
country’s commitment to strengthen the transparency of
government actions to prevent and combat corruption [4].
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An knowledge base instance associated to concept 'Law' trough
'rdf: type' despite being a decree

A second study was conducted with the inclusion of the
concept 'Law' in the Legislative ontology. In this case, the
Balancing Semantic action could be performed with the
inclusion of hierarchical relationship (containing 14
concepts) in the Social Security ontology. In this case, even
the fragmentation action being thrown to the inclusion of the
axiom equivalentclass, there was the possibility of
performing semantic balancing action.

Figure 7. After Fragmentation action, the instance of the Figure 6 now
associated to concept 'Decree' trough 'rdf: type', what really represents the
'rdfs: isDefinedBy' property

This suggests as future work to create a workflow with
actions containing priority, treatment of infinite loop and
treatment of undesirable behavior and scenarios.
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[2]

VII. CONCLUSION
The SIOP-LEGIS [3] project is part of Federal Budget
Secretary initiative to provide information to society. The
project allows the development of tools to read the data
provided by own government, since information is linked
and interoperable in our open knowledge base.
In general terms, the methodology presents as main
advantages: (i) the semi-automation process of domain
ontologies managment, minimizing human intervention, (ii)
ontology monitor through ontology metrics, since the
knowledge base is constantly updated and consequently
under failures. Therefore, if an known symptoms occurs, the
proposal allows a new configuration, healing, optimization
or protection. The existing ontologies in the SIOP-LEGIS [3]
repository are currently monitored for symptoms and it
reached the predictive level 3 (according to Figure 8) with
the ability to monitor symptoms and recommend actions as a
form of domain ontologies´ evolution. We envision the next
autonomic level, where the architecture will be able to take
actions regarding Service Level Agreement (SLA) and
improve the human/system interaction.

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

Figure 8. Autonomic level define by [24]

We also aim to find inconsistencies in the knowledge base
and indicate them for the domain specialist. With this, selfmanagement caracteristics will be added to the knowledge
base.
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